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Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden gemischt leitende Festoxide mit Perowskit-Struktur be-
züglich ihrer Anwendbarkeit als Sauerstoffelektrode (Kathode) in Festoxid-Brennstoffzellen
untersucht, die auf Protonen leitenden Elektrolytmembranen basieren (H+-SOFC). Diese Art
von Hochtemperatur-Brennstoffzellen ist vielversprechend, da sie es ermöglicht die Betriebs-
temperatur von typischerweise ≥ 800 ◦C für SOFCs basierend auf Oxidionen leitenden Mem-
branen (O2−-SOFC) auf ≤ 700 ◦C zu senken. Solch eine Temperaturabsenkung bringt eine
Reihe von Vorteilen mit sich wie verringerte Degradation, längere Laufzeiten, kürzer Anlauf-
zeiten und geringere Kosten. Ein weiterer Vorteil ist, dass Wasser an der Kathode gebildet
wird ohne den Brennstoff zu verdünnen, was den praktischen Betrieb vereinfacht. Unter redu-
zierter Temperatur dominiert die Überspannung an der Kathode (hohe Aktivierungsenergie)
über alle anderen Verluste in der Brennstoffzelle.

Daher ist es zwingend erforderlich die katalytische Aktivität der Kathode systematisch
und zielgerichtet zu verbessern, wofür ein grundlegendes Verständnis der elektrochemischen
Eigenschaften der Materialien entscheidend ist. Diese Eigenschaften werden unter anderem
von der Defektchemie der beweglichen Ladungsträger des Materials bestimmt. In feuchter,
oxidierender Atmosphäre bei erhöhter Temperatur müssen drei Defekte in Betracht gezo-
gen werden: Sauerstoffleerstellen, im Zwischengitter sitzende protonische Defekte verknüpft
mit einem regulären Gittersauerstoff, und Elektronenlöcher. Diese Kombination aus ionischen
(Sauerstoffleerstellen und Protonen) und elektronischen (Löcher) Ladungsträgern führt zum
gemischt leitenden Verhalten dieser Materialklasse. In einer H+-SOFC ist eine gemischte Pro-
tonen/Löcherleitfähigkeit in der Kathode in hohem Maße erwünscht, da sie die gesamte Elek-
trodenoberfläche für die Wasserbildung katalytisch aktivieren würde. Dies würde die Leistung
der Kathode erheblich verbessern, da ihre Oberfläche normalerweise viel größer ist als die
Länge der Dreiphasengrenze, auf welche demgegenüber der katalytisch aktive Bereich be-
schränkt wäre, wenn die Elektrode für Protonen isolierend ist.

Die Volumen-Thermodynamik und Transporteigenschaften mit drei beweglichen Ladungs-
trägern sind erheblich komplizierter als in einem System mit ”nur“ zwei beweglichen Defek-
ten. In letzterem ist über die Elektroneutralitätsbedingung eine eindeutige Beziehung zwi-
schen beiden Ladungsträgerkonzentrationen gegeben. Dagegen gibt es im System mit drei
Ladungsträgern für einen gegebenen Defekt mehr Freiheitsgrade. Dadurch sind numerische
Simulationen notwendig um die thermodynamischen und Volumentransporteigenschaften zu
beschreiben und zu verstehen.

Die Protonenkonzentration von gemischt leitenden Perowskiten wurde ex-situ durch Karl-
Fischer Titration und Thermogravimetrie unter Auswertung des Massenspektrometersignals
und in-situ durch dynamische, thermogravimetrische Relaxationexperimente bei stufenweiser
Änderung des Wasserpartialdrucks bestimmt. Vier verschiedene Materialien, welche in der Li-
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Zusammenfassung

teratur als Kathodenmaterial vorgeschlagen werden, wurden ausgewählt:
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (LSCF), Ba0.6Sr0.4Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ (BSCN), Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ
(BSCF) und Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ (BSFZ). Nachdem ihr Potential als gemischter Proto-
nen/Löcherleiter durch Bestimmung der maximalen Protonenkonzentration über auf Raum-
temperatur hydratisierte Proben untersucht wurde (steigt von ≈ 0.1 auf 20 mol% in der gege-
benen Reihenfolge), wurde BSFZ als vielversprechendster Kandidat identifiziert und für wei-
tere Untersuchungen ausgewählt. Aus thermodynamischer Sicht sind zwei Grenzfälle in der
Protonenaufnahme bekannt: Aufnahme eines Wassermoleküls, welches eine Sauerstoffleerstel-
le besetzt und zwei protonische Defekte bildet (Säure-Base-Thermodynamik), und Aufnahme
von Wasser unter gleichzeitiger Freisetzung von Sauerstoff, was formal gleichbedeutend mit
reiner Wasserstoffaufnahme ist (Redoxthermodynamik). In Abhängigkeit der Temperatur, des
Sauerstoff- und Wasserpartialdrucks ist jede Kombination aus beiden Mechanismen möglich.
Dies führt zu einer wesentlichen Verkomplizierung in der experimentellen in-situ Auswertung,
da die Protonenkonzentration nicht direkt aus der Massenänderung berechnet werden kann.
Mit Hilfe der numerischen Simulationen des Transportverhaltens unter verschiedenen Bedin-
gungen, Messung der Massenrelaxation aufgrund der Wasserpartialdruckänderungen unter
zwei verschiedenen Sauerstoffpartialdrücken und durch Bestimmung der thermodynamischen
Eigenschaften in trockenen Bedingungen konnte die Protonenkonzentration unter Anwendung
des thermodynamischen Modells berechnet werden. Die erhaltenen Werte reichen von 0.32 bis
1.5 mol% zwischen 600 und 350 °C bei 20 mbar pH2O, und sind – in Übereinstimmung mit dem
thermodynamischen Modell und Literaturdaten bzgl. BSCF – fast pO2

unabhängig.

Für BSFZ wurden die Transienten Massenrelaxatation nach pH2O-Wechsel für zwei verschie-
dene pO2

-Werte gemessen. Interessanterweise ändert sich der Mechanismus der Protonenauf-
nahme von vorwiegend Säure-Base-Wasseraufnahme bei 10 mbar (hohe Relaxationszeiten und
Massenzunahmen) zu vorwiegend Wasserstoffaufnahme bei 1 bar pO2

(schnelle und geringe
Massenzunahme). Dieser Übergang ist mit dem thermodynamischen Modell vereinbar. Die
Transienten konnten mit der bekannten Lösung des zweiten Fick’schen Gesetzes für eindi-
mensionale Diffusion in der Ebene (mit hinreichend schneller Oberflächenreaktion) angepasst
werden, wodurch chemische Diffusivitäten erhalten wurden. In einem Material mit drei be-
weglichen Ladungsträgern kann der Wassertransport komplizierter sein als in einem Medium
mit zwei Ladungsträgern, in dem Protonen- und Sauerstoffleerstelldiffusion trivialerweise an-
einander gekoppelt sind. In Perowskiten sind die Löcher normalerweise die schnellste Spezies.
Für hinreichend hohe Löcherkonzentrationen kann sich die Protonenwanderung in die Pro-
be von den normalerweise langsameren Sauerstoffleerstellen entkoppeln und stattdessen an
die Löcher gekoppelt wandern, welche in die entgegengesetzte Richtung fließen (chemische
Diffusion von Wasserstoff). Um das thermodynamische Gleichgewicht zu erreichen, d.h. um
Wasser in Gänze aufzunehmen, wird dann Sauerstoff in einem langsameren Prozess in die
Probe transportiert (Gegendiffusion von Sauerstoffleerstellen, welche die Probe verlassen und
an Löcher gekoppelt sind, welche zurück in die Probe eingebracht werden). Dieser Transport-
mechanismus führt zu einer sogenannten “two-fold” Relaxation, welche eine nichtmonotone
Relaxation der Löcherkonzentration aufweist. Allerdings konnte die Massentransiente auf-
grund der kleinen Signalintensität der Wasserstoffaufnahme zur Gesamtrelaxation in 10 mbar
pO2

nicht verlässlich mit dem “two-fold” Modell angepasst werden. Es wurde stattdessen mit
einem einzelnen, effektiven Diffusionskoeffizient angepasst. Basierend auf numerischen Simu-
lationen können diese Werte als Untergrenze für die Protonendiffusivität betrachtet werden.
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Unter 1 bar pO2
wird nur Wasserstoff aufgenommen, was in einer ambipolaren Diffusion von

Protonen und Löchern resultiert und eine monotone “single-fold” Relaxation mit einem che-
mischen Diffusionskoeffizienten von Wasserstoff darstellt. Da der Hydrierungsgrad in BSFZ
unter den untersuchten Bedingungen niedrig ist, können die angepassten Werte grob der De-
fektdiffusivität des Protons gleichgesetzt werden.

Die Protonenleitfähigkeit wird aus der Konzentration und Diffusivität, welche aus den Mas-
senrelaxationsexperimenten erhalten wurden, berechnet. Die Anpassung mit nur einem Para-
meter in 10 mbar pO2

, welche eine Untergrenze für die Protonendiffusivität darstellt, ergibt
eine vorsichtige Abschätzung für die Protonenleitfähigkeit. Die erhaltenen Werte reichen von
≈ 9×10−5 in der zurückhaltenden bis 2×10−3 Scm−1 in der realistischen Abschätzung. Sie sind
anderthalb Größenordnung unter der Protonenleitfähigkeit von 15% Y-dotiertem BaZrO3,
welches einer der besten Hochtemperatur-Protonenleiter ist. Nichtsdestotrotz liegt sogar die
abgeschätzte Untergrenze der Protonenleitfähigkeit in BSFZ mehrere Größenordnungen über
einem benötigten Minimum von etwa 3×10−8 Scm−1 (Grenze zwischen Oberflächen- und Volu-
menpfad für dichte (La,Sr)MnO3±δ Elektrode auf YSZ), um die gesamte Elektrodenoberfläche
katalytisch zu aktivieren. Meines Wissens nach ist dies die erste Untersuchung, welche quanti-
tative Werte für die Protonenleitfähigkeit in den gemischt leitenden Perowskiten liefert, welche
typischerweise als Kathodenmaterialien in Festoxidbrennstoffzellen eingesetzt werden.

Die elektrochemische Aktivität von BSFZ und BSCF wurde durch Impedanzspektrosko-
pie untersucht. Dünnfilm-Mikroelektroden wurden über Puls-Laser-Abscheidung (PLD) auf
polierten Y-dotierten BaZrO3 Substraten und Photolithographie (mit Ionenstrahlätzen) her-
gestellt. Für diese Mikroelektroden dominiert der Niederfrequenzbeitrag normalerweise die
Gesamtimpedanz, und sein Widerstand ist umgekehrt proportional zum ratenbestimmen-
den Schritt der Sauerstoffreduktion zu Wasser. Die umgekehrte Proportionalität des Ober-
flächenreaktionswiderstandes zur Fläche der Mikroelektroden bestätigt, dass die gesamte Elek-
trodenoberfläche katalytisch aktiv ist. Seine Abhängigkeit vom Sauerstoff- und Wasserparti-
aldruck liefert wichtige Informationen über den Sauerstoffreduktionsmechanismus. Der Expo-
nent der Sauerstoff- und Wasserpartialdruckabhängigkeit weist darauf hin, dass molekularer
Sauerstoff und Sauerstoffleerstellen am ratenbestimmenden Schritt der Sauerstoffreduktions-
reaktion teilnehmen. Dies ist mit Ergebnissen von gemischt leitenden Dünnfilmelektroden
auf YSZ identisch, in denen die Wanderung einer Sauerstoffleerstelle zu einem oberflächen-
adsorbierten Superoxid ratenbestimmend ist. Während der Impedanzmessungen wurde ge-
zeigt, dass die bekannte, nicht vernachlässigbare elektronische Leitfähigkeit von Y-dotierten
BaZrO3 zu einem elektronischen Leckstrom in gas-symmetrischen Zellen führt, welcher die
Auswertung der gemessenen Spektren (insbesondere in porenfreien Elektroden) empfindlich
stören kann. Diese Störung wurde dadurch verringert, dass zu BaZrO3 mit nur 1% Y-Gehalt
übergegangen wurde und sie in die Auswertung mit einbezogen wurde. Im Gegensatz dazu
wird dieser Aspekt in keiner veröffentlichten Untersuchung zur Sauerstoffreduktion in H+-
SOFCs berücksichtigt, was zu Fehlinterpretationen bezüglich des Mechanismus führen kann.

Zusammenfassend ist zu sagen, dass die Protonenkonzentration und Leitfähigkeit für BSFZ
bestimmt werden konnte. Es wurde für BSFZ und BSCF Mikroelektroden bestätigt, dass
wie zu erwarten die gesamte Elektrodenoberfläche katalytisch aktiv ist. Diese Ergebnisse lie-
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fern einen Ansatz für eine wissensbasierte Verbesserung der Kathodenleistung in Protonen
leitenden Festoxidbrennstoffzellen.
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Abstract
In the present study mixed-conducting solid oxides with perovskite structure are investigated
regarding their applicability as oxygen electrode (cathode) in solid oxide fuel cells based on
proton-conducting electrolyte membranes (H+-SOFC). This type of high temperature fuel
cells is a promising device as it may allow one to decrease the operating temperature from
≥ 800 ◦C, typically necessary for SOFCs using oxide-ion conducting membranes (O2−-SOFC),
to ≤ 700 ◦C. Such a temperature reduction would bring about a variety of advantages such as
less degradation, longer lifetime, shorter start-up times and lower costs. A further advantage
is the formation of water at the cathode without diluting the fuel at the anode simplifying the
stack operation. At reduced temperatures the overpotential of the cathode (high activation
energy) dominants over all contributions to the performance of the fuel cell.

Hence, it is mandatory to systematically and purposefully enhance the catalytic activity of
the cathode, for which a fundamental understanding of the electrochemical properties of the
materials is key. These properties are inter alia determined by the defect chemistry of the
material’s mobile charge carriers. In humid, oxidizing atmosphere at elevated temperature
three defects have to be considered: Oxygen vacancies, interstitial protonic defects associated
with a regular oxygen site and electron holes. This combination of ionic (oxygen vacancies and
protons) and electronic (holes) charge carriers provides the mixed-conducting characteristics
of these class of materials. In a H+-SOFC a mixed proton/hole conductivity in the cathode is
highly desired as to make the whole electrode surface catalytically active for water formation.
This would severely enhance the performance of the cathode as its surface is typically much
larger than the length of the triple-phase-boundary to which, in contrast, the catalytically
active zone would be limited if the electrode is insulating for protons.

The bulk thermodynamic and transport behavior regarding three mobile charge carriers are
significantly more complex than for systems with “only” two mobile defects. In the latter an
unambiguous correlation between both charge carriers is given through the local electroneu-
trality condition. For the situation having three charge carriers this correlation is, in contrast,
a priori less restrictive for a given carrier, and numerical simulations are necessary to describe
and understand the bulk thermodynamic and transport properties.

The proton concentration of mixed-conducting perovskites was ex-situ determined by Karl-
Fischer titration and thermogravimetry analyzing the mass spectrometer signal, and in-situ
by dynamic, thermogravimetric relaxation experiments upon step-wise changes in the water
partial pressure. Four different materials proposed as cathode for solid oxide fuel cells in
the literature are chosen: La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (LSCF), Ba0.6Sr0.4Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ (BSCN),
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (BSCF) and Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ (BSFZ). After exploring the ca-
pability as mixed proton/hole conductor by determining the maximum proton concentration
of to room temperature hydrated samples (increases from ≈ 0.1 to 20 mol% in the given se-
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ries), BSFZ was found to be the most promising candidate of the four and, therefore, selected
for further investigations. From a thermodynamic point of view two limiting possibilities
incorporating protons are identified: Incorporating a water molecule occupying an oxygen
vacancy and forming two protonic defects (acid-base thermodynamics) and taking up water
releasing simultaneously oxygen, i.e. hydration-deoxygenation, formally equivalent to pure
hydrogen incorporation (redox thermodynamics). Depending on temperature, oxygen and
water partial pressure any combination of both mechanisms is possible. This leads to a sub-
stantial complexity in the experimental in-situ analysis as the proton concentration cannot
directly be calculated from the mass changes. With the help of numerically simulating the
transport behavior at different conditions, measuring the mass relaxation upon water partial
pressure changes at two different oxygen partial pressures and determining the thermody-
namic properties in dry conditions, the proton concentration could be calculated applying
the thermodynamic model. The obtained proton concentrations range from 0.32 to 1.5 mol%
between 600 and 350 °C at 20 mbar pH2O, being almost pO2

independent, in agreement with
the thermodynamic model and literature data for BSCF.

For BSFZ the mass relaxation transients upon ∆pH2O were measured for two different
pO2

values. Interestingly, the mechanism of proton uptake was found to change from pre-
dominantly acid-base water uptake at 10 mbar (large relaxation times and mass increase) to
predominantly redox hydrogen uptake at 1 bar pO2

(fast and small mass gain). This transition
is in agreement with the thermodynamic model. The transients could be fitted through the
known solution of Fick’s second law of one-dimensional diffusion into a plane sheet (with suf-
ficiently fast surface equilibration) obtaining chemical diffusivities. In a material with three
mobile carriers water transport can be more complex than in a two carrier medium where
proton and oxygen vacancy diffusion are coupled to each other in a simple way. In perovskites
the holes are typically the fastest species. For sufficiently high hole concentrations the protons
migrating into the sample can decouple from the typically slower oxygen vacancies and, in-
stead, migrate coupled to the holes which diffuse in the opposite direction (chemical diffusion
of hydrogen). To obtain the thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. to take up water in total, oxy-
gen is transported into the sample in a slower process (counter-diffusion of oxygen vacancies
leaving the sample, and coupled to holes which are incorporated back into the sample). This
transport mechanism leads to a so called two-fold relaxation exhibiting a non-monotonic re-
laxation in the hole concentration. However, owing to the low signal intensity of the hydrogen
uptake in the mass relaxation at 10 mbar pO2

, the mass transients could not reliably fitted to
the two-fold relaxation model. It was, instead, fitted to a single effective diffusion coefficient.
Based on numerical simulations these fit values are taken as lower bound for the proton diffu-
sivity. At 1 bar pO2

only hydrogen is taken up resulting in an ambipolar diffusion of protons
and holes, representing a monotonic single-fold relaxation with a single chemical diffusion
coefficient of hydrogen. As the degree of hydrogenation is low for BSFZ in the investigated
temperature range, these fit values can roughly be equaled to the proton defect diffusivity.

The proton conductivity is calculated using its concentration and diffusivity obtained from
the mass relaxation experiments. The one-parameter fit from transients in 10 mbar pO2

–
being a lower bound for the proton diffusivity – yields a conservative estimate for the proton
conductivity. The obtained values range from ≈ 9×10−5 in the conservative to 2×10−3 Scm−1

in the realistic estimation. They are up to one and a half orders of magnitude below the proton
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conductivity of 15% Y-doped BaZrO3 being one of the best known high temperature proton
conductors. Nevertheless, even the estimate of the lower limit of proton conductivity in BSFZ
is orders of magnitude larger than a required minimum of about 3×10−8 Scm−1 (found as
border between surface and bulk path for dense (La,Sr)MnO3±δ electrodes on YSZ) to make
the whole electrode surface catalytically active. This is to the best of my knowledge the first
study providing quantitative values for the proton conductivity in those mixed-conducting
perovskites typically used as cathode material in solid oxide fuel cells.

The electrochemical activity of BSFZ and BSCF was investigated by impedance spec-
troscopy. Thin-film microelectrodes were prepared by pulse laser deposition on polished Y-
doped BaZrO3 substrates and photolithography (ion beam etching). For these microelectrodes
the low frequency contribution typically dominates the overall impedance, and its resistance
is inversely proportional to the reaction rate determining the overall oxygen to water reaction.
The inverse dependence of the surface reaction resistance to the area of the microelectrode
confirms that the whole electrode surface is catalytically active. Its dependency on oxygen
and water partial pressure provides important information about the oxygen reduction mech-
anism. The exponents of the oxygen and water partial pressure dependency indicate that
molecular oxygen and oxygen vacancies are participating in the rate determining step of the
oxygen reduction reaction. This is identical to results obtained for mixed-conducting thin-film
electrodes on YSZ where it was found that the migration of an oxygen vacancy at the surface
to adsorbed superoxide species is rate determining. In the course of the impedance mea-
surements it was shown that the known non-zero electronic conductivity of Y-doped BaZrO3,
leading to an electronic leakage current in gas-symmetrical cells, can severely disturbe the in-
terpretation of the measured spectra (in particular for pore-free electrodes). This disturbance
was diminished by switching to BaZrO3 with only 1% Y-dopant concentration and had to be
taken into the analysis. In contrast, this aspect is not considered by any published study in-
vestigating the oxygen reduction reaction in H+-SOFC which could lead to misinterpretations
on the mechanism.

To summarize, proton concentration and conductivity could be determined for BSFZ. The
expected whole electrode surface being catalytically active for the oxygen reduction could be
confirmed for BSFZ and BSCF microelectrodes. These findings now serve a starting point for
a knowledge-based improvement of the cathode performance in proton-conducting solid oxide
fuel cells.
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1 Introduction
Owing to finite resources of crude oil, limited acceptance of nuclear power sources (at least,
in Germany and Japan) and an increasing environmental awareness in society and politics,
alternative and renewable energy sources are mandatory. Amongst wind, solar and biomass
(probably competing with food production), fuel cells and batteries are promising technologies
in order to supply energy in a sustainable way. In this thesis, the focus is set to fuel cells. They
are environmentally friendly as they are (i) not limited by Carnot’s law, i.e. higher efficiencies
with less consumption of primary energy resources are achievable with good scalability to
smaller units. (ii) Using hydrogen as fuel they are, in principle, CO2 neutral and renewable
(depends on the source of hydrogen) as the only exhaust is water. A large variety of fuel
cell types is available classified by the electrolyte used and operating temperature suited for
different applications, such as low temperature fuel cells mostly for mobile applications (poly-
mer membranes, aqueous alkaline solutions or phosphoric acid as electrolyte – 50 − 200 ◦C),
intermediate temperature fuel cells (molten carbonates as electrolyte – 600−700 ◦C) and, last
but not least, high temperature fuel cells mostly for stationary applications (solid oxides as
electrolytes – ≥ 800 ◦C). [1]

Amongst the solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) two types can be identified: SOFCs using oxide-
ion conducting electrolytes such as Yttrium stabilized zirconia ((Zr,Y)O2−δ, YSZ) – O2−-
SOFC, and SOFCs using proton-conducting electrolytes such as Yttrium or Scandium doped
barium zirconates or cerates (Ba(Zr,Ce,Y,Sc)O3−δ) – H+-SOFC. While the first one typically
needs to be operated at temperatures above 800 °C (electrolyte exhibits high enough ionic
conductivity; however, efforts on lowering the temperature are made [2–6]), the latter can be
operated at lower temperatures below 700 °C, i.e. the intermediate temperature range, as
the electrolyte still shows sufficiently high bulk proton conductivity. The reduced operating
temperatures enable advantages such as lower costs owing to less demands regarding seal-
ing and materials, shorter start-up times, longer life-time (stability) and formation of water
at the cathode (oxygen electrode) instead of the anode (fuel electrode) without diluting the
fuel. [7] However, the reduced temperature increases mostly the overpotential of the cathode
as the oxygen reduction typically has the highest activation energy (above 1 eV, [8] bulk proton
conductivity ≈ 0.4 eV [9;10]) making it the limiting part of the fuel cell performance. Hence,
it is highly desirable to understand the bulk diffusion and surface reaction properties of the
mixed conducting electrode materials to purposefully improve the parameters. Commonly, the
same mixed-conducting oxides used for the O2−-SOFC with perovskite structure are taken
as cathode in H+-SOFC. To achieve a high cell performance, it is advantageous to have a
mixed-conducting electrode to extend the reactive zone (where typically the oxygen reduc-
tion/dissociation takes place) beyond the limited triple-phase-boundary length (where elec-
trode, electrolyte and gas phase are in contact) ideally to the whole electrode surface. [11] This
is easily achieved for O2−-SOFC as most doped perovskite electrode materials exhibit suffi-
ciently high oxide ionic and electronic conductivity (even for (La,Sr)MnO3±δ (LSM) thin-films
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1 Introduction

with a very low ionic conductivity of 3×10−8 Scm−1 at 800 °C on YSZ the whole electrode
surface is catalytically active [12]). The oxygen reduction mechanism has been investigated
and is understood in great detail for several cathode materials on YSZ using dense thin-film
electrodes with well-defined morphology. This indicates, in principle, another advantage for
H+-SOFCs. For the oxygen reduction mechanism at mixed-conducting perovskite electrodes
on YSZ it was found that incorporation of molecular oxygen chemi-sorbed at the electrode
surface into an oxygen vacancy is the rate determining step, i.e. the elementary reaction which
is limiting the cathode performance. In contrast, forming water at the electrode surface of
a H+-SOFC does not necessarily require this step, and reduction and dissociation of oxygen
could directly occur at the electrode surface.

In contrast, the oxygen reduction for H+-SOFCs was so far typically investigated on porous
electrodes (single-phase electrodes or composite mixtures of electrode and electrolyte) which,
indeed, are on the one hand closely related to applications, but on the other hand exhibit
a complex, poorly defined and less reproducible morphology which makes it very difficult to
draw mechanistic conclusion and compare different materials and setups. [13] In this thesis,
dense, thin-film microelectrodes known from investigations of the O2−-SOFC type are used
to study the oxygen reduction mechanism in H+-SOFCs. [11;14;15] Proton-conducting Y-doped
BaZrO3 – a promising candidate with high bulk conductivity and thermal stability – was used
as electrolyte. [16] Moreover, to enable the whole electrode surface to be catalytically active it is
necessary to have a mixed proton/electron conducting material. However, there is some skep-
ticism in the H+-SOFC community whether the mixed-conducting perovskites are conductive
for protons, at all. [17–23] Few publications trying to determine the proton concentration are
found. [24–27] In contrast, the proton conductivity of typical mixed-conducting cathode ma-
terials is so far not quantified. To the best of my knowledge selectively proton-conducting,
well-defined electrodes are not available to perform Wagner-Hebb polarization experiments
typically used to determine the oxide ion conductivity in these mixed conductors, which makes
it more difficult to determine the minor proton conductivity in a predominantly electronic-
conducting material. [28;29]

In this thesis, the bulk thermodynamic and diffusion properties as well as the surface kinet-
ics are investigated and discussed taking all three mobile charge carriers into account which
makes the physical analysis very complex. [30–33] Numerical calculations and simulations are
performed and found necessary to understand the bulk thermodynamic and diffusion behav-
ior in this three charge carrier situation. Amongst the huge variety of mixed-conducting
perovskites offered in the literature four materials are chosen. (i) Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ
(BSCF) as a promising candidate for O2−-SOFC with high catalytic activity, high oxygen
vacancy concentration (probably a criterion for a high proton concentration) with fast diffu-
sion and sufficient hole conductivity showing a high power density in H+-SOFCs, too. [2;34–38]

(ii) Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ (BSFZ) as cobalt free counterpart of BSCF with high oxygen
vacancy concentration, as well, lower hole conductivity and catalytic activity (cobalt free per-
ovskite electrodes tend to appear less active [8;39]), but still exhibiting a good performance in
oxygen permeation membrane and fuel cell tests. [40–42] (iii) Ba0.6Sr0.4Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ (BSCN)
as iron free complement exhibiting a fuel cell performance comparable to BSCF. [6;43] (iv)
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (LSCF) as state-of-the-art mixed-conducting electrode studied in de-
tail for O2−-SOFC over a long period. [44–47] After first proton concentration measurements,
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BSFZ and BSCF are selected for further examination as promising candidates for mixed pro-
tonic/electronic conductors. The hydration and oxygen reduction kinetic behavior of BSFZ
showing the highest proton concentration of the four materials is intensively studied by ther-
mogravimetric and conductivity relaxation, tracer exchange experiments and impedance spec-
troscopy. As comparison, the oxygen reduction at BSCF on BZY is investigated, as well. In
addition, the electronic leakage of the proton-conducting electrolyte appearing in oxidizing
atmosphere at elevated temperatures which severely disturbs the electrochemical analysis had
to be analyzed and means are developed to minimize it. This effect can lead to misinterpre-
tations, and is, in contrast to all literature data, properly taken into account in this thesis. [48]
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2 Systems with three mobile charge
carriers

2.1 Bulk thermodynamics

The electrochemical properties of solid oxides are determined by the chemistry and physics of
their mobile defects. In this work only point defects - defects of zero dimension - are discussed,
grouped into electronic and ionic defects. The defects are denominated using Kröger-Vink-
notation: Xa

b with X denoting the defect (V for vacancy, h for electronic hole and e for
electron), subscript a as the lattice site where the defects sits (i for interstitial site) and su-
perscript b for the charge relative to the ideal lattice (• for positive, ′ for negative and × for
neutral charges). [49] In solid oxides the electronic defects are holes h• and electrons e′, the
ionic defects oxygen vacancies V••O and protonic defects. As referred to below, these protons
are associated with the lattice oxygen O2– forming an OH– on a O2– site, corresponding to
an effectively positively charged OH•O defect. Phenomenologically, this may also considered
as an interstitial proton H•i if it is tacitly understood that one interstitial site (i) is associated
with a regular oxygen. However, this does not mean that the protons occupy crystallographic
interstitial sites. The electronic defects enable electronic properties such as p- or n-type
conductivity. In general, they are present in high concentrations in oxides with redox-active
transition metals which easily change their valence state. Dependent on material, temperature
and oxygen partial pressure, in oxides with perovskite structure localized (at the transition
metal) and delocalized (metallic behavior such as in (La,Sr)CoO3−δ (LSC)) electronic defects
are found. [50] However, at high temperatures combined with high/low oxygen partial pressure
electronic defects also gain importance for actual redox-inactive oxides, i.e. proton-conducting
electrolytes. Consequences for the interpretation of electrochemical measurements using these
electrolytic oxides are discussed in section 4.5.

While point defects are present even in pure crystals at T > 0 K, they are most frequently
introduced on purpose by systematic aliovalent cation doping - i.e. by exchanging a regular
lattice cation with a cation of different charge. Dopants with lower charge are (formally)
negatively charged acceptors; dopants with higher charge are (formally) positively charged
donors. To preserve electroneutrality the doping has to be compensated by simultaneously
generated defects of opposite charge. This work deals only with acceptor-doped oxides with
perovskite structure in oxidizing atmosphere. The introduced acceptors A′ (or A′′ and more)
are compensated by oxygen vacancies V••O (release of oxygen) and (or) electronic holes h•
(oxidation of a cation and/or oxide ion).

Additionally, the defects interact with the atmosphere and react upon changes in temper-
ature and gas composition. As in perovskites acceptor dopants are immobile at moderate
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

temperatures, only the mobile point defects V••O , h• and OH•O are discussed.a Furthermore,
with respect to the examination of the oxygen reduction mechanism in humid, oxidizing at-
mosphere only gas compositions with different pO2

and pH2O are considered. The external
thermodynamic behavior can be described by the following equilibria. [53–56]

Gaseous oxygen from the atmosphere can occupy oxygen vacancies by generating holes -
eq. 2.1.

1
2O2 + V••O −−⇀↽−− O×O + 2h• (2.1)

In humid atmosphere oxygen vacancies can also be filled by water - eq. 2.2. Water splits up
into an hydroxide ion which occupies the vacancy and a proton which attaches to a regular
lattice oxygen, thus, generating two equal protonic defects OH•O.

H2O + O×O + V••O −−⇀↽−− 2OH•O (2.2)

Finally, protonic defects can equilibrate with water without involving oxygen vacanciesb leav-
ing oxygen in the gas phase and reducing the sample - eq. 2.3. Then, the hydration is coupled
to a deoxygenation and only hydrogen is taken up (formally hydrogenated).

H2O + 2O×O + 2h• −−⇀↽−− 2OH•O + 1
2O2 (2.3)

It has to be noted that the shown three equilibria are not independent, i.e. one of them is
redundant. Each of the three mass action constants can be expressed by the two other ones
- cf. eq. 2.4 to 2.6. To describe the thermodynamic defect chemistry, only two equilibria are
necessary.

Using mass action laws the three thermodynamic equilibria are expressed by their corre-
sponding mass action constants: Kox for the oxygenation equilibrium eq. 2.1

Kox = [O×O][h•]2

p
1/2
O2

[V••O ]
= Khydrat

Khydrogen
(2.4)

Khydrat for the hydration with water (eq. 2.2)

Khydrat = [OH•O]2
pH2O[V••O ][O×O] = KoxKhydrogen (2.5)

and Khydrogen for the hydrogenation (hydration - deoxygenation) reaction (eq. 2.3)

Khydrogen =
[OH•O]2p1/2

O2

pH2O[h•]2[O×O]2 = Khydrat

Kox
(2.6)

Defect concentrations (per unit cell, i.e. molar fractions) and partial pressures (normalized
by 1 bar) are introduced instead of their respective activities, i.e. the activity coefficients are

aNote that OH•O is not mobile in toto rather the proton moves from one O2– to a neighboring one
(interstitial hopping); that is why also kinetically it will equally be referred to H•i . [51;52]

bOxygen vacancies are not involved in the thermodynamic equilibrium. They can of course participate in
the surface reaction kinetics.
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2.1 Bulk thermodynamics

set to unity. Although this is only valid for dilute systems and ideal gases, it is a reasonable
approach but has to be kept in mind as an approximation which may lead to quantitative
differences between theory and experiment. Note that taking account of variable [O×O], one
includes exhaustibility effects. Two further constraints are the electroneutrality condition

[A′] = 2δ + [OH•O] + [h•] (2.7)

with [A′] being the acceptor dopant concentration, and the site balance of the perovskite
structure:

[O×O] = 3− δ − [OH•O] (2.8)
Here, the oxygen vacancy concentration [V••O ] is denoted by the shorter term δ also used in
the chemical formula ABO3−δ.

The choice of two of the three thermodynamic equilibria to describe the defect chemistry
is arbitrary. Coming from the situation in O2–-SOFC in which only two carriers V••O and
h• are relevant (equilibrium 2.1) and the background of H+-conducting electrolytes where
only OH•O and V••O have to be discussed (equilibrium 2.2, however, as mentioned earlier in
oxidizing atmosphere and high temperature, eq. 2.1 cannot be neglected - cf. chapter 4.5),
those two equilibria are chosen. Taking account of eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 their equilibrium constants
are rewritten as

p
1/2
O2
Kox = (3− δ − [OH•O])([A′]− 2δ − [OH•O])2

δ
(2.9)

and
pH2OKhydrat = [OH•O]2

δ(3− δ − [OH•O]) (2.10)

showing that besides the doping content p1/2
O2
Kox and pH2OKhydrat are the control parameters

for tuning the defect concentrations (within the stability limits of the material). The equilib-
rium constants are temperature dependent thermodynamic material properties related to the
Standard Gibbs free reaction energy

∆G0 = ∆H0 − T∆S0 = −RT lnK (2.11)

with ∆H0 as standard enthalpy, ∆S0 as standard entropy, T as absolute temperature and R as
universal gas constant. Knowing the thermodynamic constants, the gas partial pressures and
the acceptor dopant concentration the defect concentrations can be calculated using eqs. 2.9,
2.10 and 2.7.

In figure 2.1 the normalized concentrations (mole fractions) of the three charge carriers are
plotted linearly (left) and logarithmic (right) for a large range of p1/2

O2
Kox and pH2OKhydrat

with [A′] = 1. Four types of perovskite materials can be identified in this plot: Predom-
inantly V••O conducting electrolytes such as (La,Sr)(Ga,Mg)O3−δ (LSGM [57]) (p1/2

O2
Kox � 1

and pH2OKhydrat � 1), predominantly OH•O conducting electrolytes such as BZY (p1/2
O2
Kox � 1

and pH2OKhydrat > 1), mixed V••O /h• conducting electrodes such as LSCF (p1/2
O2
Kox > 1 and

pH2OKhydrat � 1) and, finally, the desired mixed OH•O/h• conducting electrodes, possibly the
same mixed-conducting perovskites that in the dry state are used for O2−-SOFCs, (p1/2

O2
Kox > 1
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

Figure 2.1: Defect concentrations of oxygen vacancies V••O (gray), protons OH•O (blue) and
holes h• (magenta) obtained by numerical solution using MATLAB (script A.1 in appendix)
based on the defect model with [A′] = 1.

and pH2OKhydrat > 1). The proton concentration which is of most interest in this work can be
normalized to thermodynamically maximum possible states which is useful to classify different
thermodynamic and diffusion kinetic regimes (e.g. influence of the “degree of hydration” on
the decoupling in the water diffusion – cf. simulations in chapter 4.3). Referring to Kreuer [10;16]

the degree of hydration X normalizes the proton concentration with respect to pure acid-base
thermodynamics, i.e. the maximum theoretically possible proton concentration is limited by
the V••O concentration in dry conditions.

X = [OH•O]
2[V••O ]pH2O=0

= [OH•O]
2[V••O ] + [OH•O] (2.12)

For pure hydrogenation (hydration and deoxygenation) thermodynamics it is feasible to define
the analogous degree of hydrogenation X ′ ( denominated as “degree of protonation” by Sanders
and O’Hayre [58]).

X ′ = [OH•O]
[h•]pH2O=0

= [OH•O]
[h•] + [OH•O] (2.13)

The general definition including mixed cases (simultaneous protonation by acid-base and redox
reaction) is instead denoted as degree of protonation X ′′.

X ′′ = [OH•O]
[A′] (2.14)

For [h•] = 0, respectively, [V••O ] = 0 the last definition equals the respective previous ones.

The chemical capacitance Cδ is a parameter indicating how strong the defect concentrations
change on changes in component activity. Quantitatively it is proportional to change of the
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2.1 Bulk thermodynamics

Figure 2.2: Response of the defect concentrations to changes in pH2O. The finite change in
the concentrations ∆c are numerically obtained for a finite change in pH2O with p1 = 1 and
p2 = 0.9. Note that the absolute scale of both z-axes are identical but that the right z-axis
is negative.

defect concentration c with the change of the chemical potential µ, i.e. explicitly to ln pH2O
or ln pO2

Cδ
k = z2F 2L

∂ck
∂µk
∝ ∂ck
∂ ln pk

(2.15)

with z = charge of species k, F = Faraday constant and L = sample thickness parallel to the
measurement direction. This is a further method to visualize the acid-base and redox-active
regime. For low pO2

Kox values, i.e. low [h•], protons are taken up/released by acid-base reac-
tion resulting in ∂cOH•O/∂ ln pH2O = −2∂cV••O /∂ ln pH2O (figure 2.2 left). In this regime, OH•O
and V••O change little with pO2

(figure 2.3 left). ∂cV••O /∂ ln pH2O decreases and ∂ch•/∂ ln pH2O

increases with increasing p
1/2
O2
Kox (mixed regime) until protons are exclusively taken up by

redox reaction, i.e. ∂cOH•O/∂ ln pH2O = −∂ch•/∂ ln pH2O. Here, OH•O and, consequently, h•
respond strongly to changes in pO2

and pH2O (figure 2.3).

Last but not least, two general points visible in figure 2.1 and 2.2 are mentioned. (i)
To obtain the same concentration of protons in the redox-active as in the acid-base active
regime, higher pH2OKhydrat values are necessary, i.e. higher pH2O, lower temperature or a
more easily hydratable material. This highlights the fact that it is obviously more difficult
for redox-active materials to take up protons. There is a competition between protons and
holes (expressed by equilibrium 2.3 and the electroneutrality condition 2.7). On introducing
redox-active cations, ∆oxH

0 becomes more and ∆hydratH
0 less negative favoring decreased

proton concentration. [59–61] Qualitatively the less negative ∆hydratH
0 can be explained by

the typically more covalent transition metal-oxide (TM-O) bonds with redox-active cations
decreasing the basicity of the oxide ions (cf. Han et al. who found that the water content
in (La,Sr)(Sc,Fe)O3−δ suddenly drops with the introduction of a small amount of iron [24]).
Hence, finding a material with high proton as well as hole concentration seems to be a chal-
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

Figure 2.3: Response of the defect concentrations to changes in pO2
. The finite change in

the concentrations ∆c are numerically obtained at finite change in pO2
with p1 = 1 and

p2 = 0.9. Note that the absolute scale of both z-axes are identical but that the right z-axis
is negative.

lenge. (ii) For an ideal defect system with activity coefficients of unity the border between
predominant acid-base water and redox hydrogen uptake can be identified by the cross section
where [V••O ] = [h•] (cf. cross section between gray and magenta contour in figures 2.1 and
2.2). Thus, for [V••O ] > [h•] predominantly acid-base and for [V••O ] < [h•] predominantly redox
thermodynamics are expected. For a real, non-dilute situation the concentrations have to be
replaced by their activities, the border is then still the cross section where the activities of V••O
and h• equal. However, this does not necessarily mean that their concentrations are the same
as their activity coefficients might differ, i.e. different activity coefficients shift the criterion
with respect to the concentration. It will be seen later that this is obviously the case for BSFZ.

2.2 Bulk diffusion

2.2.1 General equations and bipolar diffusion

Understanding the bulk transport of the mobile charge carriers in a mixed electronically/ion-
ically conducting material is crucial for application. It is also important for the analysis of
diffusion data generally. Different measurement techniques lead to different, phenomenological
diffusion coefficients D (and oxygen/water surface exchange rate constants k – chapter 2.3),
dependent on the applied driving force. In this chapter only diffusion processes are discussed,
i.e. the transport process through the bulk is limiting and the surface reaction is much faster.
An experimental criterion for this is the so called critical thickness Lcrit = 2D/k. If the sample
is much thicker than Lcrit the process is diffusion controlled (D−determined), and conversely if
the sample is thinner it is surface exchange reaction controlled (k−determined). [62;63] Finally,
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2.2 Bulk diffusion

simultaneous Dk−determination can also occur.

Considering charged species as mobile carrier the driving force for its transport (and reac-
tion) is the gradient of its electrochemical potential

∇µ̃ = ∇µ+ zF∇φ (2.16)

with ∇µ = gradient in the chemical potential and ∇φ = gradient in the electrical potential
(z = the charge number of the species and F = the Faraday constant). For small driving
forces, i.e. linear irreversible thermodynamics, the flux J is given by

J = − σ

z2F 2∇µ̃ (2.17)

(σ = conductivity of the species). The conductivity is connected with the mobility u and the
concentration c by

σ = zFcu (2.18)
Inserting the relation between mobility and diffusivity D = uRT/zF into eq. 2.18 yields the
Nernst-Einstein relation.

σ = z2F 2cD

RT
(2.19)

The various measurement techniques do not directly give the microscopic diffusion coeffi-
cient, rather they lead to different phenomenological diffusivities in the first place denoted
with respective superscripts: (i) External voltage/current denoted with q. This is done e.g.
in electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as discusses in the oxygen reduction mechanism
chapter 2.3. (ii) Tracer-diffusion denoted with *, i.e. changing a species in the gas phase with
a suited isotope (16O/18O or 1H/2H−−D). (iii) Chemical diffusion denoted with δ, i.e. changing
the activity of typically one component, e.g. oxygen. For the two charge carrier situation in
mixed oxide ion/hole conductors without association between ionic and electronic defects (no
trapping) they are given as

Dq
O ≈ D∗O = [V••O ]

cO
DV••O (2.20)

and
Dδ

O = [V••O ]
RT

∂µO

∂cO
DV••O = tV••O Dh• + th•DV••O (2.21)

with cO the total concentration of oxygen, tk the transference numbers and Dk the defect dif-
fusivities of species k. The derivative in eq. 2.21 is an inverse chemical capacitance (eq. 2.15)
and proportional to the so called thermodynamic factor. [64;65]

For interstitial migration (overall availability of jump partners) the tracer diffusion coeffi-
cient D∗ equals the defect diffusion coefficient of the tracer which is the case proton/deuterium
diffusion in perovskites, i.e. D∗OD•O

= DOD•O ≈ DOH•O . In contrast, for diffusion through va-
cancies a correction factor is needed which is between 0.5 and 0.78 depending on the crystal
structure. [64] For heavier isotopes than the couple H/D (less mass relative mass difference,
negligible isotope effect) this tracer defect diffusivity equals the diffusivity of the regular de-
fect. Owing to the large difference in mass between H and D an isotope effect is expected,
therefore, DOD•O is slightly smaller than DOH•O .
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

2.2.2 Chemical diffusion for three mobile carriers
For the three charge carrier situation three fluxes of OH•O, V••O and h• have to be considered.
The flux of protons will be called JH•i instead of JOH•O to make clear that the proton is the
mobile species, not the hydroxide ion. Nonetheless, OH•O is still used as subscript for the
thermodynamic data. Based on eq 2.17 of the preceding chapter the defect fluxes are written
as JV••O

JH•i
Jh•

 = − 1
F 2

σV••O /4 0 0
0 σOH•O 0
0 0 σh•


∇µ̃V••O
∇µ̃OH•O
∇µ̃h•

 (2.22)

The chemical potentials of the respective neutral species O for oxygen and H for hydrogen
are expressed via local thermodynamic equilibrium (cf. eqs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) by

(
∇µO
∇µH

)
=
(
−1 0 2
0 1 −1

)∇µ̃V••O
∇µ̃OH•O
∇µ̃h•

 (2.23)

Owing to electroneutrality the sum of the fluxes in eq. 2.22 multiplied with the charge number
of the respective carrier needs to be zero.∑

zkJk = 2JV••O + JH•i + Jh• = 0 (2.24)

Inserting eq. 2.23 into 2.22 and the result into 2.24 the electrochemical potential of the holes
is rewritten as

∇µ̃h• =
tV••O

2 ∇µO − tOH•O∇µH (2.25)

where tk = σk/σtotal is the transference number t of species k. Finally, ∇µ̃h• can be substituted
back into eq. 2.22 and 2.23 and the fluxes of the charge carriers V••O and OH•O are written as
function of gradients in the chemical potential of oxygen and hydrogen.

− JO = JV••O =
σV••O (1− tV••O )

4F 2 ∇µO +
σV••O tOH•O

2F 2 ∇µH (2.26)

JH = JH•i = −
σOH•O(1− tOH•O)

F 2 ∇µH −
σOH•OtV

••
O

2F 2 ∇µO (2.27)

Using ∇µH2O = 2∇µH +∇µO eq. 2.26 and 2.27 equal eq. (11a) and (11b)c given by Kim and
Yoo. [33] However, it is more feasible to express the fluxes as a functions of the defect gradients
∇µk. Hence, eq. 2.23 is substituted back in eq. 2.26 and 2.27.

JV••O = −
σV••O (1− tV••O )

4F 2 ∇µV••O +
σV••O tOH•O

2F 2 ∇µOH•O +
σV••O th•

2F 2 ∇µh• (2.28)

JH•i = −
σOH•O(1− tOH•O)

F 2 ∇µOH•O +
σOH•OtV

••
O

2F 2 ∇µV••O +
σOH•Oth•

F 2 ∇µh• (2.29)

cIn ref. [33] the first sign in (11b) is incorrect, without, however, further consequences for the discussion
there.
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2.2 Bulk diffusion

The gradients in the electrical potential ∇φ in eq. 2.16 disappear in eqs. 2.28 and 2.29 as they
sum up to zero (e.g. ∇µH = ∇µOH•O + F∇φ−∇µh• − F∇φ). They can further be expressed
for each charge carrier k with

∇µk = ∂µk
∂ck
∇ck (2.30)

This shows the advantage to have moved to the chemical potential gradients of the carriers.
Unlike ∇µH and ∇µO, the ∇µk are unique functions of ck allowing for a clear derivation of
diffusion coefficients. With µk = µ0

k +RT ln ak and ∂ ln ck/∂ck = 1/ck eq. 2.30 reads

∇µk = 1
ck

∂ ln ak
∂ ln ck

∇ck = 1
ck
∇ck (2.31)

In the case of weak disorder (dilute ideal solution) the thermodynamic factors for the defects
(partial derivative in eq. 2.31) are unity. Inserting eq. 2.31 into 2.28 and 2.29 the fluxes are
expressed as

JV••O = −RT4F 2

σV••O (1− tV••O )
cV••O

∇cV••O + RT

2F 2

σV••O tOH•O
cOH•O

∇cOH•O + RT

2F 2

σV••O th•

ch•
∇ch• (2.32)

and

JH•i = −RT
F 2

σOH•O(1− tOH•O)
cOH•O

∇cOH•O + RT

2F 2

σOH•OtV
••
O

cV••O
∇cV••O + RT

F 2

σOH•Oth•

ch•
∇ch• (2.33)

Using Nernst-Einstein relation (eq 2.19) leads to

JV••O = −DV••O (1− tV••O )∇cV••O + 0.5DOH•OtV
••
O
∇cOH•O + 0.5Dh•tV••O ∇ch• (2.34)

and
JH•i = −DOH•O(1− tOH•O)∇cOH•O + 2DV••O tOH•O∇cV••O +Dh•tOH•O∇ch• (2.35)

Note that these equations are equal to the transport equations (18) found in Liu et al.. [66]

The defect concentration gradients are not independent and are linked to each other by
electroneutrality (∇cOH•O + 2∇cV••O +∇ch• = 0). Hence, one gradient can be substituted and
both fluxes can be written as a function of two defect gradients and the respective prefactor.
Which gradient is substituted is arbitrary in all cases, the fluxes read in a very general way

JV••O = −DV
∇k(l)∇ck −DV

∇l(k)∇cl (2.36)

and
JH•i = −DH

∇k(l)∇ck −DH
∇l(k)∇cl (2.37)

The prefactors can be regarded as chemical diffusion coefficients. The following nomencla-
ture is used for them: The superscript labels the transported charge carriers (V for V••O , H
for OH•O and h for h•), the two subscript labels refer to the driving forces chosen, whereby
the first refers to the respective driving gradient and the second in brackets to the remaining
gradient of the substitution procedure. Note that this does not necessarily mean that the
third substituted gradient is zero. The three possibilities of substituting one gradient result
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

in three flux equations for each ionic defect. For the sake of completeness and as for the later
discussion one or another substitution might be better suited to explain an observation, all
flux equations are shown in the following.

Expressing the fluxes with ∇cV••O and ∇cOH•O as driving forces:

JV••O = −DV
∇V(H)∇cV••O −D

V
∇H(V)∇cOH•O with:

DV
∇V(H) = DV••O + tV••O (Dh• −DV••O )

DV
∇H(V) = 0.5tV••O (Dh• −DOH•O)

JH•i = −DH
∇H(V)∇cOH•O −D

H
∇V(H)∇cV••O with:

DH
∇H(V) = DOH•O + tOH•O(Dh• −DOH•O)

DH
∇V(H) = 2tOH•O(Dh• −DV••O )

(2.38)

Expressing the fluxes with ∇cV••O and ∇ch• as driving forces:

JV••O = −DV
∇V(h)∇cV••O −D

V
∇h(V)∇ch• with:

DV
∇V(h) = DV••O + tV••O (DOH•O −DV••O )

DV
∇h(V) = 0.5tV••O (DOH•O −Dh•)

JH•i = −DH
∇V(h)∇cV••O −D

H
∇h(V)∇ch• with:

DH
∇V(h) = −2(DOH•O + tOH•O(DV••O −DOH•O))

DH
∇h(V) = −(DOH•O + tOH•O(Dh• −DOH•O))

(2.39)

Expressing the fluxes with ∇ch• and ∇cOH•O as driving forces:

JV••O = −DV
∇H(h)∇cOH•O −D

V
∇h(H)∇ch• with:

DV
∇H(h) = −0.5(DV••O + tV••O (DOH•O −DV••O ))

DV
∇h(H) = −0.5(DV••O + tV••O (Dh• −DV••O ))

JH•i = −DH
∇H(h)∇cH•i −D

H
∇h(H)∇ch• with:

DH
∇H(h) = DOH•O + tOH•O(DV••O −DOH•O)

DH
∇h(H) = −tOH•O(Dh• −DV••O )

(2.40)

Note that all three flux equations each defect represent the same physical processes and
are just different ways to formally describe them. The flux of the holes is calculated via local
electroneutrality (cf. eq. 2.24).

Jh• = −2JV••O − JH•i (2.41)
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2.2 Bulk diffusion

Comparing the chemical diffusion coefficients, they are not independent on each other and
the following linear relations among them are found.

DH
∇H(V) = −DH

∇h(V)

DH
∇V(H) = −2DH

∇h(H)

DV
∇V(H) = −2DV

∇h(H)

DV
∇H(V) = −DV

∇h(V)

DV
∇V(h) = −2DV

∇H(h)

DH
∇V(h) = −2DH

∇H(h)

DV
∇V(h) = DV

∇V(H) − 2DV
∇H(V)

DH
∇H(h) = DH

∇H(V) − 0.5DH
∇V(H)

(2.42)

These relations arise from the different charge and sign of the defect concentration gra-
dients (i.e. from the substitution process through electroneutrality). All in all, the twelve
chemical diffusion coefficients given in eq. 2.38 to 2.40 are reduced to four independent ones
necessary to describe the fluxes of V••O , OH•O and h•. The complexity of the three compared
to the two charge carrier situation arises from the fact that each charged diffusing species
can simultaneously be coupled to two instead of only one other species (to preserve local
electroneutrality); hence, it can be seen as tripolar diffusion. [58] The strength of the coupling
between the individual charge carriers (How much of the flux of species 1 is compensated by
species 2 and 3?) depends on their concentrations and mobilities. As the time and space de-
velopment of the concentration gradients cannot analytically be solved, numerical simulations
are necessary to analyze and understand the “tripolar diffusion” in detail. As phenomenolog-
ical consequence a flux of species k can occur without a driving force in its own gradient ∇ck.
Of course, for non steady-state situations as soon as the flux Jk starts a gradient in ck develops.

This is e.g. found in the diffusion of water sketched in figure 2.4. Two limiting cases of
transport are identified. [30;33] Taking up water in a medium with only ionic carriers V••O and
OH•O necessitates that both are directly coupled resulting in a so called single-fold chemical
diffusion of water - figure 2.4a. [33;54] In a medium with an additional fast third charge carrier,
e.g. holes, the protons can migrate decoupled from oxygen vacancies by coupling to holes
resulting in a fast chemical diffusion of hydrogen followed by a slower diffusion of oxygen
(oxygen vacancy/hole couple) to incorporate water in total – figure 2.4b. [30;33] Note that as
derived from the above flux equations those two chemical fluxes cannot completely be de-
scribed by two independent chemical diffusion coefficients as proposed by Kim and Yoo. [33] A
transient hole flux occurs although initially only a gradient in protons and oxygen vacancies is
present (cf. simulations chapter 4.3 and experimental results chapter 4.4). Furthermore, even
a so called “uphill” diffusion (i.e. flux of k against its own gradient, thus, uphill in terms of
concentration gradient, but still downhill in terms of a gradient in electrochemical potential)
found in permeation membranes can occur. [67;68]

To cross-check the correctness of the flux equations the limiting two charge carrier situations
are analyzed. For the chemical, ambipolar diffusion of water, i.e. in the absence of holes, i.e.
ch• = 0, hence, tV••O + tOH•O = 1, 0.5∇cOH•O = −∇cV••O = ∇cH2O (electroneutrality) and
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

Figure 2.4: Sketch of a) single-fold diffusion of water in a medium (gray) with two mobile ionic
charge carriers and b) two-fold diffusion of water in a medium with additional electronic
mobile charge carriers. [30;33;54]

0.5JH•i = −JV••O = JH2O eq. 2.39 (arbitrary chosen) simplifies to

JH2O = −(tOH•ODV••O + tV••O DOH•O)∇cH2O = −Dδ
H2O∇cH2O (2.43)

which equals the analytical solution. Dδ
H2O can also be written in terms of the degree of

hydration X. [69]

Dδ
H2O =

(2−X)DOH•ODV••O
XDOH•O + 2(1−X)DV••O

(2.44)

For the chemical diffusion of hydrogen (absence of oxygen vacancies), cV••O = 0, hence, th• +
tOH•O = 1, ∇cOH•O = −∇ch• = ∇cH and JH•i = −Jh• = JH eq. 2.39 simplifies to

JH = −(tOH•ODh• + th•DOH•O)∇cH = −Dδ
H∇cH (2.45)

being the analytical solution for the respective system. For the ambipolar diffusion of V••O
and h• the correct result is obtained as well, cf. eq. 2.21.

2.3 Surface oxygen exchange kinetics
The oxygen reaction mechanism, i.e. reduction/dissociation of an oxide molecule is a complex
process with several steps. The single steps itself depend on the material class of electrode
(pure electronic or mixed conductor) and electrolyte (proton or oxide ion conducting). Typ-
ically, one of these steps is specifically much slower compared to the others, i.e. this step is
rate determining and the other steps are in a quasi-equilibrium. Depending on the mobile
defects in the cathode and electrolyte material, two principle mechanisms are outlined. The
electrolyte considered in this work is a proton conductor with mobile protonic and V••O defects
where at intermediate temperature and humid atmosphere the proton conductivity usually
dominates over the V••O conductivity. The overall reaction at the cathode is given in eq. 2.46
highlighting that water is formed there, and that protonic and hole defects are involved.

O2 + 4OH•O −−→ 2 H2O + 4h• (2.46)

As shown in the defect thermodynamics chapter 2.1 three different types of electrode material
exist: Electrodes conductive for (i) protons and holes, (ii) oxygen vacancies and holes and (iii)
only holes (or electrons). With respect to the two general mechanisms expected for proton-
conducting electrolytes, the two latter are put together as they both are insulating for protons.
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2.3 Surface oxygen exchange kinetics

Figure 2.5: Sketch of the general deviation between surface and bulk path depending on the
nature of the electrode material (red).

In figure 2.5 both mechanisms are sketched. Electrode materials of class (ii) (mixed-
conducting perovskite such as BSCF, BSFZ, BSCN, LSCF, etc. under the assumption of
not being proton-conductive) and (iii) (LSM, Pt) are insulating for protons, i.e. the water
formation is limited to the triple-phase-boundary (TPB) length. The individual steps for the
oxygen reduction in figure 2.5a are: a) Gas diffusion of the oxygen molecule. This can be
rate-limiting for porous electrodes (small pores, large diffusion length) but can be ruled out
as rate determining step (rds) for thin-film electrodes. b) Surface physi-sorption, transfer of
1 − 2 electrons (reduction, chemi-sorption) and dissociation and c) surface diffusion to the
TPB (therefore, this mechanism is called “Surface Path”). After physi-sorption reduction/dis-
sociation/surface migration do not necessarily occur in this order, i.e. one or several reduction
steps can take place before, after or during the surface migration. d) Proton diffusion from
the electrolyte to the TPB where e) water is formed and f) desorbed.

For electrode materials being conductive for protons and holes (or electrons) the protons
from the electrolyte can migrate through the bulk of the electrode to the whole surface where
then water is formed. Therefore, this mechanism is called “Bulk Path”, sketched in figure 2.5b.
Steps a) (gas diffusion) and b) (adsorption, electron transfer and dissociation) are similar to
the surface path, but, additionally, protonated intermediate species can occur which is possi-
bly helpful for these steps (also for the surface path). Here, the protons directly migrate to the
surface adsorbed oxygen species (d), water is formed there (e) and released to the gas phase
(f). The sequence of the single steps does not necessarily follow this order and the protonation
of the adsorbed oxygen species can occur at any step. This and the surface water formation
has consequences compared to mixed-conducting electrodes on oxide-conducting electrolytes
(e.g. YSZ, for which the mechanism is well understood). For such systems with V••O con-
ducting electrolyte, the oxide ions formed by the reduction/dissociation must be incorporated
into the cathode material (for the bulk path), and this step was found to be limiting based
on impedance and DFT results. [39;70;71] In contrast, having a mixed proton/hole conducting
electrode on a proton-conducting electrolyte, this limiting step is not necessarily required and
a different, maybe faster mechanism can be expected.

The most important measurement technique for an electrochemical scientist is impedance
spectroscopy, i.e. measurement of complex AC resistances over an extended frequency range.
The fundamental principle is that with impedance spectroscopy processes of different time
scales can be separately extracted. The standard plot of an impedance spectrum, e.g. fig-
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

ure 2.6, is the real part Zreal of the complex impedance Z (in principle, the omic part) versus
the imaginary part Zimg resulting from the phase shift between the input AC voltage and
the output AC (capacitive contributions). The physical properties of an electrochemical cell
can be represented with equivalent elements from electrical engineering, i.e. resistances, ca-
pacitances, inductances, etc. The most frequently used circuit is a resistance in parallel to a
capacitor. For the Cole-Cole plot (real versus imaginary part of the complex impedance) a
semicircle is measured for such a RC element and the frequency ω of the maximum of this
semicircle is related to the time constant of this RC element by ω = (RC)−1. The physical
meaning of these elements are discussed in detail in the next section. In the investigation of
the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), the most important element is the so called “surface
reaction resistance” Rs. As already seen in the exemplary spectrum figure 2.6, this resistance
dominates the overall impedance and can be related to the ORR at the electrode. This prop-
erty is important as it is inversely proportional to the effective rate constant kq of the rate
limiting step which itself is proportional to the equilibrium exchange rate <0 which equals
because of microscopic reversibility the forward and backward reaction rates −→< and ←−< - cf.
eq. 2.47 (−→k and ←−k respective rate constants and [A]a . . . equilibrium concentrations of the
involved species A, B, . . . with its respective reaction orders a, b, . . . ). [65;72] The required small
disturbance keeps the system close to thermodynamic equilibrium (necessary to have a linear
relation between input and output), forward and backward rates are equal. The superscript q
denotes the origin of the disturbance owing to the measurement technique, here, an externally
applied voltage.

1
Rs
∝ kq ∝ <0 =

√−→
<
←−
< = −→< =←−< =

√−→
k [A]a[B]b . . .←−k [U]u[V]v . . . (2.47)

By measuring the dependence of Rs on different parameters such as geometry of the elec-
trode, temperature and gas composition, mechanistic information about the rate determining
step can be collected such as bulk or surface path (does Rs scale with electrode surface or TPB
length), reaction order with respect to pO2

and pH2O and activation energy Ea (temperature
dependence; note that Ea contains ∆H of preceding/succeeding quasi-equilibrium, thus, it is
a weak parameter). In the next section a brief summary is given about the oxygen reduc-
tion mechanism for mixed-conducting electrodes on oxide-conducting electrolytes to give an
impression what can qualitatively be expected for the same material on proton-conducting
electrolytes.

2.3.1 Thin-film electrodes on YSZ electrolytes
In this section a summary of the results of BSCF thin-film electrodes on YSZ, collected by
Lei Wang [73], is shown as on the one hand BSCF microelectrodes were investigated on BZY
and on the other hand BSCF is closely related to the here in detail investigated BSFZ (same
structure with similar lattice constants and defect concentrations). Nonetheless, the results
are expected to be transferable to other mixed-conducting electrode materials of perovskite
type.

A typical impedance spectrum of a BSCF microelectrode on YSZ is shown in figure 2.6a.
Three contributions to the total impedance are found which are highlighted in different colors
and sketches in c). (1) An intercept in the high-frequency (HF) domain which is assigned to
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2.3 Surface oxygen exchange kinetics

the ionic bulk resistance Rb of the YSZ single crystal (orange, subscript b for bulk to separate
it from grain-boundary contributions Rgb detectable in poly-crystalline electrolytes). The
bulk capacitance (dielectric relaxation) is normally small (in the range of 10−12 Fcm−2) and,
therefore, outside the measurement range (high ω = (RC)−1). (2) A small medium-frequency
(MF) contribution from the interface transfer of ions between electrode and electrolyte Ri
(blue) in parallel to a respective interface capacitance Ci (in the range of 10−4 Fcm−2), and
(3) the dominating low-frequency (LF) contribution Rs (red) from the electrode accompanied
with a large chemical capacitance Cδ (in the range of 10−2 Fcm−2, respectively, 103 Fcm−3)
caused by stoichiometry change in the defect concentrations (the AC voltage changes the
chemical potential of oxygen). [65;74] The large porous silver counter electrode with its very
small surface reaction resistance does not contribute to the impedance and is, therefore, not
considered. [13] The three contributions are fitted by the equivalent circuit shown in the bottom
part of figure 2.6b. The physically correct equivalent circuit for the surface reaction resistance
contributing to the electrode response (i.e. bulk instead of surface path) is given in the top
part of figure 2.6b. [13;74] For Cδ � Ci this model is mathematically equivalent to the circuit
shown in the bottom part of the figure which can be regarded as a phenomenological equiva-
lent circuit as it is a priori not known which path takes place. To be generally applicable (not
fitting with a specific mechanism in mind, i.e. bulk path), the phenomenological equivalent
circuit is used to fit all impedance spectra.d However, the result does not differ from using
the physically correct one. Besides the importance of Rs, the values of the capacitive contri-
butions help to identify the respective process.
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Figure 2.6: a) Typical impedance spectrum for a dense BSCF microelectrode (100 nm thin)
on single-crystalline YSZ. The three contributions are colored the same way as in the
scheme c). b) The physically correct equivalent circuit (top) derived from the generalized
model which is mathematical equivalent to the bottom phenomenological equivalent circuit
for Cδ � Ci. [13;74] The latter is used to fit the impedance spectra.

dThe influence of an electronic short-circuit through the BZY electrolyte (section 4.5) further complicates
deriving a physically exact equivalent circuit from the generalized model. [74]
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2 Systems with three mobile charge carriers

For BSCF on YSZ Rs scales inversely with the square of the microelectrode diameter,
hence, oxygen reduction occurs via the bulk path. The activation energy is 1.6 ± 0.1 eV
and the exponent of the pO2

dependence is −0.73± 0.04 indicating that molecular oxygen is
involved in the rds (explained in detail in chapter 4.6). A linear correlation between kq and
the product DV••O [V••O ] suggest that actually the surface diffusion of an oxygen vacancy to the
adsorbed oxygen species is rate limiting. [70] The contribution of V••O migration in the rds is
confirmed by DFT calculations at least for LSM. [71] The oxygen reduction mechanism for a
variety of thin-film mixed-conducting perovskite electrodes on YSZ is inter alia discussed in
references [8;70;71;75–78], see overview article by Wang et al. [39] for more examples.

2.3.2 Porous electrodes on proton-conducting electrolytes
The performance and oxygen reduction kinetics of SOFCs using proton-conducting electrolytes
(H+-SOFC) was studied for porous cathodes, partly composite (mixture of cathode and elec-
trolyte material to enhance the TPB length and adjust thermochemical expansion), either for
symmetric cells or real fuel cell setups. General qualitative statements across the literature
data are given, details especially with respect to mechanistic conclusions need to be taken
with care (because of electronic short-circuit through proton-conducting electrolytes [48] – cf.
next section 4.5) and cannot be transferred to dense thin-film electrodes, anyway. In general,
using the same mixed-conducting electrode materials as for O2−-SOFCs the formation of wa-
ter at the triple-phase-boundary is expected by various authors, i.e. published mechanisms
show single steps for the ORR where the water formation at the TPB is presumed. [79–81] This
includes the assumption that there is either very little or no proton-conductivity in these
materials to enable the bulk pat,h or at least to enhance the reactive zone close to the TPB.
In contrast, Grimaud et al. give a mechanism where water is formed at the electrode surface
and, in addition, suggest the necessity of incorporating the adsorbed oxygen atom species into
an oxygen vacancy of the electrode (the rds for mixed conductors on YSZ), thus, assuming
a mixed proton/electron conduction in the electrode material. [25] The exponents of the pO2
and pH2O dependency (dependency parameters) vary largely, even within a single publication
for one composition but different morphologies. Published activation energies scatter less and
are slightly above 1 eV, however, this information is not very helpful for the identification
of the rds. A selection of pO2

and pH2O dependencies of the surface reaction resistance (for
porous electrodes typically denoted as polarization resistance) for different electrode materials
on proton-conducting electrolytes is collected in table 2.1. All pO2

dependencies are negative
and are commonly around -1/4 [79;82]. A larger variation is found for pH2O dependencies as
they even differ in sign. E.g. Grimaud et al. published a change from -0.96 to +0.15 for
PrBaCo2O5+δ by changing the morphology from porous to “dense” (in the paper it is called
“dense” but SEM images show that these electrodes are not as dense as thin-film electrodes
are, they are just less porous). [25]

Another influence on the impedance data measured in symmetrical cells (cathode material in
the same oxidizing atmosphere on both sides of the electrolyte) is caused by the non-negligible
electronic leakage in proton-conducting electrolytes in oxidizing atmosphere at moderate and
high temperatures and has always be kept in mind. The data in this study suffer from this
disturbance, but it is considered in the discussion. In contrast, this effect is not taken into
account reading through literature data. It is e.g. an alternative explanation for change of
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2.3 Surface oxygen exchange kinetics

Table 2.1: Reported pO2
and pH2O dependency values for porous mixed-conducting cathodes

on proton-conducting electrolytes.
Electrode Electrolyte m in p−mO2

n in p−nH2O T range ref.

Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Cu0.2O3−δ Ba(Zr,Ce,Y)O3−δ 0.25 0 600− 700 ◦C [82]
LaCoO3/BCZY Ba(Ce,Zr,Y)O3−δ 0.1 500− 600 ◦C [81]
Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ Ba(Ce,Sm)O3−δ 0.19 0 400− 700 ◦C [79]
La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3−δ Ba(Ce,Y)O3−δ 0.01 600 ◦C [25]
BSCF Ba(Ce,Y)O3−δ 0.12 to 0.6 600 ◦C [25]
PrBaCo2O5+δ Ba(Ce,Y)O3−δ -0.15 to 0.96 600 ◦C [25]

the sign in the pH2O dependence reported by Grimaud et al.. [25] The influence is outlined in
detail in chapter 4.5.
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3 Experimental

3.1 Sample preparation

3.1.1 Powder preparation
BaZr1−xYxO3−δ – Powders of BaZr1−xYxO3−δ (BZYx) were synthesized by classical solid state
reaction. Stoichiometric amounts of BaCO3 (Fluka, ≥ 98.5%, Germany) and Zr1−xYxO2−δ
(Tosoh, TZ-0Y, TZ-3Y, TZ-8Y, Japan) were mixed in an agar mortar and calcined at 1100 °C
for 8 h. The mixture was ball-milled for 2 h and subsequently annealed at 1300 °C two times.
The different compositions are listed in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Net weights for the BaZrO3 samples with different Y content for the solid state
reaction to yield ≈ 60 g of final powder.

BaCO3 TZ− 0Y TZ− 3Y TZ− 8Y
Composition m/g m/g m/g m/g

BZY15 39.4740 24.3400
BZY6 39.4740 24.5200
BZY4 39.4740 8.2147 16.3880
BZY1 39.4740 20.5367 4.0867

Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe1−yZnyO3−δ – Aqueous solutions of Fe (Sigma, ≥ 98%, USA) and Zn (Sigma,
≥ 99%, USA) nitrates (≈ 1 M, quantified by ICP-OES), and powders of Ba(NO3)2 (Fluka,
≥ 99%, Germany) and Sr(NO3)2 (Aldrich, ≥ 99%, USA) were used as starting materials (Ba
and Sr nitrates contain no crystal water and can be weighted directly; Fe and Zn nitrates
contain a variable amount, thus preparing stock solutions is more efficient). Stoichiometric
amounts of Ba and Sr nitrates and Fe and Zn solutions were mixed with some bi-distilled
water in a big beaker (1 l for ≤ 15 g final powder). Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
and citric acid (CA) were added with a molar ratio of ∑ncations : nEDTA : nCA = 2 : 2 : 3
and the pH value was adjusted to 9 using 28% aqueous ammonia solution. The deep violet
solution was subsequently heated under stirring. At 200 °C the magnetic stir bar was removed
and the temperature was further increased to ensure mixing the solution by boiling it. The
solution polymerized to a black gel-like foam and finally ignited slowly to a brown ash at
500 °C. The ash was ground in an agar mortar and put back into the beaker at 500 °C to burn
as much organic material as possiblea. The brown powder was ground again and calcinated
in an alumina cruicible for 10 h at 1100 °C in air. [40]

aLeaving out this step can cause Zn organyls to evapourate during calcination.
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Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ – Remaining powder of BSCF prepared by Lei Wang via wet chem-
ical glycine nitrate method was used. [83]

Ba0.6Sr0.4Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ – Donor-doped BSCN was synthesized by solid-state reaction. Sto-
ichiometric amounts of BaCO3 (Fluka, ≥ 98.5%, Germany), SrCO3 (Aldrich, ≥ 99.9%, USA),
Nb2O5 (Aldrich, ≥ 99.99%, USA) and Co3O4 (Alfa Aesar, ≥ 99.7%, USA) were mixed 1 h in
a ball-mill, calcined 10 h at 950 °C in air, ball-milled for another hour and finally annealed 5 h
at 1100 °C in air. [6]

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ – Powder of LSCF was purchased from HITEC Materials, USA.

3.1.2 Pellet preparation

BZYx – Dense, polycrystalline pellets were obtained by spark plasma sintering (SPS, FCT-
Systeme, Germany). About 4 to 6 g of ball-milled powder was put into a graphite mold (20 mm
diameter) and sintered in argon heating to 1500− 1600 ◦C with 100 Kmin−1 (measured with
a pyrometer) and 15 kN pressure with 0.5 kNmin−1. The pellet was cooled without a defined
ramp by switching off the current. The sintered pellet was post-annealed at 1700 °C for 20 h
in air. Pellets with up to 100% of theoretical density (occasionally, the substrates are even
transparent, cf. SEM image figure 3.1a where the grains perfectly fit to each other and no
pores are visible) are obtained.

Cathode materials – Classical sintered: About 1.5 g of ball-milled powder was isostaticly
pressed in a rubber mold (13 mm diameter) at 350 kN. The grain pellet was sintered in pure,
dry oxygen. Sintering time and temperature for the different compositions are collected in
table 3.2. The maximum achievable density was ≈ 96% of the theoretical value. SPS sintered:
4 g of ball-milled powder were sintered at 1050 °C heating with 300 Kmin−1 (measured by a
thermocouple) at 15 kN pressure. The pellet was cooled without a defined ramp by switching
off the current. The density of the pellets was between 96 and ≈ 100%. Compare the SEM
images of classical (figure 3.1b) and SPS (3.1c) sintered pellets where in the latter less pores
are visible (both images in same scale).

Table 3.2: Temperatures and times for classical sintering in pure oxygen for different cathode
materials.

Abbreviation Nominal composition T / °C t / h
BSFZ Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ 1200 8
BSCF Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ 1200 8
BSCN Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ 1200 5
LSCF La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ 1285 10
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3.1 Sample preparation

Figure 3.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a) a SPS sintered, transparent
BZY15 pellet, b) a classical and c) a SPS sintered BSFZ pellet.

3.1.3 Characterization - XRD
Room temperature powder diffraction patterns were recorded on a Philips PW 3710 X-ray
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation in Bragg-Brentano geometry. Lattice parameters were
refined using Topas-Software.
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3.2 Characterization of the defect chemistry

3.2.1 Determination of the oxygen nonstoichiometry
The oxygen nonstoichiometry in dry, oxygen containing atmosphere was measured by ther-
mogravimetry. A powder sample was equilibrated between 300 and 950 °C in 50 K (between
300 and 650 °C) and 100 K (between 650 and 950 °C) steps for 1 h (950−450 ◦C), respectively,
2 h (400 − 300 ◦C) both in 1% and 100% oxygen content. The oxygen concentration change
between 1% and 100% was recorded at 950 °C.

An absolute value of the oxygen nonstoichiometry was determined by iodometric titration.
A powder sample was equilibrated 3.5 h at 350 °C in 1% oxygen content and cooled to room
temperature with 5 Kmin−1. The mass increasing during cooling was recorded and corrected
for buoyancy with an empty crucible measurement. About 30 mg BSFZ and 300 mg KI
were added to a 500 ml Schlenk flask flushed with argon. 30 ml of bidestilled water and 10
pipettes of diluted hydrochloric acid (both liquids flushed with argon) were added to dissolve
the powder with the help of an ultrasonic bath. Fe4+ and Fe3+ are reduced by I– to Fe2+ and
I2 (equ. 3.1) which is kept dissolved by forming the tricomplex I3

– (equ. 3.2). The formed I2
is titrated using a 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate solution (Fixanal, Fluka Analytical, Germany).
When the brown solution is titrated to light yellow some droplets of a starch solution was
added resulting in a deep blue color. The solution was titrated to colorless.

Fe(4−x)+ + (2− x)I− −−→ 2− x
2 I2 + Fe2+ (3.1)

I2 + I− −−→ I3
− (3.2)

I2 + 2 S2SO3
2− −−→ 2 I− + S4O6

2− (3.3)

3.2.2 Ex-situ determination of the water content
The absolute amount of water was determined by Karl-Fischer titration (KFT) and thermo-
gravimetric analysis coupled with a mass spectrometer (TG-MS).

Room temperature – Classical sintered pellets were crushed carefully and sieved into smaller
particles between 100 and 250 µm grain size. This was done to obtain an acceptable ratio be-
tween surface and volume to avoid too much error from adsorbed water at the surface and
moderate hydration times. The grains were heated with 5 − 10 Kmin−1 to 800 °C in humid
nitrogen (pH2O = 20 mbar, pO2

≈ 10 ppm) and step-wise cooled down to room temperature
with 10 Kmin−1 and equilibration times of 4 (highest T ) to 24 h (200 °C).

High temperature – Water contents at fuel cell operating conditions were measured on the
SPS sintered pellets used in the in-situ TG determination before (cf. next section). The pellets
were equilibrated at constant temperature between 350 and 600 °C in 50 K steps, pO2

(10 mbar
and 1 bar) and pH2O = 20 mbar (17 °C thermostat temperature) and rapidly quenched within
1 min by cooling the quartz glass tube in ice water. A crucible made of gold foil was used to
ensure good heat conduction.
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3.2 Characterization of the defect chemistry

Karl-Fischer titration – The absolute water content of hydrated grains/pellets was mea-
sured using a 831 KF-Coulometer (Metrohm, Germany). The setup is sketched in figure 3.2.
Before the measurement the specimens were kept 1 h in an exsiccator with constant humid-
ity (saturated Ca(NO3)2 aqueous solution) and temperature (air-conditioned laboratory) to
ensure a reproducible fraction of surface water. About 500 mg of sample put into a quartz
glass crucible were added into the cold zone of the mobile quartz glass tube and dry argon
was flushed with ≈ 4 lh−1 through the tube into the Karl-Fischer titration cell. After the drift
in the cell decreased below 10 µgmin−1 the tube was shifted so that the sample was in the
hot zone of the tube furnace kept at 600 °C to release the water. Data was recorded with a
resolution of 2 s or 3 s until the initial drift was reached. The drift was subtracted from the
total water content. The procedure was repeated with dry samples which were also kept in
the exsiccator before to determine the amount of surface water. [24] The reproducibility and
reliability of the setup were cross-checked with CuSO4×5 H2O powders (water content known
from TG) of different weight.

Figure 3.2: Setup of Karl-Fischer titration. [24]

TG-MS – The hydrated grains were additionally analyzed by thermogravimetry coupled
with a mass spectrometer. They were put into a STA449C Jupiter TG (Netzsch, Germany)
and heated in dry nitrogen (flow rate = 30 mlmin−1) up to 800 °C with 10 Kmin−1 to release
the water. The gas outlet was analyzed with a mass spectrometer. The area of the mass
signals related to water (18 and 17) were used to determine the absolute amount of water.
Three different amounts of CuSO4×5 H2O with known water content (from weight loss) were
analyzed the same way to obtain a calibration line. An empty crucible was measured as well
to be able to subtract the buoyancy effect.

3.2.3 In-situ determination of the mass relaxation upon ∆pH2O

About 4 g of dense, SPS sintered BSFZ pellets were put in an alumina cruicible into the
STA449C Jupiter TG (Netzsch, Germany) used previously for the TG-MS water determina-
tion. The flow chart of the setup is shown in figure 3.3: Dry gas lines are colored black,
H2O humidified ones blue and D2O humidified red. All gas inputs were fed with the same
O2/N2 mixture from a gas bottle. The balance of the TG was flushed with 10 mlmin−1 dry
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gas through FC1 (protective gas) to keep the balance part (large volume) at constant gas
composition. Both water and heavy water humidifiers were kept in the same thermostat. For
D2O the respective partial pressure was defined by the thermostat temperature and the flow
rates between FC1 and FC4 which was kept constant at 50 mlmin−1, i.e. the total flux through
the sample was 60 mlmin−1. The partial pressures of water and heavy water differ at same
temperature (cf. tables in [84] and pD2O < pH2O). To ensure same partial pressures at the same
thermostat temperature (e.g. important for the SIMS analysis), the humid gas flux through
FC3 is diluted with dry gas from FC2 in an appropriate ratio. The dry protective gas and
humidified purge gas were mixed in the TG before entering the heated sample. The partial
pressure of water or heavy water was calculated through the partial pressure in the humidifier
defined by the thermostat’s temperature and the flow rates of FC1 to FC4. A small amount of
the gas output was introduced into a mass spectrometer through a quartz capillary heated to
200 °C to prevent condensation. For the analysis upon ∆pH2O (and ∆pD2O) the temperature
of the thermostat was abruptly changed from 5 to 12 to 18 °C. However, it took ≈ 5 min until
the final new partial pressure was reached at the sample.

An empty crucible was measured to check the necessity of a buoyancy correction which was
found to be negligible upon ∆pH2O and ∆pD2O. Occasionally, the oxygen and water partial
pressures were successfully cross-checked with a lambda sensor ZR5 (Zirox, Germany) and
humidity sensor HygroClip (rotronic, Germany). The resolution of the Netzsch thermobal-
ance is given with 1 µg, its reproducibility and relative precision (checked with a calibrated
laboratory balance (Sartorius, Germany)) was found to be ±2 µg and 7×10−5, respectively. [85]

Figure 3.3: Flow chart of the thermogravimetric setup to analyze the mass transients upon
∆pH2O, ∆pD2O and to perform H/D exchange for the SIMS analysis. Dry gas lines are
colored in black, H2O humidified in blue and D2O humidified in red.
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3.2 Characterization of the defect chemistry

3.2.4 Conductivity relaxation - DC
Conductivity relaxation experiments upon ∆pH2O were performed on dense thin-films. [86] The
setup is sketched in figure 3.4. A 300 nm thick, 2 mm wide and 5 mm long film of BSFZ
was applied on a 5 × 5 × 0.5 mm3 one-side polished MgO substrate with (100) orientation
by PLD (substrate temperature = 770 ◦C, pO2

= 0.4 mbar, laser pulse frequency = 5 Hz,
pulse energy = 660 mJ, 30 min annealing at 650 °C after deposition). A 2 mm broad stripe
of the film was gas tightly covered by a 300 nm thin alumina layer applied by electron beam
physical vapor deposition (PLD and EBPVD done by the Technology Group, MPI for Solid
State Research, Stuttgart). Two electrical contacts were applied close to the Al2O3/BSFZ
interface by thin sputtered 400 nm Pt bars to the ends of which Pt wires were glued with
silver paste (Demetron, Germany). Two additional Pt wires were glued to the very end of
the BSFZ stripe. A four-point galvanostatic DC measurement was performed using a 2400
Digital Sourcemeter (Keithley, USA) and an in-house written software by Uwe Traub. The
two outer contacts act as source where a constant current of 3 µA was applied and the voltage
drop across the covered part of the thin-film was recored through the two inner contacts (Pt
bars). The whole setup was put into a glass tube and a tube furnace. The gas composition
was mixed through N2, O2 and a 1% O2/N2 mixture and checked with a oxygen gas sensor
ZR5 (Zirox, Germany). The water partial pressure was controlled with a humidifier kept at
constant temperature in a thermostat. The thermostat temperature was changed between 2
and 17 °C.

Figure 3.4: Four-point DC conductivity measurement setup on a dense thin-film sample. [86]

3.2.5 Tracer diffusion - SIMS
Tracer profiles of deuterium were analyzed using time-of-flight secondary ion mass spec-
troscopy (ToF-SIMS). Dense, SPS sintered pellets of BSFZ were equilibrated in the Netzsch
TG with the same setup used for in-situ mass relaxation experiments at constant temperature,
pO2

and pH2O. The gas composition was suddenly changed to D2O. The partial pressures of
H2O and D2O were chosen in a way to exclude chemical diffusion during the H/D exchange.
For this purpose the proton and deuteron concentrations resulting from the thermodynamic
mass relaxation analysis were used to calculate both partial pressures where the condition
[OH•O] = [OD•O] is fulfilled (owing to the isotope effect the concentration of deuterons is
slightly lower than of protons at the same conditions). After one hour of H/D exchange the
heating was stopped and the sample was left allowed to cool for about 20 min until it could be
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removed from the TG (one has to wait until the temperature is low enough to avoid damage
to the TG). During this time chemical diffusion could not be avoided and was considered in
the analysis. After removing the pellets they were continuously cooled with dry ice to avoid
a drift of the profile. The pellets were cast into a cold-curing conductive resin (Technovit
5000, Heraeus Kulzer, Germany) cooled with ice (less than 30 min). They were cut into two
pieces and polished under cooling with dry ice (crystal preparation group, MPI for Solid State
Research) to make the line profile accessible.

The SIMS analysis was performed by Tolga Acartürk (surface analysis group, MPI for
Solid State Research) on a TOF-SIMS IV (ION-TOF, Germany). The surface of an area of
1000 × 1000 µm2 was cleaned by sputtering for 30 min with a 2 keV Cs+ source. An area of
500× 500 µm2 was measured in bunched mode (15 keV Ga+) recording anions with an image
resolution of 1024× 1024 pixel2.

3.3 Dense thin-film microelectrodes

3.3.1 Sample preparation
Dense, SPS sintered and annealed pellets of BZYx were cut into 5×5×0.5 mm3 pieces and fine-
polished (Plastic Polish HPA 10, Pieplow & Brandt, Germany) on one side (crystal preparation
group). Dense, polycrystalline thin-film layers of BSFZ and BSCF (targets from classical
sintered pellets) were applied by PLD with ≈ 100 nm thickness (substrate temperature =
770 ◦C, pO2

= 0.4 mbar, laser pulse frequency = 5 Hz, pulse energy = 660 mJ, 30 min annealing
at 650 °C after deposition). Microelectrodes with 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 µm diameter were
created by photolithography (all Technology group). The resulting pattern is sketched in 3.6.
The sample was glued on a 6 × 6 × 0.5 mm3 sapphire plate (CrysTec, Germany) with silver
foil (25 µm, Chempur, Germany) and silver paste (Demetron, Germany). The silver paste was
dried in air at room temperature; the organic binder was burned during heating the sample
in the microcontact chamber resulting in a porous silver counter-electrode.

3.3.2 Impedance spectroscopy
The microelectrodes were connected to the impedance analyzer (WE) by a new Pt/20%
Ir needle (nominal tip radius = 2.5 µm, Moser Jewel, USA) and the counter-electrode to
the CE connection by an used PtIr needle. An Alpha High Resolution Dielectric Analyser
with a POT/GAL 15V 10A Electrochemical Impedance Test Interface (Novocontrol,Germany)
was used to record the impedance spectra from 1 MHz to 10 mHz at 20 mV amplitude. The
impedance spectra were measured between 350 and 700 °C, 100ppm and 100% oxygen content,
0.2 and 20 mbar water partial pressure and −200 and +200 mV DC bias.

A thermovoltage occurs between WE and CE for two reasons: Asymmetric heating of the
sample and local cooling of the microelectrode through the PtIr tip. For partial pressure de-
pendence measurements on microelectrodes with the same diameter the effect is constant and
does, therefore, not change the result. For the temperature and diameter dependence analysis
the cooling effect plays a role as for the T dependence the relative cooling effect is different at
different temperatures and for the diameter dependence smaller microelectrodes are stronger
affected than larger. The effect of the thermovoltage was checked by an additional external
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3.3 Dense thin-film microelectrodes

Figure 3.5: SEM image of a dense 100 nm BSFZ thin-film applied by PLD on a polished
BZY15 substrate.

Figure 3.6: Skematic pattern of the micro-
electrodes applied on a 5 × 5 mm2 sub-
strate.

Figure 3.7: Skematic setup of the
impedance measurements.

capacitor between WE connection and needle as suggested by Opitz et al. but its influence on
the dependency parameters was found to be negligible compared to the disturbance by the
electronic leakage in the BZY substrate (cf. chapter 4.5). [87]
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Sample characterization
After powder synthesis, the crystal structure and presence of a single phase is checked with
XRD. In figure 4.1 one unit cell of the cubic perovskite structure ABO3 (spacegroup Pm3̄m)
here with one oxygen vacancy δ is shown. [88] The lattice oxygen forms corner sharing BO6 oc-
tahedra with the small B cation in the center. The larger A site is located at the corners of the
unit cell and coordinated by 12 oxide ions. The powder diffraction patterns from as-prepared
powders of the four selected materials BSFZ, BSCF, BSCN and LSCF are shown in figure 4.2.
All four crystallize single-phased, BSFZ, BSCF and BSCN in the cubic perovskite structure.
In contrast, LSCF crystallizes in the rhombohedral form (spacegroup R3̄c) which is more
favorable for smaller A site cations (Goldschmidt tolerance factor < 1a, cf. also the smaller
pseudo-cubic lattice constant in table 4.1). The lattice parameters of the as-prepared pow-
ders are summarized in table 4.1. The lattice constant a of the electrode materials with cubic
perovskite structure are comparable and smaller than of the BZY electrolytes (≈ 420 pm).

In figure 4.3 powder diffraction patterns of different BSFZ samples are collected. In black
the same as-prepared sample as seen in figure 4.2 is shown as reference. In blue the powder
was analyzed after fully hydration in 20 mbar pH2O cooling from 800 °C to room temperature
to check that the hydrated form is stable. In red a pellet was measured after many heat-
ing/cooling, hydration/dehydration cycles to check phase stability. The average composition
determined by ICP-OES (Analytical Chemistry, MPI for Intelligent Systems, Stuttgart) is
Ba0.50Sr0.51Fe0.80Zn0.20O3−δ, i.e. a small but tolerable A site excess occurs. Occasionally, a

Figure 4.1: Unit cell of the cubic perovskite structure with one oxygen vacancy. Redrawn
from Adler. [88]

aThe Goldschmidt tolerance factor is a parameter for the stability of the cubic perovskite structure (ideally
1) and is calculated to 0.98 for LSCF using the ionic radii r of A, B and O by (rA + rO)/(

√
2(rB + rO)), here,

calculated for ionic radii taken from Shannon [89] of La3+, Sr2+, Co3+, Fe3+ and O2– with their respective
coordination. [90]
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Figure 4.2: Powder diffraction patterns of as-prepared powder samples. The numbers in-

dicate the miller indices hkl. For the rhombohedral structure of LSCF not all indices are
shown. Ordinate scaled logarithmically to emphasize the presence or absence of secondary
phases.

ZnO secondary phase was found, e.g. in the red pattern. However, the presence of the phase
is not related to the aging of the material as it occurred in freshly prepared samples as well as
disappeared after sintering or was not present in aged specimens. Owing to the small inten-
sity in the diffraction pattern the amount is supposed to be less than 5% and was not taken
into the defect chemistry analysis (the dopant concentrations are much higher than possible
changes by formation of ZnO impurities).

Last but not least, the absence of the blocking character of grain-boundaries in samples
of mixed-conducting perovskites (for proton-conducting perovskites they are highly block-
ing [91–93]) was confirmed for BSFZ. In figure 4.4 an impedance spectrum (T = 0 ◦C in dry
N2) of a SPS sintered pellet with 0.1 cm thickness, 0.16 cm2 area and porous silver electrodes
applied on both sides is shown. To shift the bulk contribution of the dielectric properties to
an accessible frequency range (≤ 10 MHz) the pellet was equilibrated at 600 °C in 1% pO2
and quenched to room temperature to ensure a high resistance (low hole concentration) and,
consequently, a low peak frequency ω = (RC)−1 of the semicircle. Only one semicircle is
found in the impedance spectrum with a dielectric constant of εr ≈ 75 which is in the typical
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4.1 Sample characterization

Table 4.1: Perovskite structure and lattice parameters obtained from powder diffraction
patterns by Topas software.

Composition Structure Lattice Parameters
BSFZ a = 396 pm
BSCF cubic (Pm3̄m) a = 399 pm
BSCN a = 401 pm
LSCF rhombohedral (R3̄c) a = 545 pm / c = 1325 pm

(pseudo-cubic a′ = 384 pm)
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Figure 4.3: BSFZ diffraction patterns of as-prepared (black), hydrated (blue) powder and
sintered pellet (red) after many heating/cooling and hydration/dehydration cycles. The
variation of the lattice constant (shift of the signals) is caused by different [OH•O] and [V••O ].

range for the bulk of mixed-conducting perovskites. As no further contribution is measured,
the grain-boundaries are not blocking for holesb and, hence, do not have to be taken into
account in the analysis. [95]

bThe blocking character of grain boundaries arises from a non-negligible space charge layer forming a
positively charged grain boundary core which is owing to repulsion (all point defects considered here are
positive) blocking. Thus, the grain boundaries in BSFZ are expected to be not blocking for V••O and OH•O, as
well. [94]
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Figure 4.4: Impedance spectrum (complex and Bode plot) of a SPS sintered BSFZ pellet at

0 °C in dry N2. The pellet was quenched in dry 1% pO2
at 600 °C before.

4.2 Thermodynamic analysis

The defect chemistry of Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ BSFZ was investigated by thermogravime-
try, conductivity measurements and SIMS. Most qualitative and quantitative information was
extracted from the thermogravimetric data. Conductivity and SIMS provide only qualitative
information, yet, as their measurements are at the very beginning. Representative mass relax-
ations after pH2O change in 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2

at 400 °C are shown in figure 4.5a and b. It
is obvious that both the magnitude of the weight change as well as diffusion kinetics differ by
roughly one order of magnitude each between both analyzed pO2

values. In the next sections
the defect concentrations of all charge carriers are analyzed for dry and humid conditions.
The total conductivity is shown as well to check the suitability as electrode material and later
to analyze the diffusion kinetics. As mentioned previously, the analysis of experimental data
in dry atmosphere is straightforward as only two charge carriers are relevant and the thermo-
dynamics can be reduced to equation 2.1. In the three charge carrier system the analysis is
much more complex and side conditions have to be presumed.

For the analysis the following, general conditions are set: Ba2+, Sr2+ and Zn2+ have fixed
valencies and the perovskite A3+B3+O3 is taken as the undoped reference. Hence, the acceptor-
dopant concentration in BSFZ is fixed to 1.2 ([Ba2+] + [Sr2+] + [Zn2+] = 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.2). Fe3+

is the regular lattice species Fe×Fe and Fe4+ is formally positive charged(Fe•Fe), corresponding
to localized electron holes h•. In oxidizing atmosphere, Fe′Fe (i.e. Fe2+) is very unfavorable,
i.e. electrons e′ as defect are neglected. The oxygen vacancy concentration varies between 0.2
(all Fe in 4+ oxidation state - BSFZ fully oxidized with maximum hole concentration) and
0.6 (all Fe3+ - hole concentration formally zero).
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Figure 4.5: Representative mass relaxations of BSFZ pellets with 1.5 mm thickness in H2O
humid, oxidizing atmosphere at 400 °C in a) 10 mbar and b) 1 bar pO2

. At the red circles
the pH2O was abruptly changed from one value to another indicated by the red numbers
with 1 = 5.70 mbar, 2 = 9.83 mbar and 3 = 14.5 mbar pH2O.

4.2.1 Dry atmosphere
In dry, oxidizing conditions protonic defects are absent and only oxygen vacancies and elec-
tronic holes have to be taken into account. Consequently, equation 2.1 with the respective
equilibrium constant Kox (eq. 2.4) is sufficient to describe the defect thermodynamics. The
change in the oxygen vacancy concentration ∆δ can directly calculated from the mass change
∆m with changes in temperature and pO2

as ∆m is exclusively caused by the uptake or release
of oxygen (MBSFZ = molar weight of BSFZ (≈ 212 gmol−1) and MO = molar weight of oxygen).

∆δ = ∆m×MBSFZ

mBSFZ ×MO
(4.1)

An absolute value for δ was measured for a quenched sample using iodometric titration and
found to be 0.46± 0.02 at 350 °C and 10 mbar pO2

. From this reference all other, absolute δ
values are calculated and the result for 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2

in dependence of the temperature
is shown in figure 4.6a. Data reported by Wei et al. are plotted in figure 4.6a and are in very
good agreement. [96] They lie in-between the values of this work which is expected as the pO2
with 200 mbar (dry air) in the work of Wei et al. is in-between the pO2

values of this work, as
well. With the previously defined conditions the mean oxidation state of Fe can be calculated
and is plotted as secondary ordinate on the right hand-side of figure 4.6a. At temperatures
above 750 °C the δ value reported by Wei et al. overshoots the value of 0.6 implying that
Fe2+ occurs. In contrast, the data of this work confirm the unfavorable energetics of the 2+
oxidation state as δ approaches the δ = 0.6 plateau at high temperatures (cf. 10 mbar data).
Feldhoff et al. reported BSFZ non-stoichiometry data collected by TGA and iron oxidation
states measured in-situ by Mössbauer spectroscopy in dry air. [97] These ∆δ are a bit lower
but in principle in good agreement with data from Wei et al. and this work. In contrast,
the absolute δ values and, consequently, the iron oxidation states are higher, i.e. at 950 °C
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Figure 4.6: Thermodynamic data of BSFZ at 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2
in dry conditions. a)

Oxygen non-stoichiometry 3 − δ and mean oxidation state of iron. Reported data by
Wei et al. is put in the graph as open symbols. [96] b) Calculated Kox values using eq. 2.9
with [A′] = 1.2. The value at 950 °C and 10 mbar pO2

is not reasonable as owing to the
electroneutrality [h•] is formally negative.

they reported a δ value of 2.5 and a mean oxidation state of 3.25+ instead of 2.4 and 3+
found in this work. At lower temperatures the mean oxidation states of Feldhoff et al. are in
good agreement accommodating the lower ∆δ values. Additionally, Feldhoff et al. supports
the precondition of unfavorable Fe2+ as this species was not found. In contrast to the present
work, both Wei and Feldhoff et al. discovered an inflection point in δ at 400 °C. The difference
in the measurement procedure is that Wei and Feldhoff et al. heated/cooled continuously with
5 Kmin−1 which might be too fast at lower temperatures even for powder samples. In the
present work, the temperature was changed stepwise with ∆T = 50 K and the mass change
was recorded until full equilibration.

In figure 4.6b the Kox values for 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2
calculated through eq. 2.9 are shown

([OH•O] is zero). They coincide within one order of magnitude up to 750 °C (Kox is pO2
in-

dependent for ideal systems). The deviation might be related to the fact that calculating K
from defect concentrations (the activity coefficients are assumed to be unity) fails at a certain
point. As the oxygen vacancy concentration approaches its maximum value of 0.6 and, hence,
the hole concentration formally reaches zero at high temperatures and low pO2

Kox rapidly
decreases at 10 mbar pO2

with increasing temperature. At the highest temperature δ slightly
exceeds 0.6 (still valid within the error bar) resulting in a formally negative hole concentra-
tion. Therefore, this Kox value has no physical meaning and the data point is skipped (the
values is higher and not negative as the hole concentration is squared in eq. 2.4). From the
van ’t Hoff plot of Kox ∆oxH

0 and ∆oxS
0 can be calculated. This is analyzed together with
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4.2 Thermodynamic analysis

Khydrat in the next section.

The total conductivity which equals the electronic hole bulk conductivity (th• ≈ 1, no block-
ing grain-boundaries – cf. figure 4.4) was measured on bar shaped samples by four-point DC
conductivity measurements in 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2

(dry) between 300 and 700 °C. [73] The
results are plotted in figure 4.7a together with conductivity values reported by Wei et al.. [96]

As expected, σh• is higher at higher pO2
(higher h•concentration) with a maximum at 350 °C

(10 mbar) and 400 °C (1 bar), respectively. Wei et al. reported values in the same order of
magnitude but, however, with an maximum at 600 °C. In the publication of Wei et al. no ex-
perimental detail about the conductivity measurement is given. Owing to the high number of
data points the question whether the sample was fully equilibrated to the environment arises.
This might be the reason for the too low conductivity values at low temperatures (too low
hole concentration) and the shift of the maximum (too high hole concentration). Nonetheless,
this is pure speculation.

Figure 4.7b shows the mobility of the holes calculated from their conductivity and concen-
tration (calculated from δ through the electroneutrality condition - cf. eq. 2.7) using

uh• = σh•VM,BSFZ

eNA[h•] (4.2)

(molar volume of BSFZ VM,BSFZ = 37.4 cm3mol−1, the defect concentration is given as molar
fraction, NA = Avogadro’s number and e = unit charge). The mobility of h• in BSFZ is slightly
lower than reported for the zinc free related perovskite BSF by Jung et al.. [98] The reported
mobility of BSF has a maximum at 400 °C. However, an explanation for the maximum in the
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Figure 4.7: Electrical data for BSFZ in dry, oxidizing atmosphere with pO2
= 10 mbar and

1 bar. a) Total (≈ electronic) conductivity. The gray symbols are copied from a work by
Wei et al.. [96] b) Mobility of h• calculated from its concentration and conductivity. The
open symbols are mobility values for BSF reported by Jung et al.. [98] All literature data
were measured in dry air.
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4 Results and Discussion

mobility as well as the negative slope above this maximum is not given. In contrast, the cal-
culated mobility for BSFZ shows an increase with temperature as expected for small polaron
hopping with an activation energy of 0.21±0.01 eV for 10 mbar and 0.14±0.01 eV for 1 bar pO2

.

All in all, BSFZ has, in agreement with literature data, a high concentration of oxygen
vacancies which is possibly a criterion for achieving a high proton concentration (uptake
of water by acid-base reaction is easier than by redox reaction - cf. chapter 2.1). For a
cathode material the electronic conductivity is rather small (cf. 40 Scm−1 for BSCF and
100 − 1000 Scm−1 for LSCF [39]). From an application point of view this will require higher
demands with respect to the current collector.

4.2.2 Humid atmosphere
In humid atmosphere all three charge carriers V••O , OH•O and h• have to be taken into account.
The proton-concentration cannot ad hoc be calculated from the mass change upon ∆pH2O as
have been done in dry atmosphere. Therefore, there is no simple, analytical solution anymore
as the mass change can be caused by water and hydrogen uptake, and any mixed case. To
have a first impression of the maximum proton concentration at room temperature particle
sized samples of LSCF, BSCN, BSCF and BSFZ (in addition, also with 10 and 30 mol% Zn,
denoted as BSFZ10 and BSFZ30) were hydrated down to room temperature in 20 mbar pH2O
and N2 (pO2

≈ 10 ppm). The proton concentrations measured by Karl-Fischer titration and
thermogravimetric/mass spectrometric analysis are summarized in table 4.2 sorted through
increasing concentration. The proton concentration seems qualitatively to increase with in-
creasing V••O concentration which is, however, not the only criterion as e.g. BSCF has lower
proton concentration as BSFZ but a comparable oxygen vacancy concentration. In contrast,
for the series of BSFZ the proton concentration scales almost perfectly with the Zn concentra-
tion ([OH•O]max ≈ [Zn′Fe]). LSCF, BSCN and BSCF have exclusively redox-active transition
metals on their B-site resulting in more covalent TM-O bonds and less negative ∆hydratH

0. [24]

Table 4.2: Measured proton concentrations of selected electrode materials with mixed con-
ductivity by Karl-Fischer titration and thermogravimetry combined with mass spectra
analysis. Particles (100 - 250 µm diameter) produced by crushing and sieving classically
sintered pellets samples were hydrated at 20 mbar pH2O in N2 cooling stepwise from 800 °C
to room temperature.

[OH•O] at 20 °C / mol%
Composition Abbreviation Karl-Fischer TG-MS
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ LSCF 0.04±0.04 0.3±0.2
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ BSCN 1.0±0.7 3±1
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ BSCF 10±2 3±1
Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.9Zn0.1O3−δ BSFZ10 11±5 not measured
Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ BSFZ 21±1 19±1
Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.7Zn0.3O3−δ BSFZ30 40±10 not measured
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Figure 4.8: Mass change of BSFZ pellets upon changing pH2O or pD2O between 5.70 (5.95 for
D2O) and 14.5 mbar at 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2

.

In contrast, Zn is redox-inactive fixed at 2+ oxidation state increasing the basicity of the oxide
yielding more negative ∆hydratH

0. This explains the almost direct proportional increase of
the proton concentration with increasing Zn concentration from BSFZ10 to BSFZ30. BSCF
and BSFZ seem to be promising candidates for mixed OH•O/h• conducting electrodes and
are further investigated. BSFZ with the highest proton concentration and stability (BSFZ30
was at the border of stability as BSFZ40 could not be synthesized single-phased) is investi-
gated in greatest detail to ensure a high signal to noise ratio in the TG in the first experiments.

In figure 4.8 the raw data for the mass change ∆m of BSFZ dense pellets upon pH2O change
between 5.70 and 14.5 mbar (sum of both jumps in figure 4.5) are shown for H2O and D2O
in both pO2

. Two differences between both pO2
are found: The mass change in 1 bar pO2

is roughly one order of magnitude lower and the difference between H2O and D2O is more
pronounced than in 10 mbar where the mass change is more or less independent on the water
species.

For the analysis of this three charge carrier situation eq. 2.9 and 2.10 are used with [A′] =
1.2. For one single pH2O jump both equations can be formulated for both pH2O values where
the sample is thermodynamically equilibrated (before the change and after full relaxation).
This results in four equations (Kox eq. 2.9 and Khydrat eq. 2.10 formulated for both pH2O) and
six unknowns ([OH•O]1, [OH•O]2, [V••O ]1 and [V••O ]2 at pH2O 1 and 2, and the pH2O independent
Kox and Khydrat values). A fifth equation is obtained from the condition that the sum of the
mass changes resulting from changes in [OH•O] and [V••O ] have to equal the measured mass
change (e.g. ∆m12 in figure 4.5):

∆m12 = nBSFZ [MH ([OH•O]2 − [OH•O]1) +MO ([V••O ]1 − [V••O ]2)] (4.3)

(nBSFZ = amount of BSFZ in mol, Mk = molar mass and [k]i = concentration of species k
at pH2O number i). As a system of five equations with six unknowns has an infinite amount
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Figure 4.9: Thermodynamic results of the numerical solution for pO2
= 10 mbar. The

respective result for 1 bar pO2
is shown in light open symbols. a) All three relevant defect

concentrations. The value determined by Karl-Fischer titration of a hydrated, quenched
pellet is shown as star. b) Calculated K values using eq. 2.9 and 2.10. The linear regressions
to calculate ∆H0 and ∆S0 (eq. 2.11) are shown as dashed line.

of solutions, a further side conditions has to be set. As Kox is only a function of the tem-
perature and, hence, independent on the partial pressures, the values for Kox calculated in
dry atmosphere (previous section) are used for the calculations in humid atmosphere reduc-
ing the number of unknowns to five. Even for activity coefficients differing from unity this
can be justified by the fact that the absolute concentration changes are small and that the
activity coefficients, thus, remain unchanged. The set of five equations with five unknowns is
numerically solved using MATLAB. The used MATLAB functions are given in appendix A.1.
With the obtained Khydrat and Kox from dry conditions all three defect concentrations can be
calculated for given pH2O.

In figure 4.9 the result of this procedure is shown for 10 mbar pO2
and 20 mbar pH2O (standard

pH2O used at TH2O = 17 ◦C of the humidifier (to avoid water condensation in the gas pipes
without heating them the thermostat needs to be below room temperature)). It can be seen
that V••O is the dominant species with respect to the concentration and is increasing with T
(oxygen release). The concentration of h• is, however, lower and decreasing with increasing T
and, finally, the OH•O concentration is roughly one order of magnitude lower and decreasing
with increasing T (dehydration). From the slope and the intercept with the ordinate of van ’t
Hoff plot (figure 4.9b) ∆H0 and ∆S0 can be calculated from eq. 2.11. The linear regression
is shown as dashed line in figure 4.9b, the resulting values are summarized in table 4.3 and
discussed at the end of this section.
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Figure 4.10: Left: Proton concentrations in 10 mbar pO2
and 20 mbar pH2O determined by

Karl-Fischer titration of quenched pellets (closed symbols) compared to the results of the
numerical calculation of the TG experiments (open symbols). Right: SEM images of one
of these pellets.

To further check the stability of the numerical solution the water content was ex-situ de-
termined by Karl-Fischer titration. After having finished the in-situ TG experiments their
SPS sintered pellets were quenched between 350 and 600 °C at 10 mbar pO2

and 20 mbar pH2O.
In figure 4.9 the results of early measurements (“fresh”, i.e. less aged samples) at 350 °C are
displayed by stars and agrees well with the TG experiment. Unfortunately, later measure-
ments (aged samples) at other temperatures deviated from the TG results. In figure 4.10 left
all results of two pellet batches are shown: batch 1 are the pellets used for the TG results
in 10 mbar, batch 2 in 1 bar pO2

. An additional point quenched from 800 °C was measured
where the water concentration is supposed to be zero. It is obvious that there is an offset of
the Karl-Fischer values as (i) the values at 800 °C are not zero, (ii) the deviation between the
Karl-Fischer and the TG values is constant (constant offset) and (iii) this offset is different
between both batches. Subtracting this offset the Karl-Fischer values agree quite well with
the TG result. Reasons for the offset could be the quenching procedure, i.e. that during
quenching the sample were partially hydrated in addition or surface adsorbed water fractions.
The second reason is in agreement with the fact that this deviation occurred after several
quenching and Karl-Fischer cycles. It has to be noted that these cycles mean harsh treat-
ments to the sample as it is rapidly cooled (quenching), heated (water release for Karl-Fischer)
and cooled (after KFT) during a short time period which might accelerate degradation effects
of the surface. This is confirmed by SEM pictures shown in figure 4.10 right. The large dark
areas without light spots are regions which were only exposed to air for a short time as the
pellet was fractures just before entering it to the SEM. The areas with the light spots were
exposed to air and the quenching/KFT conditions. The white spots might be some surface
segregated clusters being responsible for the offset in the water content (e.g. (Ba,Sr) hydrox-
ides or carbonates).
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Figure 4.11: Change of the defect concentrations from the numerical solution at T = 400 ◦C
and pO2

= 10 mbar as function of pH2O. Errors are obtained from using the error ranges
Kox ±∆Kox and Khydrat ±∆Khydrat in additional calculations.

Figure 4.11 shows the change of the defect concentrations as function of pH2O at fixed
pO2

= 10 mbar and T = 400 ◦C as representative example. The concentrations follow a √pH2O
law as defined by the thermodynamic equations (2.5 and 2.6). The major fraction of protons
is incorporated by acid-base equilibration, and the change in V••O is roughly half the change
of OH•O (exactly half for pure acid-base reaction). Additionally, a minor fraction of protons
is incorporated by redox reaction as also h• slightly decreases with increasing pH2O.

Applying this numerical procedure to the TG data in 1 bar pO2
results in acid-base ther-

modynamics, as well. This can physically and mathematically be explained. The Kox values
derived from results in dry conditions (figure 4.6) do not change much between both examined
pO2

values (less than one order of magnitude in the relevant temperature range between 350
and 600 °C) which is physically reasonable as they are in fact supposed to be pO2

independent.
The p1/2

O2
Kox values calculated from measurements in 1 bar pO2

are less than 1.3. Having a
look back at the thermodynamic defect model in chapter 2.1 (figures 2.1 and 2.2) at p1/2

O2
Kox

values up to unity predominantly water uptake upon ∆pH2O is expected. Therefore, using de-
fect concentration instead of activities (which are not known) to calculate the thermodynamic
constants, it is not a surprise that the numerical fit runs into the acid-base regime. Owing to
the one order of magnitude smaller ∆m values (cf. figure 4.8) also the protonic concentration
would be one order of magnitude lower compared to 10 mbar pO2

. In the following, three
explanations are given that this cannot be the case for 1 bar pO2

. Consequently, the proton
concentrations are calculated through the assumption of pure hydrogen uptake.

(i) The ∆m data not only differ in both pO2
values, but also in H2O compared D2O. In

10 mbar the mass change is almost independent on the water species proving the incorporation
of protons by acid-base reaction (a minor difference between uptake of H2O (M = 18 gmol−1)
and D2O (M = 20 gmol−1) is hardly measurable). In contrast, in 1 bar O2 the mass change in
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D2O is larger by roughly a factor two. In the case of pure acid-base water uptake, this would
mean that the deuteron is twice the proton concentration which is from a thermodynamic
point of view hard to believe. Of course, this statement is weakened owing to the overlapping
error bars but, nevertheless, all ∆m values in D2O are larger without exception. On the
contrary, assuming that in 1 bar pO2

protons are incorporated by redox reaction (eq. 2.3) both
differences to 10 mbar pO2

are understood. The molar mass of H is smaller by a factor of
18 compared to H2O resulting in a one order of magnitude smaller ∆m (under the condition
that the proton concentration is the same). The molar mass of D is twice the molar mass
of H explaining the by a factor of two larger ∆m (again unter the condition of the same
concentration).

(ii) Proton concentrations of pellet samples quenched from high temperatures between 350
and 600 °C determined by Karl-Fischer titration show that the concentration difference be-
tween both oxygen partial pressures is small. In figure 4.13 three values are added as star: For
350 and 500 °C measured at 1 bar pO2

, for 350 °C additionally at 10 mbar pO2
. It can be seen

that the data points at 350 °C are close together and that all three shown results agree very
well with the values calculated through the mass relaxation. Unfortunately, with increasing
amount of hydrating/quenching/KFT cycles the results start to deviate which was discussed
two pages before (figure 4.10).

(iii) The mass transients clearly show that the relaxation is up to two orders of magnitude
faster in 1 bar than in 10 mbar pO2

(cf. figure 4.26). If acid-base thermodynamics takes place
in both pO2

values the mobility of V••O has to be very different in both cases (the mass transient
is dominated by motion of V••O ). This can physically be not the case as DV••O is independent
of pO2

(of course, small variations are possible and the transient of the slow V••O motion is
determined not only by DV••O but this is discussed in detail in chapter 4.3). In contrast, the
assumption that in 1 bar pO2

the transient is largely caused only by the motion of hydrogen
perfectly explains this very different behavior. Note that argument (iii) is probably the weak-
est as is can not ruled out that the faster transients result from cracks in the pellet. This is
discussed in detail in chapter 4.4.1. However, (i) and (ii) alone certainly support the following
statements.

How can this apparent contradiction be resolved? While the protons can easily be as-
sumed as ideal dilute, it is obviously not the case for V••O and h•. For the measurements at
10 mbar pO2

the deviation between concentrations and activities has no significant influence
on the analysis as BSFZ is in the acid-base regime, anyway. For 1 bar pO2

the difference in
the activities between V••O and h• obviously causes a shift from acid-base to redox thermo-
dynamics despite [V••O ] > [h•] (i.e. for the activities a probably aV••O < ah•), but the fit to
the defect model in terms of concentrations yields acid-base water incorporation. On the one
hand, calculated Kox values using [OH•O] obtained from both limiting cases, i.e. pure acid-
base (∆m only from water uptake, minimum proton concentration) and pure redox (∆m only
from hydrogen uptake, maximum proton concentration) thermodynamics, are close to each
other and close to the values in dry conditions; the deviation is smaller than the error. On
the other hand from a mathematical point of view, the difference from Kox calculated from
dry conditions to Kox calculated with proton concentrations derived from assumed acid-base
thermodynamics is smaller than to Kox calculated with proton concentrations obtained from
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Figure 4.12: Finite change of the defect concentrations divided by a finite change of pH2O us-
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for a representative constant value of KhydratpH2O = 10−5.

redox thermodynamics. Thus, the mathematical minimum of errors (within the model of
ideally dilute defects) is found in the acid-base regime.

To summarize, in 10 mbar pO2
protons (i.e. water) are taken up predominantly by acid-base

reaction resulting in a slower mass transient and larger mass change. In 1 bar pO2
protons

are incorporated mainly by redox reaction giving faster mass relaxations and smaller mass
changes. It is exciting that the thermodynamic mechanism of proton uptake changes within
only two orders of magnitude in pO2

which corresponds to a factor of 10 on the Koxp
1/2
O2

scale which is, however, supported by the thermodynamic model presented in chapter 2.1. In
figure 4.12 the change of the defect concentrations upon changing pH2O for BSFZ at a represen-
tative KhydratpH2O value of 10−5 is plotted for a Koxp

1/2
O2

range relevant for oxidizing conditions
and BSFZ. For high Koxp

1/2
O2

values, i.e. representing the conditions in 1 bar, more protons are
taken up by the loss of holes than by oxygen vacancies (redox uptake). The thermodynamics
switches to the acid-base dominated range upon rather small changes in pO2

representing the
conditions in 10 mbar. The border where [V••O ] = [h•] was identified as thermodynamic crite-
rion distinguishing between predominantly acid-base and redox proton-uptake (cf. figure 2.1
and 2.2). The defect concentrations extracted from TG data for BSFZ show that [V••O ] is
always larger than [h•] (figure 4.13) but, of course, the difference is less at 1 bar, respectively,
at the lowest temperatures [h•] equals [V••O ]. The difference between theory and experiment
is owing to the fact that the defects obviously cannot be handled as ideally dilute, i.e. the
activity coefficients differ. This shifts the “[V••O ] = [h•] criterion” and a change from acid-base
to redox proton uptake can occur although [V••O ] ≥ [h•]. Therefore, the criterion to a priori
distinguish between acid-base and redox thermodynamics, namely the ratio between [V••O ]
and [h•] derived in chapter 2.1, cannot directly be applied here. In addition, the changed
defect concentration can lead to different hydration (less negative ∆hydratH

0 for higher hole
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Figure 4.13: Thermodynamic results of the numerical solution for pO2
= 1 bar assuming that

[V••O ] does not change with pH2O. The respective results for 10 mbar pO2
(under different

assumptions) are shown in light open symbols. a) All three relevant defect concentra-
tions. Exemplary results from KFT determined proton concentrations from hydrated and
quenched samples are shown as stars. b) Calculated K values using eq. 2.9 and 2.10. The
linear regressions to calculate ∆H0 and ∆S0 (eq. 2.11) are shown as dotted line.

concentrations) and oxidation Gibbs free enthalpies ∆G0 which can cause a higher change in
Koxp

1/2
O2

and in KhydratpH2O. Hence, the experimental results behaving obviously non-ideal do
not contradict with the ideal thermodynamic model.

The defect concentrations in 1 bar calculated under the condition that [V••O ] does not change
upon pH2O (only proton uptake by redox reaction eq. 2.3) are shown in figure 4.13a. The pro-
ton concentration change can, in principle, directly be calculated from the mass change which
now refers only to a contribution of protons. To calculate absolute concentrations and Khydrat
MATLAB script A.4 is used where Kox is implicitly included into the calculation by fixing
[V••O ] to its known value in dry atmosphere. For comparison, the respective values for 10 mbar
pO2

are drawn in light colors. The proton concentration in the higher pO2
is slightly larger.

With the three arguments for the redox thermodynamics at 1 bar it can be claimed without
any doubt that the proton concentrations given here are not overestimated. Even a small
fraction of acid-base activity (e.g. 10% ) would be immediately visible in the thermogravi-
metric transient as the uptake of oxygen (as a part of the water uptake) strongly contributes
to the total mass change and, hence, its slower diffusion must be visible. As this is not the
case, the side condition made for the 1 bar analysis is valid. In contrast, the given proton
concentrations for 10 mbar can be considered as a lower bound. Hence, a higher redox fraction
at 10 mbar than resulting from the numerical solution cannot completely be ruled out. Never-
theless, this fraction must not be too high as it then would be visible in the thermogravimetric
relaxation (cf. simulations section 4.3.5). With these statements, the final result is that the
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4 Results and Discussion

Table 4.3: Standard reaction enthalpies ∆H0 and entropies ∆S0 for all three thermodynamic
equilibria calculated from the linear regression of the respective 1/T plot of the K values
(figure 4.9 and 4.13) using eq. 2.11.

oxidation hydration reduction
∆oxH

0/ ∆oxS
0/ ∆hydratH

0/ ∆hydratS
0/ ∆redH

0/ ∆redS
0/

pO2
kJmol−1 Jmol−1K−1 kJmol−1 Jmol−1K−1 kJmol−1 Jmol−1K−1

10 mbar −40(±30) −50(±40) −70(±20) −150(±30) −30(±50) −100(±70)
1 bar −30(±10) −40(±20) −70(±30) −140(±50) −40(±40) −100(±70)

proton concentration is within the analyzed range more or less independent on pO2
. This is

in agreement with results of Hashimoto et al.who measured the proton concentration of BSCF
with varying cobalt content at 600 °C with Karl-Fischer titration. They hydrated the samples
in humidified oxygen and argon and found that the proton concentration is within the error
range the same. [27]

From the defect concentrations Kox and Khydrat are calculated for 1 bar pO2
- figure 4.13b.

The results for 10 mbar are shown as light points as well as the linear regression to obtain ∆H0

and ∆S0. Within the error bars and the knowledge that calculating K from concentrations is
an approximation, the K values are independent on the gas composition which is a physically
reasonable result.

All ∆H0 and ∆S0 values for the three equilibria 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are summarized in table 4.3.
For the linear regression only the K values between 350 and 600 °C, i.e. the observed range,
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Figure 4.14: Hydration enthalpy vs. entropy of a variety of proton-conducting perovskite
electrolytes published by Kreuer (figure taken from the paper). [16] The results of BSFZ
presented in this work is added with its error bars.
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Figure 4.15: Partial pressure dependencies of the three mobile charge carrier bulk concen-
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lines, right scale bar) scale. The experimental p1/2

O2
Kox and pH2OKhydrat ranges for BSFZ

are indicated in gray.

were taken as the calculated K values generally not follow an ideal linearity. This results in
the high error margins given for ∆H0 and ∆S0. All in all, the standard reaction enthalpies
and entropies are the same at both pO2

values which is again physically reasonable and in
very good agreement with the fact that the proton concentration is also independent on pO2

.
All three reactions (from left to right) are exothermic. ∆hydratG

0 and ∆redG
0 are endergonic

in the analyzed temperature range. ∆oxG
0 is slightly exergonic up to 500 °C and then be-

comes slightly endergonic. Last but not least, the values are in the same range es reported for
mixed-conducting perovskite electrodes and proton-conducting electrolytes. The hydration
enthalpy and entropy values for BSFZ are added to figure 4.14 of ∆hydratH

0 vs. ∆hydratS
0

for a variety of proton-conducting electrolyte materials reported by Kreuer. [16] ∆hydratH
0 for

BSFZ agrees with values for Ba(Zr, (Y,Gd, In))O3−δ, ∆hydratS
0 with Ba(Ce,Y)O3−δ (owing

to the large error bar also with Ba(Zr,Y)O3−δ). However, ∆hydratG
0 is smaller for BSFZ re-

sulting lower proton concentrations than for the typical proton-conducting electrolytes. The
oxidation enthalpy ∆oxH

0 is in the same range as values reported by Wang et al. for BSF (−68
to −58 kJmol−1) and BSCF (−47 to −100 kJmol−1). [83]

Finally, the partial pressure dependencies of the bulk defect concentrations relevant for
BSFZ are shown in figure 4.15a and b. They are two-dimensional cuts of the three-dimensional
plots in figure 2.1. For the pO2

dependence average values of pH2OKhydrat = 10−5 and of
p

1/2
O2
Kox = 0.1 for the pH2O dependence experimentally found for BSFZ are taken. The exper-

imental p1/2
O2
Kox and pH2OKhydrat ranges relevant for BSFZ are highlighted in gray. To obtain

the exponent of the partial pressure dependencies the concentrations are plotted logarith-
mically (left scale bar). The given numbers on top of the lines indicate the limiting slopes
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4 Results and Discussion

which can easily be extracted from the mass action constants. In addition, the concentra-
tions are shown on a linear scale (dashed lines) to visualize that although the concentrations
seem to be constant in the logarithmic scale they change with pO2

, respectively, pH2O. How-
ever, the absolute change is small and seems, therefore, to be constant in the logarithmic scale.

pO2
dependence: For the experimentally relevant BSFZ range the holes exhibit a clear 1/4

dependency expected for the p-conducting regime. The exponents for [OH•O] and [V••O ] are
near zero or slightly negative, whereas [V••O ] responds more strongly to a change in pO2

than
[OH•O]. This is fine agreement with the experimental results where the proton concentration
was found to be pO2

independent.

pH2O dependence: The exponent for the pH2O dependence of [OH•O] is 1/2 as expected from
the mass action law in agreement with the TG experiments (the sample responds to a change
in pH2O). The absolute [V••O ] and [h•] are very weakly pH2O dependent owing to the fact that
their concentration is one to two orders of magnitude larger than [OH•O]. Even the small redox
fraction in the acid-base dominated regime at 10 mbar pO2

is hardly visible.

4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model
In this chapter numerically simulated time-resolved concentration profiles of V••O , h• and OH•O
upon change in the chemical potential µO and µH based on the flux equations derived in
chapter 2.2.2 are given. These simulations are related to experiments where pH2O and/or pO2
in the gas phase are changed. Typically, only one component is changed to not make the
analysis more complex than it is. Here, only changes in pH2O are treated as this is performed
in thermogravimetric and DC conductivity relaxation experiments. The defect diffusivities
are fixed to conditions where Dh• > DOH•O > DV••O which is the typical case for perovskites. [99]

To understand the influence of parameters such as hole concentration, degree of protona-
tion, defect diffusivity ratio, fraction between water and hydrogen uptake to the total proton
incorporation on the time development of the concentration profiles individually, only one of
these parameters is changed keeping all other constant (the acceptor dopant concentration is
fixed to unity in all simulations). After computational details in the next section, the follow-
ing individual parameter changes are examined in the succeeding sections:

(i) Changing the hole concentration. Of course, this changes also the V••O and OH•O con-
centration, but the degree of hydration X is fixed and only acid-base thermodynamics are
considered. In addition, two different degrees of hydration are analyzed. The scope is to ex-
amine the influence of the hole concentration (experimentally related to increasing pO2

) and
the degree of hydration on the strength of decoupling between fast hydrogen and slow oxygen
diffusion.

(ii) Changing the ratio between proton and oxygen vacancy diffusivity (DOH•O to DV••O ). The
defect concentrations, degree of hydration and DOH•O to Dh• ratio are fixed to values related
to BSFZ. Acid-base thermodynamics are still assumed and the influence on the strength of
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

decoupling is of interest. This is experimentally related to changing the temperature as DOH•O
and DV••O have typically very different activation energies, hence, their ratio changes. [16;70]

(iii) Changing the fraction between water and hydrogen uptake. Now, protons are allowed
to be incorporated by both acid-base and redox thermodynamics and the ratio between both
is varied keeping the diffusivities, initial concentrations and degree of protonation constant.
This is experimentally related to changing the pO2

as well as in (i), but more related to the
defect model. It has been shown that with increasing pO2

(or increasing concentration of
redox-active cations, thus, increasing Kox) the redox fraction (fraction of protons taken up
by hydration-deoxygenation equilibration (eq. 2.3) compared to the total proton uptake) in-
creases as well.

Treatment (i) and (ii) are to some point artificial as in an experiment with changing the
temperature (most common procedure) or gas composition all above examined parameters
change simultaneously (e.g. with changing the temperature defect concentrations, degree of
protonation, redox fraction and diffusivity ratio are changed). Nevertheless, this procedure
is performed to check under which conditions the expected two-fold relaxation (decoupled
diffusion of hydrogen and oxygen) can be observed in the mass relaxation where both contri-
butions of the two-fold kinetics result in a mass increase. This is done in section 4.3.5 where
the mass transients are calculated from the simulated time-resolved V••O and OH•O profiles (h•
does not contribute to the mass) in (i) to (iii).

(iv) To finally analyze the development of the decoupling for a realistic system, defect con-
centrations were taken from the thermodynamic model derived in chapter 2.1. pH2OKhydrat is
fixed to 10−2 which is a compromise between being close to conditions found for BSFZ (here,
the maximum pH2OKhydrat is about 2×10−4) and still having a high enough degree of protona-
tion to make relevant results visible (the degree of protonation in BSFZ is small resulting in
some effects to disappear). The varied quantity is p1/2

O2
Kox, being related to changes in pO2

(for
fixed material composition). The initial defect concentrations are calculated through given
p

1/2
O2
Kox and pH2OKhydrat values, the initial concentration changes upon ∆pH2O are calculated

through a change of 10% in pH2O recalculating the new defect concentrations. The values used
for all simulations (i) to (iv) are summarized in appendix B.

4.3.1 Simulation details

All simulations are performed for one-dimensional diffusion into a plane sheet with thickness
2l, sketched in figure 4.16 for the migration of a neutral species. The thickness of the plane
sheet sample is divided into a finite number of layers with height ∆l. The length l is arbitrary
chosen as 10−3 cm and ∆l as 10−5 cm, hence, the sample is cut into 100 slices. Before changing
the defect concentrations the sample is fully equilibrated, i.e. all defect concentrations are set
to their initial value in all parts of the sample (in figure 4.16 they are set to zero). At the initial
time t = 0 all defect concentrations are changed to their thermodynamic final values in the
first layer being in direct contact to the gas phase (in figure 4.16 the first box reaches the final
concentration of four particles, the assumption of fast surface reaction makes the diffusion
length l arbitrary), i.e. fast surface reaction and diffusion control is presumed (therefore, the
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4 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.16: Outline of the simulation procedure. For the sake of simplicity, the migration
of a neutral species (red dot) is shown. The numbers in the boxes (representing the slices
mentioned in the text) indicate the particles entering or leaving the box according to the
gradient and chemical diffusivity to update the numbers of particles in each box in the row
below.

chosen length l is arbitrary). Experimentally this corresponds to a change of pH2O and/or
pO2

for a sample thicker than the critical thickness (cf. section 2.2.1). As a consequence,
a concentration gradient between the first and second slice is introduced. For a small time
interval ∆t (commonly set to 7× 10−9 s, depends on the magnitude of the defect diffusivities)
the flux between both slices is calculated based on the flux equations in chapter 2.2.2 and the
new concentrations are updated according to this flux (in figure 4.16 the gradient causes a
flux of two particles during ∆t, hence, two particles are in the second slice after ∆t, the first
slice still has four particles owing to the fast surface equilibration). Now, new concentration
gradients have developed, the fluxes during ∆t are calculated and the new concentrations
updated (in the sketch owing to the gradient one particle leaves slice 2 to slice 3 but also one
particle is entering slice 2 from slice 1). This iterative procedure is performed until all slices
have obtained the final concentrations.

To calculate the fluxes of V••O and H•i , one of the three equations for each flux derived in
section 2.2.2 – eqs. 2.38 to 2.40 – has to be used; which one is irrelevant for the result. For
the set of eq. 2.38 the fluxes between slice i and i+ 1 are calculated through

J i→i+1
V••O

= −DV
∇V(H)

[V••O ]i+1−[V••O ]i
∆l −DV

∇H(V)
[OH•O]i+1−[OH•O]i

∆l (4.4)

and
J i→i+1

H•i
= −DH

∇H(V)
[OH•O]i+1−[OH•O]i

∆l −DH
∇V(H)

[V••O ]i+1−[V••O ]i
∆l (4.5)

The defect concentrations in slice i are updated according to the fluxes of this defect entering
or leaving from the neighboring slices.

[V••O ]i = [V••O ]i +
(

∆t
∆l

(
J i−1→i

V••O
− J i→i+1

V••O

))
(4.6)

and
[OH•O]i = [OH•O]i +

(
∆t
∆l

(
J i−1→i

H•i
− J i→i+1

H•i

))
(4.7)
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

The hole concentration is obtained from the local electroneutrality condition.

[h•]i = [A′]− 2[V••O ]i − [OH•O]i (4.8)

The time steps ∆t need to be small to ensure that the fluxes are smaller than the respec-
tive absolute concentration (otherwise more particles than allowed through electroneutrality
would formally enter or more particles than present would formally leave the slice). As the
concentration gradients decrease with time, ∆t is increased in a step-wise manner to keep the
simulation time at an acceptable level (generally, one simulation takes≈90 min). Furthermore,
the four chemical diffusion coefficients (e.g. 2.38) are set to be time and space independent, i.e.
they are calculated from the initial defect concentrations and predefined defect diffusivities.
This is a reasonable approximation as exemplary simulations showed that the chemical diffu-
sivities are only weakly concentration dependent (for small concentration changes) and that
the influence on the simulation results can be qualitatively as well as quantitatively neglected
(cf. appendix 1 in Merkle et al. [100]). The output of the simulation script contains space- and
time-resolved normalized, integrated concentration profiles for the three charge carriers.

4.3.2 Varying the hole concentrations
The presence of holes h• can lead to a decoupled migration of hydrogen and oxygen upon
increased pH2O (instead of ambipolar water diffusion). [30;31;33] The proton flux can then be
coupled to the typically much faster holes (ambipolar diffusion of hydrogen decreasing the hole
concentration), followed by the slower oxygen vacancy flux also coupling to the holes (ambipo-
lar diffusion of oxygen, restoring the initial hole concentration). Note that these fluxes are
not independent of each other as proposed by Yoo et al. [33] making the physical analysis more
complex as derived in chapter 2.2.2. So firstly, the influence of the hole concentration on the
decoupling in water uptake is analyzed. The defect diffusivities are chosen to be 10−6, 10−5

and 10−4 cm2s−1 for DV••O , DOH•O and Dh• , respectively (the result depends on the ratio, not
on the absolute values). Only acid-base thermodynamics is presumed (∆[OH•O] = −2∆[V••O ])
and two different degrees of hydration (X = 0.1 and 0.5) are chosen to analyze its influence.
From these side-conditions, all defect concentrations are calculated varying [h•] between 10−4

(electrolyte, hind left corner in figure 2.1) and 0.99 (electronic conductor with very low OH•O
and V••O concentration, hind right corner). All used input data are given in table B.1. With
respect to an experiment, these conditions cover changing the pO2

for a given material with
constant dopant concentration and certain redox activity. Nonetheless, it has to be considered
that this approach is rather artificial as the thermodynamic defect model prescribes that with
increasing [h•] the redox fraction has to increase, too. These conditions lead to changes of sev-
eral parameters (concentrations, degree of hydration, redox fraction) as shown in section 4.3.6.
Here, qualitative trends upon changes in only one parameter are to be demonstrated.

The time-resolved, integrated, normalized concentration profiles for three exemplary [h•]
values for X = 0.5 are given in figure 4.17. In the three top figures the concentrations are
plotted against the square root of the time t to visualize the short term behavior. Vice versa,
in the bottom figures the difference 1−normalized concentration is semi-logarithmically drawn
versus the linear time to highlight the long term evolution. If the processes can be described
by one diffusivity, the concentration profile shows only one linear regime in both types of
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Figure 4.17: Integrated, normalized defect concentrations for different hole concentrations.

[V••O ] (black squares) and [OH•O] (blue circles) are normalized to their initial and final values.
[h•] (magenta triangles) is normalized to −∆[OH•O]. Note that although the normalized
values for [V••O ] and [h•] are positive, their change with respect to their initial values is
negative. The given, initial concentrations are rounded values (exact values in table B.1,
appendix B). The colored lines represent the profiles for the indicated diffusivities DOH•O
(cyan), DV••O (gray) and Dδ

H2O (green). Top: Normalized concentration versus time1/2 to
highlight the short term behavior. Bottom: 1− normalized concentration in logarithmic
scale versus time to show the long term relaxation. The values α and β are introduced
later in this section.

plotting, and the diffusion coefficient can be either extracted from the slope m of the short
time behavior using eq. 4.9 [64] or the solution of Fick’s second law eq. 4.12 [101]. This is obvious
from the solid lines in figure 4.17 which show the hypothetical concentration profiles if they are
determined by only one diffusivity DOH•O (blue), DV••O (gray) or Dδ

H2O (green) for the coupled
diffusion of water calculated from eq. 2.43. The parameters α and β in the figure are related
to the strength of decoupling between hydrogen and oxygen migration. They are introduced
and defined soon.

Deff = πl2m2

4 (4.9)
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Figure 4.17a corresponding to [h•]� [V••O ] ≈ [OH•O] represents the proton-conducting elec-
trolyte case at very low pO2

(reducing conditions). It is very clear that the holes do not
contribute to the migration as their integrated concentration is constant. Consequently, the
oxygen vacancy and proton diffusion are directly coupled and their profiles behave as pre-
dicted by the chemical diffusion of water eq. 2.43. The simulated profiles (squares for V••O and
circles for OH•O) converge with the analytical solution for Dδ

H2O (green line) which proves that
the simulation works correctly.

Figure 4.17b shows the situation for an increased hole concentration with [h•] ≈ [V••O ] ≈
[OH•O], representing a mixed oxygen vacancy/proton/hole conductor. Five interesting aspects
are found. (i) A transient hole flux occurs although the initial gradient in the hole concen-
tration ∇[h•] is zero (of course, as soon as the hole flux begins, a gradient is generated).
This is an example where a flux of a species can occur in a medium with three mobile charge
carriers without having an own concentration gradient. (ii) The fast proton can migrate in a
decoupled way from the slow V••O as it couples to the holes. Hence, the proton diffuses faster
than with Dδ

H2O but still slower than with DOH•O . (iii) Vice versa, the oxygen vacancy is not
dragged by the fast proton and, therefore, migrates slower than with Dδ

H2O but faster than
with DV••O coupled to holes as well. (iv) Consequently, the sample is partly reduced via fast
motion of hydrogen (coupled OH•O/h•) and slowly reoxidized via motion of oxygen (coupled
V••O /h•). This is seen in the concentration profile of the holes which are decreased for short
times (note that the normalization results in positive values) and relax back to their initial
value for longer times. (v) Looking closer at the proton profile, e.g. figure 4.17b top, it is
recognized that it cannot be described by a single diffusion coefficient anymore as it shows two
linear regimes. From the long term plot in the bottom figure the proton and oxygen vacancy
profile are approximately parallel, hence, they migrate with the same diffusivity.

For the short time behavior the diffusivities are directly extracted from the slope m of the
linear regime in the t1/2 plot using eq. 4.9. These diffusivities describe the effective evolution
of the concentration profiles (for “short” times) and are, therefore, called effective diffusion
coefficients Deff

H for the proton (chemical diffusion of hydrogen) and Deff
O for the oxygen va-

cancy (chemical diffusion of oxygen). The results for both analyzed degrees of hydration are
summarized in the bottom part of figure 4.18 as function of the hole concentration. From the
plot it appears that the decoupling (both Deff start to deviate) starts already at rather low
hole concentrations (two orders of magnitude smaller than the ionic defect concentrations)
and is quite pronounced where h• is still the minor defect (e.g. 10−1). The deviation between
Deff

H and Deff
O seems to follow the hole transference number, plotted in magenta in the top

part of figure 4.18 (together with the proton (blue) and oxygen vacancy (gray) transference
numbers). However, this behavior depends on the proton uptake mechanism (acid-base or
redox, cf. section 4.3.4) and the ratio of the defect diffusivities (cf. Merkle et al. [100]). Conse-
quently, the hole concentration and conductivity alone are not good parameters for the degree
of decoupling. To quantify and compare the ratio between Deff

H and Deff
O the normalized ratio

between both is defined as α and calculated through

α =
(Deff

H −Deff
O )DV••O

(DOH•O −DV••O )Deff
O

(4.10)
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4 Results and Discussion

This ratio is zero for single-fold water diffusion and unity for the case that Deff
H and Deff

O
obtain the values of DOH•O and DV••O . Later, it will be seen that this is strictly speaking only
valid for the pure acid-base thermodynamics and that both effective diffusivities can over-,
respectively, undershoot these limits yielding α values larger than unity. Furthermore, α does
not include the relative contribution of Deff

H and Deff
O to the total stoichiometry change, which

also varies with [h•], respectively, with the ability to allow proton uptake by redox reaction
(cf. section 4.3.4).

Before continuing the discussion for α, an alternative parameter to quantify the decoupling
can be defined. The transient change of hole concentration normalized to the change in
proton concentration (triangles in figure 4.17) shows how strong the sample is reduced before
being reoxidized. In the extreme limit, the sample is homogeneously reduced by hydrogen
uptake, i.e. the normalized change in hole concentration is unity at its maximum. Then, the
hydrogen and oxygen migration can treated to be independent. In the case of ambipolar water
diffusion, [h•] does not change and the normalized values are zero. The fraction of transient
sample reduction indicates the strength of the decoupling of hydrogen and oxygen migration
and, furthermore, includes the contribution of the fast hydrogen uptake determined by Deff

H .
Therefore, the maximum of the integrated, normalized, transient hole concentration covers
these cases and, in principle, all parameters which influence the degree of decoupling (defect
diffusivities, degree of hydration, degree of redox fraction (see section 4.3.4)). To distinguish
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Figure 4.18: Effective diffusivities Deff
H (circles) and Deff

O (squares), transference numbers
for OH•O (blue), V••O (gray) and h• (magenta), normalized ratio α between both Deff val-
ues (stars) and normalized transient reduction β (diamonds) with increasing [h•] for two
different degrees of hydration.
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

this parameter from α it is called normalized transient reduction β, defined as

β = [h•]max − [h•]t=0

[OH•O]t=∞ − [OH•O]t=0
(4.11)

where [h•]max is the maximum concentration in the time-dependent normalized hole concen-
tration profile.

Finally, figure 4.17c is to be discussed and will give a hint whether α or β is a suitable
parameter for the strength of decoupling. Here, the hole concentration has almost its maxi-
mum value, hence, the ionic concentrations and the water uptake are small. These conditions
are found in the right corner of figure 2.1 and 2.2. Now, the short term migration of OH•O
and V••O converge with their respective defect diffusivities, i.e. α reaches its maximum value 1
suggesting a maximum in decoupling. Nonetheless, the proton profile still has to be described
by in fact two effective diffusivities, but the contribution of the slow long term process can be
neglected as it is very small. Looking at the transient hole concentration it is clear that the
sample is not fully reduced, the value of β reads 0.57 in contrast to α. Consequently, β is a
good parameter to check the strength of decoupling whereas α is less intuitive at this stage
but might be useful in some cases. Therefore, both parameters are given and discussed when
necessary.

The quantities α (stars) and β (diamonds) are additionally plotted in the top part of fig-
ure 4.18. Comparing both different degrees of hydration, the decoupling starts at lower hole
concentrations for higher X but ends up in the same final values. All in all, the main de-
coupling process occurs within one to two orders of magnitude in [h•], while the main change
of th• occurs within three orders of magnitude. This is in very good agreement with experi-
mental results of Kim and Yoo where the main decoupling in water uptake in BZY20 at high
temperatures and pO2

(moderate concentration of h•) takes place within four to eight orders
of magnitude in pO2

([h•] ∝ p
−1/4
O2

). [33]

4.3.3 Varying the ratio of DOH•O to DV••O
In the next two sections defect concentrations are fixed and the influence of the mobility ra-
tio (this section) and thermodynamic uptake mechanism (next section) is investigated. The
defect concentrations and degree of hydration are set to values relevant for mixed-conducting
electrodes, i.e. [OH•O] ≈ [V••O ] ≈ [h•] and X ≈ 0.1 (still assuming pure acid-base thermo-
dynamics to ensure the change of only one parameter). The normalized, integrated defect
profiles together with α and β for the short and long term range are plotted in figure 4.19.
The ratio between DOH•O and DV••O is set in the way that DOH•O is fixed to 10−5 and DV••O
is varied (it is worth to mention here again that it is the ratio what is important, not the
absolute values). These simulations cover the experiment of changing the temperature owing
to different activation energies for DOH•O and DV••O . [16;70] Of course, a change in temperature
also changes the concentrations but for these theoretical considerations only one parameter
should be changed at a time. Furthermore, it is important to mention that for low degrees of
hydration the influence of the actual Dh• on the decoupling process can be neglected. [100]
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Figure 4.19: Integrated, normalized concentration profiles for different DOH•O to DV••O ratios.

V••O (black squares) and OH•O (blue circles) are normalized to their initial and final values.
h• (magenta triangles) is normalized to −∆[OH•O]. Note that although the values for V••O
and h• are positive, their change with respect to their initial values is negative. The given,
initial concentrations are rounded values (exact values in table B.3, appendix B). The
colored lines represent the profiles for the indicated diffusivities DOH•O (cyan), DV••O (gray)
and Dδ

H2O (green). Top: Normalized concentration versus time1/2 to highlight the short
term behavior. Bottom: 1− normalized concentration in logarithmic scale versus time to
show the long term relaxation.

As expected from eq. 2.44 Dδ
H2O decreases with decreasing DV••O for fixed X. For the proton

profile analogous to the previous section two linear regimes are found where the first one for
short times is defined by Deff

H and the second one approximately by Deff
O . The [V••O ] profile can

still be described by this one diffusion coefficient. With increasing deviation between both
relevant defect diffusivities the contribution of the fast hydrogen incorporation increases which
is in very good agreement with the degree of transient reduction β. Moreover, β reaches not
unity although both defect diffusivities are three orders of magnitude apart, and, seems to run
into a maximum. Another simulation with DV••O = 10−12 gives a β of 0.81. Thus, although
the oxygen migration is orders of magnitude slower, the sample is not homogeneously reduced
before being reoxidized as proposed by Yoo et al.. [33] The increase of β is also not a surprise
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

as the reoxidation is slower and the sample is stronger reduced. In contrast, the degree of
decoupling α behaves on the first sight counter-intuitive at it decreases with increasing ratio.
This owes to the normalization of α as the absolute decoupling between Deff

H and Deff
O is in-

creased, but the relative decoupling compared to the limit values DOH•O and DV••O is decreased.

4.3.4 Varying the contribution of hydrogen uptake to the total
proton uptake

In this section the protons are allowed to be thermodynamically incorporated by mixed
acid-base (eq. 2.2) and redox (eq. 2.3) equilibration. The defect conditions are fixed to
[OH•O] ≈ [V••O ] ≈ [h•] and the degree of protonation to X ′′ ≈ 0.07, i.e. the initial con-
centrations and ∆[OH•O] are kept constant, ∆[V••O ] and ∆[h•] are changed with respect to
their contributions (cf. table B.4).

In figure 4.20 the normalized, integrated concentrations are shown for three exemplary re-
dox fractions. The proton profile hardly changes but approaches the DOH•O related profile,
i.e. Deff

H ≈ DOH•O (for higher degrees of hydration the change is stronger and Deff
H > DOH•O

is possible, cf. section 4.3.6 and Merkle et al. [100]). Nonetheless, still two linear regimes are
found. A new effect owing to the redox fraction is the different behavior of the V••O profile
compared to the previous results. Now, two linear regimes are observed which becomes more
pronounced with increasing redox fraction. According to the former made definitions Deff

O is
calculated from the slope of the linear part for the short time regime. Comparing all three
redox fractions Deff

O not only approaches DV••O which is the expected behavior, it even under-
shoots the gray line in figure 4.20c, i.e. Deff

O < DV••O . This observation can be explained from
the flux equations. For this purpose flux equation 2.39 (JV••O = −DV

∇V(h)∇cV••O −D
V
∇h(V)∇ch•)

is taken. DV
∇V(h) is positive, ∇cV••O is negative and DV

∇h(V) and ∇ch• (for short times until
the maximum in the hole transient) are negative. Hence, including the minus signs the first
term of the equation −DV

∇V(h)∇cV••O is positive and the second −DV
∇h(V)∇ch• negative, i.e. two

contributions – the first accelerating, the second decelerating the V••O flux – compete. With
increasing redox fraction the accelerating part decreases as the initial ∇cV••O is decreased (less
protons are compensated by oxygen vacancies). Simultaneously, ∇ch• increases and the flux
is stronger decelerated. This is the reason for the low Deff

O for short times. Owing to the fast
diffusion of hydrogen , ∇ch• depletes fast and its decelerating character decreases. Finally,
as the slow oxygen flux dominates of the hydrogen flux the flux direction of holes changes
switching the sign of ∇ch• to positive. That is the point where JV••O is accelerated by ∇ch•

and becomes faster than DV••O , the slope of the V••O profile is larger than the gray line and
even crosses it e.g. for 60% redox fraction.

As a result of the small slope used to calculate Deff
O , α not only increases with increasing

redox fraction, it also becomes larger than unity. With higher redox fraction the V••O flux
becomes less important, its contribution to the decoupling can be more and more safely
neglected until chemical diffusion of hydrogen is reached (100% redox fraction). Here, α is
less suited as it pretends a high degree of decoupling but neglects that the contribution of
the oxygen flux decreases to zero in the limit case. β intuitively increases and will reach
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Figure 4.20: Integrated, normalized concentration profiles for different redox fractions
−∆[h•]/∆[OH•O]. V••O (black squares) and OH•O (blue circles) are normalized to their initial
and final values. h• (magenta triangles) is normalized to −∆[OH•O]. Note that although
the values for V••O and h• are positive, their change with respect to their initial values is
negative. The given, initial concentrations are rounded values (exact values in table B.4,
appendix B). The colored lines represent the profiles for the indicated diffusivities DOH•O
(cyan), DV••O (gray) and Dδ

H2O (green). Top: Normalized concentration versus time1/2 to
highlight the short term behavior. Bottom: 1− normalized concentration in logarithmic
scale versus time to show the long term relaxation.

unity for 100% redox fraction but the decoupling would be zero, i.e. single-fold diffusion of
hydrogen is observed. Hence, also β is less suited for this case. Therefore, a third parameter
γ is defined which is the difference between β and the redox fraction. For pure acid-base
thermodynamics (section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) γ = β. γ reaches its maximum for a large transient
reduction (large β) and low redox fraction. Therefore, γ is probably the best parameter to
quantify the observable (measurable) degree of decoupling including all influencing effects. γ
is additionally shown in figure 4.20 and decreases with increasing redox fraction.
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

4.3.5 Effect on mass and conductivity relaxations
One intention of the previous simulations is to check under which conditions the two-fold
relaxation is experimentally observable. In a DC conductivity relaxation experiment the
decoupling is theoretically supposed to be easily measurable as the flux of electron holes
changes its direction between reduction (fast H flux) and reoxidation (slow O flux). Hence,
a DC transient versus time would qualitatively follow the h• profile plotted in the respective
figures. Nonetheless, for materials with very high hole conductivity (i.e. high mobility at
medium concentration) a low relative change in [h•] is hardly measurable (resolution limit of
the DC device).

Most experimental data for BSFZ were collected using TG mass relaxation upon ∆pH2O.
Therefore, the influence of the previous parameters on the mass transient is discussed. Despite
the already made experiments, this is not as trivial as for the conductivity relaxation as now
both fluxes have the same direction and, moreover, the flux of O contributes 8 times stronger
to the total weight change as the flux of H (in case of pure acid-base thermodynamics) which
makes it very difficult to observe the decoupling. In figure 4.21 the normalized mass transients
versus t1/2 are shown for each analyzed set of changed parameters.

In figure 4.21a the change of mass relaxation with increasing hole concentration, i.e. increas-
ing degree of decoupling is shown. For low hole concentrations (black) a two-fold relaxation
is not observed and not expected as ambipolar diffusion of water takes place. At medium
hole concentration (red) the decoupling is still weak (β = 0.26) but not clearly visible.c Even
at maximum possible decoupling (α = 1 and β = 0.57) it might for an ideal experiment be
visible, but the effect is still weak and can be overlaid by other experimental uncertainties
(resolution of the TG, gas switching times). It has to be noted here again that the last case
is very hypothetical and that for a real system water uptake by redox reaction would take place.
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Figure 4.21: Normalized mass transients for the different, analyzed changes of one parameter.

cThe change in Deff
O between all three curves is of course visible but in praxis this can also be owing to

different DV••
O

values.
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Figure 4.21b shows the change of the mass transient with change of the redox fraction.
Before the simulations I expected an increased slope for short times (concave inflection) ac-
commodating the increased contribution of the fast H flux. Interestingly, the opposite is the
case and the slope is smaller at the beginning resulting in a convex inflection – cf. blue line.
The reason is, that the increased slope by the increased H contribution is overcompensated
by the decelerated O flux for short times as discussed in section 4.3.4. All in all, the difference
between the transients is small and the decoupling effect is hardly observed.

Last but not least, the mass transients for different diffusivity ratios are shown in fig-
ure 4.21c. For one order of magnitude difference (black line) the decoupling is weak (β = 0.32)
and not visible. At two orders of magnitude difference (red line) the expected concave in-
flection starts to become observable but from an experimental point of view it will be seen
in section 4.4.1 that the still weak effect will be compensated by technical difficulties. At
least, for three (and more) orders of magnitude difference in DV••O and DOH•O where β almost
reaches its maximum (0.73 for three orders, maximum at ≈ 0.8) the two-fold relaxation is
clearly visible and probably measurable.

4.3.6 Increasing the hole concentration with p
1/2
O2
Kox at fixed

pH2OKhydrat

In the last section of this chapter a combined examination is performed. It was mentioned
several times that the previous discussions are more of conceptional intention to analyze the
separated influence of single parameters on the decoupling process. Now, simulations are an-
alyzed based on concentrations and concentration changes according to the thermodynamic
defect model described in section 2.1. To visualize the increasing decoupling effect with in-
creasing hole concentration pH2OKhydrat is fixed to an arbitrary but representatived value of
10−2. [h•] is increased by increasing p1/2

O2
Kox from 10−6 (electrolyte) to 103 (electrode material).

In figure 4.22 concentration profiles for three different p1/2
O2
Kox values are shown which cover

the cases a) electrolyte with low hole concentration, b) transition from electrolyte at high pO2
and T to mixed-conducting electrode and c) electrode material. Already at hole concentra-
tion [h•] < [V••O ] the decoupling starts slightly but overall almost only water is incorporated
(a). At moderate hole concentration JH•i and JV••O decouple stronger and the redox fraction
is increased. Consequently, both fluxes cannot be described by a single, effective diffusion
coefficient as both profiles show two pronounced linear regimes each. For hole concentrations
reaching almost the acceptor-dopant concentration protons are incorporated almost exclu-
sively by redox reaction, i.e. the redox fraction is nearly unity and the proton and hole
profiles converge (ambipolar diffusion of hydrogen, Dδ

H ≈ DOH•O owing to the low degree of
hydration). Moreover, the small remaining oxygen vacancy flux falls below the gray profile,
hence, Deff

O < DV••O . This was also observed by exclusively changing the redox fraction in
section 4.3.4.

dRepresentative in a way to cover conditions found for BSFZ, i.e. moderate proton concentration, but
still sufficiently high degree of hydration, here 0.1, to make the effects visible.
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

All results, i.e. effective diffusivities for short times Deff
H and Deff

O , their normalized ratio
α, normalized transient reduction β, the combined parameter γ as well as the transference
numbers for the three charge carriers, are summarized in figure 4.23 as function of [h•] (a) and
p

1/2
O2
Kox (b) for a low degree of hydration pH2OKhydrat = 10−2. In contrast to figure 4.18 where

only [h•] is changed, both effective diffusivities not only decouple with increasing p
1/2
O2
Kox,

Deff
H reaches a maximum by even slightly overshooting DOH•O and Deff

O undershoots DV••O . The
cases where Deff

O < DV••O are of less physical relevance as the oxygen vacancy concentration
and, consequently, its flux approaches zero. Furthermore, it still has to be kept in mind that
the Deff values cover only the short term relaxation. These aspects are the reason why the
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Figure 4.22: Integrated, normalized concentration profiles for different p1/2

O2
Kox values at

pH2OKhydrat = 10−2 (X ≈ 0.1). V••O (black squares) and OH•O (blue circles) are normalized
to their initial and final values. h• (magenta triangles) is normalized to −∆[OH•O]. Note
that although the values for V••O and h• are positive, their change with respect to their initial
values is negative. The given, initial concentrations are rounded values (exact values in
table B.5, appendix B). The colored lines represent the profiles for the indicated diffusivities
DOH•O (cyan), DV••O (gray) and Dδ

H2O (green). Top: Normalized concentration versus time1/2

to highlight the short term behavior. Bottom: 1− normalized concentration in logarithmic
scale versus time to show the long term relaxation.
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Figure 4.23: Effective diffusivities Deff
H (circles) and Deff

O (squares), transference numbers for
OH•O (blue), V••O (gray) and h• (magenta), normalized ratio α (stars), normalized transient
reduction β (diamonds) and γ (green dots) with increasing [h•] for p1/2

O2
Kox = 10−6 to 103

at pH2OKhydrat = 10−2. a) Plotted against [h•] in comparison to figure 4.18 and b) against
p

1/2
O2
Kox in comparison to the three-dimensional plots in section 2.1.

degree of decoupling α increases faster than β even to values above unity. Interestingly and
in contrast to the previous simulations, β now reaches its final value of 1 for the case of pure
hydrogen uptake, i.e. ambipolar diffusion of hydrogen. Thus, although β = 1, only single-fold
diffusion takes place which is the reason that in the presence of partial hydrogen uptake by
redox reaction β is less suited as parameter for the decoupling and, hence, γ was introduced in
section 4.3.4. This parameter γ is plotted as green bullets and reaches as expected a maximum
for the combination of high degree of decoupling and moderate redox fraction. Approaching
single-fold diffusion of H2O or H, γ decreases to zero.

Finally, the effective diffusivities, β and γ are shown for the total analyzed Kp range in
figure 4.24 (in figure 4.23b a two-dimensional section of figure 4.24 is plotted). In the left
plot the defect diffusion coefficients are drawn as dashed lines and the chemical diffusivity
of water Dδ

H2O as red line, calculated from eq. 2.43. Three different cases are highlighted as
bold blue and black lines: (A) For low degrees of protonation Deff

H ≈ DOH•O and the decou-
pling mainly occurs by a decrease in Deff

O reaching and slightly overshooting DV••O . But as
mentioned for high p

1/2
O2
Kox values protons are incorporated by hydrogen uptake, i.e. Deff

O
does not contribute to the relaxation process. This is additionally visualized by the three-
dimensional plot of β and γ in the right figure. With increasing p1/2

O2
Kox the normalized redox

fraction β reaches unity whereas γ runs through a maximum being zero for low p
1/2
O2
Kox values
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4.3 Simulation of the diffusion model

Figure 4.24: Effective diffusivities Deff
H (blue) and Deff

O (gray), normalized transient reduc-
tion β (magenta) and γ = β− redox fraction (blue) for the total Kp range. The defect
diffusivities, the chemical diffusivity of water Dδ

H2O (red) and three exemplary degree of
hydrations (A, B, C) are highlighted.

(ambipolar diffusion of water, no decoupling) and high p
1/2
O2
Kox values (ambipolar diffusion

of hydrogen, no decoupling). (B) For intermediate degrees of protonation the decoupling of
the effective diffusivities is roughly symmetrical as qualitatively shown by Kim and Yoo. [33]

As already found in figure 4.23 Deff
H increases to DOH•O slightly overshooting it. The behavior

is qualitatively not changed compared to case (A). For high degrees of protonation (C) Deff
O

does not change much as it is already close to DV••O and the main decoupling occurs through
Deff

H (opposite to case (A)). Now, Deff
H strongly overtakes DOH•O with increasing p1/2

O2
Kox still

running into its final value of DOH•O . This overshooting is explained by the fact that here the
redox fraction starts to increase at lower p1/2

O2
Kox values than for intermediate and low degrees

of hydration. This is seen in the right plot of figure 4.24 where the magenta surface of the
redox fraction β bends towards lower p1/2

O2
Kox values with increasing pH2OKhydrat. The chem-

ical diffusion coefficient of hydrogen representing this redox contribution is allowed to range
between Dh• (low [h•]) and DOH•O (high [h•]) – cf. eq. 2.45. For high degrees of hydration this
contribution becomes dominant at early decoupling stages which is visible in the overshoot
of Deff

H . For lower degrees of hydration Deff
H adopts values of Dδ

H at higher p1/2
O2
Kox values

where the latter is already decreased to DOH•O . Therefore, no overshooting is observed. The
overshooting phenomenon results also in the behavior of γ the maximum of which decreases
along the pH2OKhydrat axis with increasing degree of hydration.

All the results from the simulations will help in the next sections to analyze, discuss and
understand the thermodynamic and diffusion behavior of BSFZ.
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4 Results and Discussion

4.4 Diffusion - Single-fold vs. two-fold

In this chapter the relaxation characteristics of BSFZ upon pH2O change is discussed based on
the defect thermodynamic results in the previous section and the diffusion model of a three
charge carrier system in section 2.2.2. A few results were already touched in the thermody-
namic analysis section 4.2 to understand the reversible defect chemistry.

4.4.1 Thermogravimetric relaxation

As already recognized in the beginning of chapter 4.2 there is a severe difference between the
mass transients of BSFZ in 10 mbar and 1 bar pO2

. In figure 4.25 the first jump of the example
in figure 4.5 at 400 °C from pH2O = 5.70 mbar to 9.83 mbar at constant pO2

= 10 mbar (a) and
1 bar (b) is shown. The extended diffusion model – chapter 2.2.2 – predicts that in a system
with three mobile charge carriers contributing to the relaxation upon stepwise change of the
respective gas-phase activities the resulting transient, here mass transient, in principle cannot
simply be described by one chemical diffusion coefficient.

Nonetheless, for predominant acid-base thermodynamics present at 10 mbar pO2
the mass

relaxation is dominated by the uptake of oxygen, i.e. as a first approximation the transient in
figure 4.25a is fitted with a single diffusion coefficient using the well-known solution for Fick’s
second law for one-dimensional diffusion into a plane sheet with fast surface equilibration,
eq. 4.12 and 4.13. [101] As the fit neglects the small contribution of the hydrogen migration and
assumes that the oxygen migration can be described by a single chemical diffusion coefficient
(which was shown not necessarily to be the case) it is not exactly Deff

O (introduced in chap-
ter 2.2.2) that is obtained. Therefore, the fitted D value is called D1param to highlight that is
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Figure 4.25: Exemplary mass relaxation for the first jump at constant pO2
from pH2O =

5.70 mbar to 9.83 mbar at 400 °C. a) pO2
= 10 mbar b) pO2

= 1 bar. The respective fitting
results are shown as solid lines and values, see text for interpretation.
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4.4 Diffusion - Single-fold vs. two-fold

the solution from the one-parameter fit.
∆m

∆m∞
= 1− f(D, t) (4.12)

f(D, t) = 8
π2

∞∑
n=0

(2n+ 1)−2e−
(2n+1)2π2Dt

4l2 (4.13)

Alternatively, the fitting procedure corresponding to the two-fold relaxation can be applied. [31]

For this purpose the migration of H and O is assumed to be independent of each other, which is
also a simplification of the diffusion model (full decoupling into first homogeneous reduction by
hydrogen diffusion and second homogeneous reoxdiation by oxygen migration is only present
in an extreme case). The corresponding diffusion in homogeneous medium is mathematically
expressed by eq. 4.14 where two single-fold solutions from Fick’s second law are weighted with
a factor ∆mk expressing their final contribution to the total mass change.

∆m = (∆mH + ∆mO)−∆mHf(Deff
H , t)−∆mOf(Deff

O , t) (4.14)

Here, both diffusion coefficients are denoted as effective diffusivities Deff , although the sim-
ulation of the model showed that in many cases the proton profile and in some cases even
the oxygen profile cannot be described by a single, effective diffusivity. In figure 4.25a all
fit results are shown as solid lines and values. Owing to the fact that a strong decoupling is
not observed in the transient both fits match the measured data very well (that the two-fold
fit matches better is not a surprise simply from the mathematical fact of having more fit
parameters). Hence, D1param and Deff

O are identical. Deff
H is larger than Deff

O but owing to the
low contribution to ∆m∞ the error is very large, hence, this result is not relevant. Thus, for
the behavior of the transients in 10 mbar pO2

only the one-parameter fit D1param is discussed
further.

Before continuing, the relaxation in 1 bar pO2
needs to be understood. In section 4.2 three

arguments were given supporting that at this oxygen partial pressure protons are incorporated
more or less exclusively by redox-thermodynamics, i.e. oxygen vacancies do not contribute to
the transient and the migration can analytically be described as both driving forces are now
coupled: ∇cOH•O = −∇ch• . Inserting this coupling into eq. 2.40 yields

JH•i = −((1− tOH•O)DOH•O + tOH•ODh•)∇cOH•O 6= −(th•DOH•O + tOH•ODh•)∇cOH•O (4.15)

Note that as tV••O 6= 0, i.e. 1− tOH•O 6= th• , this chemical diffusion coefficient for hydrogen dif-
fusion Dδ

H differs from the analogous value for the two charge carrier case derived in eq. 2.45.
Nevertheless, equal to the latter the flux of the protons can be described by a single diffusivity.
The above expression can also simply be obtained from eqs. 2.38 and 2.39 setting ∇cV••O = 0.

In figure 4.25b the result of the one-parameter fit using eq. 4.12 is shown as red line. It
is obvious that the fit is quite poor and that the shape of the measured data rather shows a
linear increase for the short-term behavior. For this observation three explanations have to
be considered.

(i) Owing to the fact that the diffusion of hydrogen is supposed to be much faster than
of oxygen, the transient at 1 bar pO2

is possibly now determined by the surface exchange
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4 Results and Discussion

reaction (characterized by the effective rate constant kδ). This shift from D− to k− control
can further be enhanced as kδH (characterizing the redox-reaction) is supposed to differ from
kδhydrat (characterizing the acid-base hydration), i.e. two effects – clearly faster diffusion and
probably slower surface exchange reaction – are identified.e A k-determined transient is fitted
through eq. 4.16. [72] Both fitting results are added in figure 4.25b – the obtained diffusion
coefficient can without any doubt be denoted as chemical diffusivity of hydrogen Dδ

H and the
effective rate constant as kδH. It is clear that the latter (blue line) fits the measured data better.

∆m
∆m∞

= 1− e− ktl (4.16)

(ii) The linear regime for short times can also be seen as a flattening of the D-controlled
relaxation. As the relaxation is very fast (τ1/2 ≈ 4 min) the beginning might be decelerated by
the gas switching time (it takes about 5 min until the new pH2O is reached). This also explains
that the relaxation is more or less independent on the temperature as the gas switching time
is, of course, independent on the temperature as well.

(iii) Unfortunately, it cannot totally be ruled out that the short transients in 1 bar pO2
result from cracks which possibly were formed during heating/cooling and equilibration with
the gas phase at changed conditions which causes volume changes of the pellet (it is rather the
stoichiometric gradient during equilibration than the temperature gradient which can cause
strains in the pellet leading to cracks). These cracks lead to shorter diffusion length shifting
the transient probably to the k-controlled case (explanation (i)).

Nonetheless, for the next discussions D1param and Dδ
H are used. Under the condition that

the relaxation in 1 bar pO2
is k-determined, the latter quantity is a lower bound for the “real”

Dδ
H which is even faster (otherwise it would be D-determined).

All fitting results in H2O and D2O humidified atmospheres are summarized in an Arrhenius
plot in figure 4.26a for D1param (10 mbar pO2

) and b for Dδ
H (1 bar pO2

). To further prove the
correct assignment of the diffusion coefficients defect diffusivities for V••O and OH•O for similiar
materials extracted from literature data are drawn as dashed lines. For DOH•O (blue lines)
data for BZY10 from Kreuer are extrapolated from lower temperatures, and for BZY20 from
Yamazaki et al.f. [16;102] For DV••O (gray lines) three materials are given. The oxygen vacancy
diffusivity of related perovskites BSF and BSCF are also extrapolated from high temperature
data from Wang et al.. [70] DV••O values for BSFZ are not found in the literature. To estimate
these values, oxygen flux data jO2

from Martynczuk et al. using BSFZ as permeation membrane
are converted to DV••O by eq. 4.17 and extrapolated to lower temperatures. [42;103]

eThis fact complicates the two-fold relaxation in 10 mbar pO2
even more as one or both processes can

be k-determined instead of the claimed D-determination. Nevertheless, this has no consequences for the
interpretation as the oxygen migration characterized by D1param clearly is D or at least Dk-determined and
the probably k-determined hydrogen migration is hardly measurable.

fThe Yamazaki et al. data are not extrapolated but fitted through their trapping model. The data is
extracted from figure 1a in their publication. [102]
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Figure 4.26: Diffusivities obtained from TG relaxation upon ∆pH2O through single-fold fit
for a) pO2

= 10 mbar (D1param) and b) pO2
= 1 bar (Dδ

H) for H2O (closed symbols) and
D2O (open symbols). Several defect diffusivities extracted from literature data are shown
as dashed lines for V••O (gray) and OH•O (blue). Chemical diffusivities for oxygen in BSFZ
Dδ

O,BSFZ (black line) are extracted from the relaxation of the temperature steps.

jO2
= − RT

16F 2L

ln p′′O2∫
ln p′O2

teonσiond ln pO2
(4.17)

For mixed-conducting electrodes with perceptible electronic conductivity teon ≈ 1 and σion
being to first approximation pO2

independent, eq. 4.17 is rewritten to eq. 4.18 using Nernst-
Einstein relation eq. 2.19.

DV••O = −
4VMLjO2

[V••O ] ln
p′O2

p′′O2

(4.18)

p′O2
and p′′O2

are the oxygen partial pressures of the feed (high pO2
) and sweep (low pO2

) side
of the membrane, respectively, L the thickness of the membrane and VM the molar volume of
the ceramic, here BSFZ with 37.4 cm3mol−1. The extracted DV••O ,BSFZ lies between DV••O for
BSF and BSCF. All extracted defect D values need to be taken with care as they are extrapo-
lated from experimental data outside the temperature range shown here, i.e. the intersection
between DV••O for BSCF and BSFZ should not be taken too seriously. Nevertheless, the data
supply a framework into which the BSFZ results fit reasonable well.

D1param does not show an ideal linear behavior in the T−1 plot but a curvature. Two ex-
planations can be given. (i) Trapping of the protons (defect association of mobile protons
to immobile acceptors) can occur with decreasing temperature which leads to a stronger de-
crease of the diffusivity with decreasing temperature owing to the additional contribution of
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4 Results and Discussion

the trapping energy. This was experimentally found and discussed for protons in Y-doped
BaZrO3 by Yamazaki et al.. [102] (ii) From the extended diffusion model an ideal linearity in the
Arrhenius plot is not necessarily expected for these chemical diffusivities. This is explained
for the example of chemical, single-fold diffusion of water (the results can qualitatively be
transferred to the three-charge-carrier case but is easier understood for two-charge carriers).
For high temperatures the degree of hydration is low, i.e. Dδ

H2O ≈ DOH•O . With decreas-
ing temperature the degree of hydration is increased and Dδ

H2O decreases more strongly than
given by DOH•O approaching DV••O for a high degree of hydration. This transition of Dδ

H2O
from high to low temperature is not necessarily linear in an Arrhenius plot as the temper-
ature dependence of the four contributions to Dδ

H2O (DOH•O , DV••O , [OH•O] and [V••O ]) is not
the same. In figure 4.27 discussed below the equivalent behavior for a system with three
mobile charge carriers is given. The isotope effect found for D1param in H2O and D2O (latter
values are lower, cf. open circles in figure 4.26a) proves that the proton/deuteron defects
have an influence of the chemical diffusion of oxygen (i.e. D1param ≈ Deff

O > DV••O ) otherwise
the migration of oxygen is supposed to be independent on the nature of the water species.
In addition, roughly estimated Dδ

O values for BSFZ are shown in figure 4.26a as solid black
line. They are extracted from the mass transient of the temperature steps between two ∆pH2O
relaxation experimentsg. D1param ≈ Deff

O is larger than Dδ
O which is in agreement with the

physical model. However, Dδ
O is lower than the extracted DV••O ,BSFZ which is in contrast to

the physical model (cf. eq. 2.21) but is still reasonable close within the uncertainty.

Dδ
H is larger than D1param which is in agreement with all explanations given for the large Dδ

H
values. They show a very weak temperature dependence. In addition, a strong isotope effect
is not measured – except the data at 450 °C – supporting only explanation (ii). However,
Dδ

H and kδred are known to have lower activation energies than respective values for oxygen
exchange (Dδ

H for low degrees of hydration is close to DOH•O having typically lower Ea values
than DV••O ). [16;70;104] However, the small slope of Dδ

H experimentally found in the Arrhenius
plot can also arise from the relaxation being gas diffusion controlled which is supposed to be
temperature independent. Nevertheless, Kreuer found that in perovskites with tetravalent B-
site cations the activation energies for proton hopping is lower than for pentavalent B cations,
and claimed that perovskites with trivalent B-site cations show even higher proton mobilities
with less activation energy than the tetravalent. [105] Leaving out the results at 350 °C which
appear to be too high, the slope of the other data points is not much smaller than for BZY20,
in agreement with Kreuer’s statement. Hence, although not excluding the presence of cracks
explicitly, the shown values are within a reasonable range and do not obviously conflict with
literature data. Dδ

H corresponds to the chemical diffusion coefficient, because at high pO2
protons are exclusively incorporated by redox thermodynamics. Owing to the low degree of
hydrogenation and based on the simulation results Dδ

H is then very close to DOH•O in BSFZ
(cf. eq. 4.15 – for th• ≈ 1 JH•i ≈ DOH•O∇cOH•O).

The previous observations are further supported by simulations using the three charge
carrier diffusion model. For this purpose, DV••O is taken from eq. 4.18 using data by Mar-
tynczuk et al. [42], DOH•O is set equal to be Dδ

H from the measurements in 1 bar pO2
and Dh•

gUpon ∆T oxygen and water are equilibrated simultaneously. However, the oxygen uptake/release is much
larger (higher ∆[V••O ], cf. figure 4.6) than for water.
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Figure 4.27: Measured D1param (open circles, 10 mbar pO2
), Dδ

H ≈ DOH•O (open squares, 1 bar
pO2

), Dh• (open triangles, from conductivity and concentration data) and DV••O (dashed
line) extracted from oxygen flux date of Martynczuk [42] are shown and used to simulate
Deff

O (closed circles).

is calculated from the conductivity values at 10 mbar pO2
in figure 4.7 using Nernst-Einstein

relation eq. 2.19. For the initial and final defect concentrations results from the first pH2O
jump of the thermodynamic analysis in chapter 4.2 are used. All numerical values are given
in table B.6. In figure 4.27 the simulated Deff

O values are plotted together with the used dif-
fusivities. The measured concave curvature of D1param in 10 mbar pO2

is nicely reproduced by
the simulations, although the absolute values are higher for which two reasons can be given.
(i) The input DV••O values are extracted and extrapolated from oxygen flux literature data,
hence, the “real” V••O diffusivity can deviate (in agreement with the fact that these extracted
DV••O ,BSFZ > measured Dδ

O,BSFZ). (ii) Trapping effects are neglected in the diffusion model
which can lead to a non-negligible deviation from the trapping-free situation, as discussed
by Yamazaki et al. for BZY20. [102] The simulations further show that the measured D1param is
larger than the defect diffusivity for V••O , a result already found in chapter 4.3 for conditions
where [V••O ] ≈ [h•] which is exactly the case for BSFZ at 10 mbar pO2

. Simulations for 1 bar
pO2

under the condition of redox thermodynamics are needless as this situation can analyti-
cally be described by Dδ

H (eq. 4.15).

Finally, the proton-conductivity σOH•O is calculated from defect diffusivity and concentration
using Nernst-Einstein relation eq. 2.19. As argued previously Dδ

H obtained from the single-fold
fit of the mass relaxation at 1 bar pO2

can be equaled to DOH•O which is used to calculate σOH•O .
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Figure 4.28: Calculated estimates for σOH•O of BSFZ through D1param (circles, pessimistic
approach) and Dδ

H (triangles) together with bulk and total (bulk + grainboundary) proton
conductivity of BZY15 directly measured by impedance spectroscopy (pH2O ≈ 20 mbar,
pO2
≈ 10 ppm).

Nevertheless, to safely decide whether or not the proton-conductivity is sufficient to enable
the bulk path in the oxygen reduction mechanism (keeping possibly cracking of the pellet in
mind), σOH•O is additionally calculated with D1param. This value is a (pessimistic) lower bound
for the proton diffusivity as TG relaxation and simulations show that D1param > DV••O , and
that DV••O can be supposed to be not much more than two orders of magnitude less than DOH•O
(otherwise the two-fold relaxation would be measurable in the TG transient). The calculated
σOH•O values are plotted in figure 4.28. The gray, solid lines show bulk and total (bulk + grain
boundary) proton conductivity obtained from own impedance measurements at BZY15 pellets
(at > 400 ◦C the high frequency bulk semicircle cannot be extracted from the spectra). The
pessimistic estimate for σOH•O has a maximum at 550 °C and the same curvature as D1param.
The σOH•O calculated through Dδ

H shows an apparent negative activation energy. Both effects
can be described by the competition between increasing DOH•O and decreasing hydration with
increasing temperature, as also observed for proton-conducting electrolytes. [16] All values ex-
cept the highest at 350 °C (outlier, high error bar) are below the total conductivity of BZY15,
hence, the higher DOH•O for BSFZ discussed in figure 4.26 is compensated by the lower [OH•O].
Even if the σOH•O calculated through Dδ

H are overestimated by the presence of cracks in the
pellets, the exact proton-conductivity in BSFZ ranges between the two given borders. Hence,
this is the first work where values for σOH•O in a mixed-conducting perovskite are given, at
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4.4 Diffusion - Single-fold vs. two-fold

least within an error range of one order of magnitude.

Coming to the final question, even the pessimistic estimation of σOH•O for BSFZ is orders of
magnitude above the required minimum for the bulk path estimated from diameter dependent
impedance spectroscopy data for (La,Sr)MnO3±δ (LSM). LSM, known to have a very low ionic
conductivity of 3×10−8 Scm−1 at 800 °C, exhibits oxygen reduction via bulk path for dense
100 nm thin-film microelectrodes on YSZ. [12] Thus, the bulk path for the oxygen reduction
at BSFZ on BZY is definitely expected, and will be proved by impedance spectroscopy in
section 4.6.

4.4.2 SIMS and DC relaxation
The two-fold relaxation is expected to be more easily observable by DC conductivity (non-
monotonic behavior of hole concentration) and the proton concentration and mobility can
directly be measured by tracer-diffusion and SIMS analysis. However, both experiments are
at an early stage for BSFZ, especially the tracer experiments are very time consuming (tech-
nique destroys the sample). Thus, only very few data is collected so far and are shown here
for the sake of a qualitative rather than quantitative interpretation.

In figure 4.29a the space-resolved depth profiles of the counts of the deuterium signal (neg-
ative D− are recorded) for both pO2

values are shown. The counts are normalized to the
sum of representative signals for each cation (56Fe, 64ZnO, 88SrO2 and 138BaO) to relatively
compare the signal, i.e. to check whether the deuteron concentration is equal for both oxy-
gen partial pressures.h The normalized counts for pO2

= 1 bar are slightly less than for
10 mbar, in contrast to the thermodynamic TG analysis in chapter 4.2. As mentioned there,
the redox fraction at 10 mbar might be underestimated which then explains the difference.
Furthermore, the deviation in the normalized counts might arise from the different oxygen
non-stoichiometry. The SIMS signal intensity depends on the matrix of the material and a
calibration is mandatory to quantitatively compare the concentrations. Nevertheless, with the
deuterium signal intensities being not orders of magnitude apart, the deuteron concentration
is roughly independent of pO2

, similar to the TG results.

To extract the tracer diffusion coefficient D∗OD•O
the space-resolved profiles are fitted to

eq. 4.19, the analytical solution for one-dimensional diffusion through Fick’s second law where
c∗x is the tracer concentration at point x, c∗x=0 at the sample surface x = 0 and c∗bg the deu-
terium concentration of the background, and t is the tracer exchange time (here: 1 h). The
data points from x = 0 to 0.005 cm are not considered in the fit. As visible from the shape
of the profiles (for tracer diffusion a linear slope is expected for low x values, cf. fit result in
figure 4.29b) there is a bending in the approximately linear graph around 50 µm depth. This
is due to the fact that the samples were equilibrated and exchanged in the TG setup where
the samples had to cool down to ≈ 100 ◦C before the sample could be removed. During this

hThe counts are proportional to the absolute concentration. The proportionally differs between different
material compositions, i.e. also the V••O concentration. Hence, to obtain the deuterium concentration from the
D− signal intensity deuterium implanted samples of same composition with known deuterium concentration
are necessary for calibration.
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Figure 4.29: Space-resolved deuterium SIMS signal (counts of D−, line scan) a) normalized
to the sum of representative cation counts and b) normalized to range between zero and
unity for 10 mbar (blue) and 1 bar (black) pO2

. In b) the first 50 µm are not taken into
the fit (red dashed line) to exclude the chemical diffusion in this region owing to the too
slow quenching of the sample. The red dashed lines in a) give the linear extrapolation to
estimate the counts at the surface in the absence of chemical diffusion.

rather long quenching (about 20 min) additional chemical diffusion took place which explains
the shape of the profile. The linear regime of the deeper profile is then extrapolated to x = 0
(red dashed straight lines in figure 4.29a) and the intersection with the ordinate there is taken
as c∗x=0. In principle, the tracer diffusivity and tracer surface exchange coefficient k∗ can be
fitted simultaneously. However, for the latter the absolute concentrations need to be known,
especially at the surface. The counts in figure 4.29a are further normalized according to the
left side of eq. 4.19 to range between 1 at x = 0 and 0 at x = L/2 where L is the sample
thickness, i.e. infinitely fast surface reaction and, consequently, only D-control is presumed.

c∗x − c∗bg

c∗x=0 − c∗bg
= erfc

(
x

2
√
D∗t

)
−

exp
(
k∗x+ k∗2t

D∗

)
× erfc

 x

2
√
D∗t

+ k∗
√

t

D∗

 (4.19)

In figure 4.29b the normalized data points together with the fit (red dashed line) are shown. It
is seen immediately that D∗ is independent of pO2

which is a reasonable result (a slight devia-
tion might occur owing to different [V••O ] - cf. simulations and diffusion equations). As tracer
diffusion of protons in perovskites takes place by interstitial hopping, D∗OD•O

= DODO
• ≈ DOH•O ,

i.e. D∗ − OD•O could directly be used to calculate the proton conductivity. Unfortunately,
comparing the value for D∗OD•O

= 3×10−8 cm2s−1 with Dδ
H = 7×10−6 cm2s−1 ≈ DOH•O of the

TG relaxation, there is a deviation by two orders of magnitude, for which I do not have a
reasonable explanation at the moment. The presumption of infinitely fast surface reaction
(k∗ is, therefore, not discussed) does not have such a huge effect on the value of D∗. Even the
lack of knowing the background does not result in this large deviation. Nevertheless, one has
to keep in mind that all TG extracted diffusivities lie within a reasonable framework of defect
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4.4 Diffusion - Single-fold vs. two-fold

diffusivities for V••O and OH•O, cf. figure 4.26, i.e. at the moment the doubt is rather about
the single value of D∗OD•O

from SIMS, not vice versa. Nevertheless, the SIMS profile shows
in agreement with the TG results that BSFZ takes up a perceptible amounts of protons and
their concentration is more or less pO2

independent.

Last but not least, figure 4.30 shows the total conductivity relaxation ∆σ upon ∆pH2O
(7.06 to 19.4 mbar) at 10 mbar (a) and 1 bar (b) pO2

for a 300 nm thick and 2 mm wide and
long thin-film at 400 °C. Firstly, the total conductivity being equal to the hole conductivity
(th• ≈ 1) responds to a change in pH2O which proves that a pH2O change also affects the hole
concentration although the relative changes are small. The relaxation at 10 mbar pO2

shows
a two-fold behavior supporting the expected decoupled migration of protons and oxygen va-
cancies. The conductivity relaxing back but not to its initial value further agrees with the
TG result that mainly water is incorporated (acid-base), but that a minor fraction of protons
is taken up by hydrogenation (difference between initial and final value, i.e. ∆σH − ∆σO,
corresponds to the redox fraction, cf. next paragraph). Nevertheless, these data need to be
taken with great care. The diffusion length of 1 mm is very large resulting in very long mea-
surement times (here 10 days, but on the other hand a large diffusion length is required to
be D-controlled). The long-term stability of the thin-film has to be questioned which is seen
e.g. by the fluctuations during the back relaxation. Therefore, the resulting fit parameters
are ambiguous expressed by the large errors in ∆σO and Deff

O .

The non-monotonic signal is fitted to eq. 4.14 where ∆σ instead of ∆m is used, i.e. ∆σH is
the transient reduction through hydrogen diffusion and ∆σO transient reoxidiation through
oxygen diffusion.i Unfortunately, taking all data points into the fit leads to a ∆σO value being
larger than ∆σH which would mean that the sample is further reoxidized than reduced before
which is, however, physically not reasonable and disagrees with the thermodynamic model.
Therefore, keeping e.g. degradation effects in mind, the data range needs to be cut off to
obtain a meaningful fit result. The data was cut at t ≈ 165 h and the result is shown as red
dashed line in figure 4.30a together with the four fit parameters. Taking too small a data
range results in a high redox fraction in contrast to the TG result at 10 mbar pO2

. Of course,
this cut is somehow arbitrary, but was selected guided by the eye (the signal seemed to run
into a final value there) and to yield reasonable fit results. However, this cut is reflected by
the very high error bars for Deff

O (plus minus one order of magnitude) and ∆σO (zero (100%
redox fraction) to values larger than ∆σH). The transient ∆σ contributions suggest a redox
fraction of about 30% which is higher than TG data suggest. But within the high error bar
and the fact that the TG analysis might underestimate the redox fraction, these results are
not contradicting. The values contributing to the fast diffusivity Deff

H and ∆σH are more
stable with respect to the input data (smaller error bars); however, Deff

H is roughly one order
of magnitude lower than Dδ

H from the TG result (both fitted diffusivities are ≈ DOH•O). Deff
O

is lower than D1param, as well, but the value is to be taken not too seriously as it strongly
changes with the input data range. The deviation in the results between both techniques

iNote that this solution can only be directly transferred to conductivity relaxation where the applied DC
voltage (i.e. the direction of measurement) is perpendicular to the diffusion direction. In appendix C it is
shown mathematically that for small concentration changes this solution can also be applied to setups where
the applied DC voltage and diffusion direction are parallel. In addition, it was confirmed by using a hole
profile of one of the simulations.
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Figure 4.30: Transient conductivity relaxation upon ∆pH2O from 7.06 to 19.4 mbar at T =
400 ◦C in a) 10 mbar and b) 1 bar pO2

. In a) the transient in 1 bar (blue curve) is additionally
shown for comparison.

can be related to the fact that fundamentally different samples have been used, i.e. a bulk
sample in the TG and a thin-film in the conductivity relaxation. Note that in the latter even
the cation composition can differ owing to losses in the PLD process. Hence, the thin-film
might have different electrochemical properties (activity coefficients) than the respective bulk.

The DC conductivity relaxation in 1 bar pO2
(figure 4.30b) shows a monotonic, single-fold

behavior in agreement with the TG results. This proves the previously made assumptions
that protons are exclusively incorporated by redox thermodynamics, hence, by reducing the
sample. The obtained chemical diffusivity Dδ

H is slightly larger than Deff
H at 10 mbar but,

nonetheless, they are in good agreement. Using Nernst-Einstein relation eq. 2.19 together
with the diffusivity of holes in bulk BSFZ (figure 4.7b) the final change ∆σ = −0.2 Scm−1

corresponds to a final change of −7×10−3 in ∆[h•] = −∆[OH•O]. The respective result of the
bulk TG sample gives ∆[OH•O] = 4×10−3. The difference of a factor two can be explained by
thin-film having different properties (concentration or hole diffusivity) than bulk, thus, they
are in a reasonable agreement.

All in all, SIMS and DC analysis generally agree with the TG results on a qualitative and in
some parts on a quantitative scale. However, the quantitative results deviate partially quite
strong. Too less data is collected for now to give definite explanations, which at present have
to be taken with care and, hence, are not further discussed.
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4.5 Effect of electronic conductivity in BZY on the impedance

4.5 Effect of electronic conductivity in BZY on the
impedance

The impedance measurements for the analysis of the oxygen reduction reaction are performed
with BZY as electrolyte in oxidizing atmospheres (pO2

= 10−4 to 1) and at elevated tem-
peratures (400 to 700 °C). In the three-dimensional defect concentration plot figure 2.1 it is
visible that with increasing pO2

(oxidation) as well as increasing temperature/decreasing pH2O
(decreasing hydration) the concentration of h• even in a proton-conducting perovskite such
as Ba(Zr,Ce,Y)O3−δ is increased providing an electronic conductivity. This can lead to per-
ceptible electronic transference numbers th• . Grimaud et al. reported values for th• up to 0.2
for Ba(Ce,Yb)O3 and Ji et al. calculated th• to be even unity for BaZr0.85Y0.15O3−δ at 800 °C
and pO2

= 1. [106;107]

A more generalized behavior of the transference numbers is visualized in figure 4.31. For the
sake of clarity only representative 2D cuts out of the 3D surface for reasonable pH2OKhydrat = 1
(high ∆hydratG

0 in humid atmosphere) and p
1/2
O2
Kox = 10−6 (nominally redox-inactive mate-

rial) are shown. Physically reasonable defect diffusivity ratios [99] characterized by Dh• =
102DOH•O = 104DV••O are used to calculate the respective conductivities σk and transference
numbers tk for defect species k using Nernst-Einstein relation eq. 2.19. It is obvious that in
the used measurement conditions, i.e. humid, oxidizing atmosphere at moderate tempera-
tures (highlighted in yellow), th• can reach rather high values with tOH•O still remaining the
dominant contribution.
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Figure 4.31: Change of the transference numbers with variation in temperature and gas

composition (variation in the respective Kp values) for a representative diffusivity ratio
(Dh• = 102DOH•O = 104DV••O ) at fixed pH2OKhydrat = 1 (left) and fixed p

1/2
O2
Kox = 10−6

(right). The range relevant for the impedance measurements in this work is highlighted in
yellow.
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Figure 4.32: a) Simulated impedance spectra based on the phenomenological equivalent cir-
cuit (b) using ZView. The area normalized values used in the simulation are typical values
for dense, thin-film microelectrodes on well-conducting protonic electrolytes (th• = 0.1) and
are Rion = 0.1 Ωcm2, Reon = 0.8 Ωcm2, Ri = 0.1 Ωcm2, Rs = 7 Ωcm2, Ci = 2×10−3 Fcm−2

and Cδ = 2×10−2 Fcm−2. b) Phenomenological equivalent circuit (figure 2.6) extended by
an electronic short-circuit path in parallel to the reaction path. The background image
sketches the electrochemical cell of the microelectrode setup with an reversible counter
electrode.

Though tOH•O is still dominant, the resulting electronic conductivity can not be neglected.
Typically, impedance spectroscopy studies on oxygen reduction reaction are performed on
symmetrical or here (different electrodes) at least in gas-symmetrical cells where both elec-
trodes are exposed to the same oxidizing, humid atmosphere. Then, the undesired electronic
conductivity leads to a measurable electronic resistance. For microelectrodes the respective
Rh• reads analogous to Rion (spreading resistance of a small circular contact)

Rh• = (2dMEσh•)−1 (4.20)

(dME: diameter of microelectrode). [15] To be more general, Rh• is called Reon in the following.j
The phenomenological equivalent circuit (cf. chapter 2.3.1) with its ionic reaction path needs
to be extended by an electronic short-circuit path in parallel - cf. figure 4.32b. For the sake
of simplicity, capacitive contributions from the electrolyte are neglected as they typically lie
within stray capacitances (< 10−12 F). Now, it is obvious that this short-circuit will influence
the impedance measurement. Furthermore, it is clear that the strength of this influence does
not depend on th• alone but on the ratio between Reon and (Rion + Ri + Rs). The conse-
quence is that even for small th• values Reon can severely dominate the total impedance if

jThe statement is independent of the defect nature (h• or e′) of the electronic resistance.
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Figure 4.33: Effect of Reon on the diameter dependence of the measured resistance R′s com-
pared to the real surface reaction resistance Rs. a) Reon < Rs: measured diameter depen-
dence closer to −1. b) Reon > Rs: measured diameter dependence closer to −2 (in case of
bulk path).

(Rion +Ri +Rs) is higher.

Unfortunately, this is exactly the case for dense, thin-film (micro-)electrodes on highly
doped BZY (and any other, proton-conducting electrolyte). Owing to the small (compared to
porous single-phase and composite electrodes) surface area and triple-phase-boundary length
of the microelectrode Rs is very large compared to Ri and Rion and, therefore, dominates the
reaction path (upper branch in the equivalent circuit figure 4.32b). For BZY with 15% and
even 6% Y – typical dopant concentration with rather good protonic bulk conductivities – Reon
is much smaller compared to Rs; hence, the total impedance is dominated by the short-circuit
formed by the low Reon. In figure 4.32a the effect of Reon is simulated for exemplary, typical
resistances and capacitances (both are area normalized) for mixed-conducting microelectrodes
on BZY15. The upper spectrum where Reon =∞ looks as expected with the three contribu-
tions from the reaction path. Turning on the electronic short-circuit path the consequences
are severe. The total impedance as well as the resistance of the low frequency semicircle
are decreased by one order of magnitude and approach Reon. Furthermore, the interface re-
sistance Ri appears to be more dominant. The influence on the capacitances is less severe
(and neglected here) as the disturbing capacitance of the respective Reon process is very small.

In the rest of the thesis, measured resistances of the reaction path Rion, Ri and Rs disturbed
by Reon are called apparent resistances denoted with a prime. As Rs is of greatest interest
(contains information about the oxygen reduction reaction) and Rion and Ri are small, we will
only focus on Rs. The Reon influenced R′s can be calculated through eq. 4.21.

R′s = RsR
2
eon

(Rion +Reon +Ri +Rs)(Rion +Reon +Ri)
(4.21)

Three, general cases are discussed: For Rs � Reon (dense, thin-film electrodes on well-
conducting electrolyte) R′s ≈ Reon, for Rs � Reon (electrolyte with negligible electronic
short-circuit) R′s ≈ Rs and finally, for Rs ≈ Reon (≈ means within one order of magni-
tude) R′s < Reon and Rs. The last case is supposed to occur using porous electrodes with a
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Figure 4.34: Effect of Reon on the pO2
dependence of the measured resistance R′s compared

to the real surface reaction resistance Rs. a) Reon < Rs: exponent of the measured pO2
dependence closer to −1/4. b) Reon > Rs: exponent of the measured pO2

dependence closer
to e.g. −0.7 (or whatever value the exponent for Rs is).

high surface area and therefore lower Rs values. This case is beyond the scope of this thesis
and part of a paper. [48] The general consequence is that in the presence of a non-negligible
electronic short-circuit the measured impedances are always lower than the pure contributions
from the reaction path. It is clear that this can lead to wrong conclusions and makes it even
more difficult to compare different measurements and materials as Reon can strongly scatter
between different batches of BZY of same composition (because it is also affected by the
blocking character of grain boundaries). [92] Moreover, this disturbance can have drastically
consequences in the mechanistic interpretation using R′s but implicitly assuming R′s = Rs.
This is schematically shown in the following pictures where R′s is calculated through eq. 4.21.

In figure 4.33 the influence on the diameter dependence - a strong criterion for bulk or
surface path - is sketched assuming that the bulk path takes place for the oxygen reduction,
i.e. Rs scales with the inverse area of the microelectrode, hence with the inverse square of
the diameter (slope -2). In contrast, Reon as a spreading resistance scales with the inverse
diameter (cf. eq. 4.20). [15] If Reon is dominating the overall impedance (left case) the diameter
dependence of R′s is larger than but close to −1 possibly leading to the false conclusion that
the surface path takes place. If Reon is larger than Rs the slope of R′s is close to but smaller
than −2. Consequently, in the case of disturbing Reon and oxygen reduction via bulk path
the measured diameter dependencies lie between −1 and −2.

For the pO2
dependence shown in figure 4.34 and temperature dependence (not shown) anal-

ogous behaviors are found. Reon scales with p−0.25
O2

in the p-type conducting regime. The pO2
dependence of Rs is not known a priori for mixed-conducting electrodes on proton-conducting
electrolytes; therefore, similar values as on YSZ are assumed - in this example −0.7 (molecular
oxygen involved in rds, cf. chapter 2.3.1). Again, in the Reon dominated regime (left case) R′s
scales with pO2

via an exponent close to but larger than −0.25. This could lead to the wrong
conclusion that only atomic oxygen is involved in the rds. For Rs being dominant the slope
is close to but smaller than −0.7. All in all, for the exponent of the pO2

dependence of R′s
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Figure 4.35: Effect of Reon on the pH2O dependence of the measured resistance R′s compared
to the real surface reaction resistance Rs. a) Reon < Rs: exponent of the measured pH2O
dependence of R′s closer to that of Reon and even the sign is switched (positive instead of
negative slope). b) and d)Reon > Rs: exponent of the measured pO2

dependence closer to
that of Rs. c) Reon < Rs: exponent of the measured pH2O dependence closer to that of
Reon.

values between −0.25 and the actual exponent for Rs can be observed making it difficult to
conclude which oxygen species is involved in the rds. To be more general, pO2

dependencies of
Rs smaller than −0.25 - even zero - are possible. For an analogous schematic plot of the tem-
perature dependence the activation energies for Reon and Rs can arbitrarily be chosen (both
values for Reon

k and Rs are not known a priori). For now, this parameter is less important
to understand the oxygen reduction mechanism. Hence, this behavior is not shown explicitly
but behaves, in principle, in similar way (the apparent activation energy of R′s is supposed to
lie in-between the activation energies of Rs and Reon).

Last but not least, the influence on the pH2O dependence is to be discussed. In the liter-
ature positive and negative values for the pH2O dependencies of the low frequency semicircle
are reported. Measurements for LSC thin-films on YSZ in dry and humid oxidizing atmo-
sphere show that Rs is lower in humid atmosphere than in dry proposing a negative pH2O

kFor Reon the slope of the Arrhenius plot not only depends on the activation energy of the mobility of h•
but also on temperature dependence of their concentration (cf. chapter 2.1). Hence, predicting the apparent
T dependence of Reon is difficult.
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dependence. [108] In contrast, Grimaud et al. published a small negative dependence for BSCF
but a slightly positive for LSFC on Ba(Ce,Y)O3−δ. [26] Also pH2O independent low frequency
contributions are found. [79;82] Consequently, four different limit cases have to be considered:
Reon, respectively Rs dominating, both for positive and negative pH2O dependencies of Rs -
figure 4.35. From the thermodynamic view (chapter 2.1) Reon is expected to have a positive
pH2O dependence as holes are consumed upon increasing pH2O (cf. eq. 2.3).

If Rs dominates the impedance, the slope of R′s is close to the one of Rs (case b) and d) in
figure 4.35), as before, but can now be smaller (b) or larger (d). This is, of course, because Rs
has a smaller slope than Reon. In the diameter and pO2

dependence case the slope of Rs was
always larger than that of Reon. Secondly, if Reon is dominant, the slope of R′s is determined
by Reon as well. The most severe consequence is shown in case a): The influence of Reon can
even switch the sign of the slope leading to a drastic misinterpretation of the oxygen reduction
mechanism.

The following general conclusions can be drawn. Measured R′s values are always smaller or
equal to Rs and Reon; hence, the electrode appears to be more active. Measured exponents
(slopes in the double-logarithmic plots) of dependencies on the electrode morphology (e.g.
electrode surface), temperature, oxygen and water partial pressure lie between the exponents
for Rs (being related to kinetic properties of the electrode) and Reon (being related to thermo-
dynamic properties of the electrolyte). Consequently, analyzing impedance data for electrodes
on proton-conducting perovskite electrolytes the electronic short-circuit has to be taken into
account. Otherwise the interpretation of the data can lead to wrong conclusions.

4.5.1 Influence on the impedance spectra
Before discussing the mechanism of the oxygen reduction reaction based on impedance data
of microelectrodes the strength of the influence of Reon needs to be checked. As proposed
in chapter 4.5 the real surface reaction resistance Rs can be much larger by more than one
order of magnitude than Reon for highly doped BZY caused by the electronic short-circuit
(equivalent circuit figure 4.32b). In figure 4.36 impedance spectra of microelectrodes of mixed
conductors BSCF and BSFZ on different electrolytes under almost the same (temperature
difference of 50 K between YSZ and BZY) conditions are shown. For YSZ the electronic trans-
ference number teon is smaller than approximately 10−7. [109] Here, the electronic short-circuit
can be neglected as the resulting Reon is orders of magnitude larger than Rs. The measured
impedance spectrum (figure 4.36 a) looks exactly like the simulated one with Reon = ∞ in
figure 4.32: The total impedance is dominated by the large surface reaction resistance of the
small microelectrode. A small contribution from the electrode/electrolyte interface is found in
the medium frequency range (inset) and a high frequency intercept from the ionic resistance
of the electrolyte. As the capacitance Cion (dielectric contribution) of YSZ single crystal is
small the semicircle of the RionCion element is out of the measured range.

Measuring the same microelectrodes on the proton-conducting electrolyte BZY15 the impe-
dance spectra look qualitatively the same, but are quantitatively different. There are still
three contributions suggesting that they originate from the same processes as on YSZ - HF:
electrolyte, MF: electrolyte/electrode interface, LF: electrode. The big difference is that for
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Figure 4.36: Exemplary, measured impedance spectra of mixed-conducting BSCF and BSFZ
microelectrodes of 60 µm diameter. a) BSCF on YSZ (750 °C, 1.1 mbar pO2

, dry). b) BSCF
on BZY15 (700 °C, 1.1 mbar pO2

, 20 mbar pH2O). c) BSFZ on BZY15 (700 °C, 1.1 mbar pO2
,

20 mbar pH2O) – Note that the abscissa does not start at zero.

BSCF the total and LF impedance is about one order of magnitude smaller, although a higher
resistance would be expected as the temperature is 50 K lower. The HF and MF contribu-
tions are of similar magnitude but this is supposed to be by chance as different materials and
interfaces are investigated. Also the surface reaction resistances are not strictly comparable
as different mechanisms or different rate determining steps can be expected for YSZ (requir-
ing incorporation of oxygen) and BZY (not necessarily requiring incorporation of oxygen),
respectively. Nonetheless, it is not very likely that the reaction rate of BSCF is more than
one order of magnitude faster on BZY than on YSZ.

For BSFZ on BZY15 the total as well as the LF resistance is about a factor four, respec-
tively, eight smaller than for BSCF on YSZ. BSFZ being a Co-free electrode is supposed to
be catalytically less active for the oxygen reduction than BSCF (cf. lower activity of BSF
vs. BSCF on YSZ in Wang et al. [70]). In contrast, it is also visible that the contribution
of the electrolyte BZY is six times larger for BSFZ than BSCF. The reason for this is the
high variation in the conductivity of BZY ceramics (largely determined by the blocking grain
boundaries) also observed in literature data. [92]

Generally, the measured difference between mixed-conducting microelectrodes on YSZ and
BZY15 is exactly the same as proposed by the simulation (figure 4.32). Hence, the elec-
tronic short-circuit caused by Reon in the BZY electrolyte is identified as the reason. With
this phenomenon in mind all on the first sight contradicting impedance measurements can
be explained without any doubt (cf. next sectionsl). However, the influence of Reon can also

lFor example: The exponent of the dependence on the microelectrode diameter suggested the rds to occur
at the TPB, but, in contrast, the electrode appeared to be more active by one order of magnitude compared
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Figure 4.37: Dependence of the impedance spectra on Y dopant concentration x in BZYx.
All spectra measured at 500 °C, 1 mbar pO2

and 20 mbar pH2O, except on BZY1 taken at
550 °C. a) Raw, area normalized spectra. The semicircle visible for BZY1 is the high
frequency contribution of R′ion. b) High frequency part subtracted to compare the R′s
dependence.

lead to ambiguities in the interpretation, seen e.g. in figure 4.36. R′s is larger for BSFZ
than for BSCF which can on the one hand be explained by the lower catalytic activity of
BSFZ. However, also the high frequency intercept is more than three times larger though the
same electrolyte is used (scattering of BZY conductivity data). Thus on the other hand, as
Reon is dominating R′s a difference in the electronic hole conductivity between the individual
substrates of BZY15 also explains the higher R′s for BSFZ than BSCF. In short, there is a
correlation between the magnitude of the HF intercept (contribution only from BZY, i.e. Rion
and Reon) and the LF semicircle (contribution from electrode Rs and electrolyte Reon - for
BZY15 mainly from Reon) which makes the comparison between both materials difficult. To
summarize, taking Reon into account leaves no contradicting results anymore, but one has to
keep in mind that in some cases it impedes an unambiguous interpretation of measured values.

This correlation which is the strongest proof for the effect of Reon is clearly visible in fig-
ure 4.37. Here, impedance spectra for BSCF microelectrodes on BZY with different Y-content
at the same conditions (except for BZY1 where T is 50 K higher, explanation see later in the
text) are shown. In the left plot the raw, area normalized impedance spectra are shown, in the
right plot the HF+MF contribution is subtracted to directly compare the LF contribution.
With decreasing doping concentration the conductivity of BZY decreases and the respective
resistance increases. In contrast, it is remarkable that also the LF semicircle scales with the
dopant concentration of the electrolyte as this contribution is directly related to the oxygen
reaction rate which is supposed to be independent on the Y content in the electrolyte. Taking

to YSZ where the whole electrode surface is active. This is contradicting as the TPB length is much smaller
than the surface of the electrode, i.e. even if the electrode on BZY is more active (area (of the TPB length!)
specific resistance is then smaller than for YSZ) the absolute value is supposed to be higher.
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Reon into account everything becomes clear.

Table 4.4: Dependency of R′ion, R′s and Cδ′ on acceptor dopant Y concentration in BZYx
extracted from spectra in figure 4.37. Reon is estimated by calculating teon from the BZY15
measurement where R′s ≈ Reon and assuming that teon is identical for all Y contents.

Y / mol% R′ion/Ωcm2 R′s/Ωcm2 ≈ Reon Cδ′/Fcm−2

15 0.519 21.3 2− 3×101 1.6×10−2

6 1.90 57.5 102 1.5×10−2

4 9.61 104 5×102 1.4×10−2

1 459 481 2×104 2.5×10−2

The reported literature data for bulk and total conductivity collected by Shirpour et al. [92]

show that published total conductivities vary by up to four orders of magnitude between
present BZY15 and BZY5. This is confirmed by the measurements. In table 4.4 the fitted
and normalized values R′ion, R′s and Cδ′ are summarized. R′ion for BZY1 is three orders of
magnitude larger than for BZY15. The ratio between Rion and Reon is assumed to be fixed
by a constant teon under the same conditions (of course some variations can occur but will
be smallm); hence, also Reon is about three orders of magnitude different between BZY1 and
BZY15 shifting the system from the Reon dominated (BZY15) to the Rs dominated regime
(BZY1). Thus, the measured value of 21.3 Ωcm2 for R′s on BZY15 is ∼ Reon and teon can
be approximated to be 0.02 – Reon is roughly fifty times larger than Rion. For BZY1 Reon
is calculated to be about 2 × 104 Ωcm2 and R′s is approximately equal to Rs. The estimated
Reon values are also shown in table 4.4. Furthermore, the fitted data show that the chemical
capacitance of the electrode Cδ′ is independent on the electrolyte, i.e. it is not affected by Reon.

4.5.2 Influence on the exponents of the parameter dependencies
Last but not least, the influence of Reon on the exponents of the parameter dependencies of
R′s on microelectrode diameter d, temperature and pO2

is discussed. Here, some points of the
discussion regarding the oxygen reduction mechanism (chapter 4.6) have to be anticipated.
In figure 4.38 the diameter dependence of R′s and the chemical capacitance Cδ′ on the Y con-
tent in BZY is shown. Expecting the bulk path for the oxygen reduction Rs is supposed to
scale with the area of the microelectrode, hence, with the square of its diameter. In contrast,
Reon scales inversely proportional with the diameter (spreading resistance behavior). [15] The
measured diameter dependence for R′s on BZY15 is around −1 – i.e. equal to the expected
dependence for Reon – and increases with decreasing Y-content finally reaching values around
−2 – the expected value for the surface reaction via bulk path. Another explanation could be
that for BZY15 the surface path and for BZY1 the bulk path takes place and for Y-contents
in between a mixture of both. On the one hand, this is very unlikely as there is no rea-
sonable explanation why the oxygen reduction reaction should change its mechanism when

mThe blocking character of the grain boundaries is comparable for OH•O and h• and the mass action
constants Khydrat and Kox will not depend strongly on the Y concentration.
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Figure 4.38: Measured microelectrode diameter dependencies of R′s and the respective chem-
ical capacitance Cδ′ on BZY substrates with different Y content.

only the dopant content of the substrate is modified. If this was the case then a larger LF
resistance in the impedance is expected for BZY15 than for BZY1 but, in fact, the opposite
is observed. Furthermore, the diameter dependence of the chemical capacitance is more or
less independent of the Y-content proving that Cδ is not influenced by Reon. All in all, this is
the second very obvious finding that Reon strongly influences the result of the impedance data.

In figure 4.39 the same Y-dependence is plotted for the activation energy. Again, the val-
ues increase with decreasing Y-content whereas the trend is not as clear as for the diameter
dependence. This is owing to the fact that the 1/T slopes of Reon and Rs are closer together
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Figure 4.39: Measured activation energies of R′s and the temperature dependence of the
chemical capacitance Cδ′ at substrates with different Y content.
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Figure 4.40: Measured pO2
dependencies of R′s and the respective, chemical capacitance Cδ′

for BZY substrates with different Y content.

than for the diameter dependence where a strong difference results in a clear result. Hence,
the variation of Rion and Reon in different BZYx batches gains even more importance resulting
in stronger scattering of the data. Nevertheless, the tendency for the activation energy of R′s is
still visible. The temperature dependencies for Cδ′ are only shown for the sake of completeness.

Finally, the Y-content dependence of the pO2
dependence is shown in figure 4.40. For BSCF

the trend of decreasing exponent with increasing Y content is clearly visible. For BZY15 the
pO2

dependence of R′s even falls below 0.5 indicating that possibly only atomic oxygen is in-
volved in the rds. With decreasing Y concentration the pO2

dependence is increasing above
0.5 seemingly suggesting that now molecular oxygen is involved (details see chapter 4.6). As
argued earlier a change in oxygen reduction mechanism at the electrode with the Y-content in
the electrolyte is very unlikely. For BZY15 the pO2

dependence of −1/4 (p-type conductivity)
makes a large contribution to the overall pO2

dependence of R′s, while for BZY1 probably the
real pO2

dependence of Rs is measured. Unfortunately, for BSFZ the pO2
dependence of R′s

does not follow this rule. A general explanation is given in the next paragraph. The chemical
capacitance shows no trend with Y-content as expected. Interestingly the values are the same
for BSCF and BSFZ which is further discussed in chapter 4.6.

A last remark has to be made about the scattering and the not always clear tendency of the
Y-content dependencies. The explicit influence of Reon on the dependency parameters of R′s
outlined in chapter 4.5 is only valid when the total system is in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The equilibration of the electrode thin-film with the gas phase after changing temperature or
partial pressure is very fast (very short diffusion length and high diffusivities), in contrast, the
equilibration of the dense, polycrystalline BZY substrate with its blocking nature of the grain
boundaries is slow, especially, at lower temperatures and Y-dopant concentration. Changing
one parameter during the series of the measurements, it is not feasible to wait until BZY
is fully equilibrated (which can take many hours), simply to avoid too much degradation of
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the microelectrode which would lead to a even more complex analysis. Consequently, the
measured T , pO2

and pH2O dependencies of Reon follow not necessarily the thermodynamic
rules. Their measured dependencies depend to some degree on the direction in which T , pO2
and pH2O are changed, i.e. increasing or decreasing, which can both weaken or strengthen
the dependency parameter of Reon. Therefore, the change of the parameters needs to be
standardized. For the diameter dependence measurements T , pO2

and pH2O are constant
leading to less scattering and a clear trend, as shown in figure 4.38.

4.5.3 Influence on the DC bias dependence
For mixed-conducting electrodes on YSZ the oxygen reduction reaction is accelerated both
on cathodic (working electrode as minus pole) and anodic (working electrode as plus pole)
DC bias, i.e. Rs decreases with negative and positive applied DC biases (not necessarily with
identical slopes [110]) having its maximum at zero bias. [13] In contrast, on BZY this maximum is
shifted to cathodic bias values. In figure 4.41a the bias dependencies of R′s for BSCF and BSFZ
are shown together with the bias dependence of Reon measured on the same sample. Reon is
measured using pore-free gold microelectrodes deposited besides the BSCF microelectrodes
on the same BZY substrate where the ionic path is blocked (very high Rs for gold) and Reon
is measured as DC value.

The shift of the maximum to cathodic bias can be explained by the bias dependence of Reon
with the help of figure 4.41b. Owing to its much larger size the extended counter electrode
(CE) is assumed to be reversible (its contributing resistance is much smaller than of the
microelectrode making a reference electrode needless [14]), i.e. the electrochemical potential of
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Figure 4.41: a) DC bias dependencies of R′s and Reon. The solid symbols belong to mea-
surements on the same sample at the same conditions. BSCF on BZY4: T = 500 ◦C,
pO2

= 100 mbar, pH2O = 20 mbar. BSFZ on BZY1: T = 600 ◦C, pO2
= 11 mbar,

pH2O = 20 mbar. b) Effect of applied DC bias on µO. [110;111] The color gradient indi-
cates the decreased (red) and increased (green) hole concentration compared to the bias
free value (yellow) resulting in a concentration gradient across the electrolyte.
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oxygen µO does not change upon bias and is fixed by the pO2
in the gas phase. On applying

a cathodic bias η (reducing conditions) µO drops by ∆µO = 2Fη. Under the condition that
Rs drops at the surface of the electrode (surface reaction slow compared to ion transport
through the electrode film) µO drops at the surface, as well. The gradient in µO between
CE and WE generates a gradient in the concentration of holes, i.e. for cathodic bias the
electrolyte is reduced in the area close to the electrode. This causes an electronically less
conducting zone increasing Reon. In contrast, at anodic bias µO is increased oxidizing the
area of BZY close to the electrode, and increasing both the concentration of holes and the
electronic conductivity (For microelectrodes as WE and much larger CE, most of the voltage
across the electrolyte drops in the hemisphere close the microelectrode. [15]). Consequently,
Reon increases with cathodic and decreases with anodic bias, confirmed by the measurements
at gold microelectrodes (cf. 4.41a). The bias response of R′s is now understood as follows:
With anodic bias, both Rs and Reon are decreased; thus, the decrease of R′s is accelerated
(stronger slope for anodic than for cathodic bias). For cathodic bias Rs is decreased as well,
but Reon increases. This means with increasing cathodic bias Rs and Reon diverge (for the
case that Rs < Reon), R′s becomes more and more Rs dominated running through a maximum.
From zero cathodic bias to this maximum R′s is still Reon dominated, i.e. the bias behavior
of Reon is observed (increasing slope). At higher bias values than at this maximum the Rs
behavior dominates R′s which is then increasing with increasing cathodic bias.

4.5.4 Strategies to diminish the influence of Reon

After identifying the problem, four approaches to solve it are suggested based on quantifying,
blocking or increasing Reon.

(i) The first approach is a mathematically one. If one knows the exact value for Reon one
can use the extended equivalent circuit (figure 4.32b) to fit the ionic path values fixing Reon
to the known value. In practice, Reon is determined experimentally by impedance or DC
measurements on gold microelectrodes (cf. also section 4.5.3). Gold is blocking for the oxy-
gen reduction, hence, for the complete ionic path. Consequently, Reon is measured as total
impedance or DC resistance. Unfortunately, to use this method it is necessary to quantify
Reon extremely precisely. Otherwise, small errors in Reon can lead to very large errors in the
fit result of Rs. This is the reason why the method does not work sufficiently well for BZY
with high Y concentrations. Here, R′s is very close to Reon and the fit taking quantified Reon
values into account mostly runs into infinite Rs values or even does not work at all (when
the measured Reon value is smaller than R′s the fit cannot be solved). For lower doped BZY
where both Rs and Reon or even Rs alone determine the impedance, another problem appears.
The equilibration with the gas phase of these lower doped BZY is very slow (blocking grain
boundaries). As the area of BZY below a microelectrode can equilibrate via the whole elec-
trode surface for the mixed conductors (conductive for all charge carriers) but only through
the triple phase boundary length for the gold contacts (ionically insulating) the respective
BZY parts differ in their defect concentrations, consequently, also in their Reon values. One
would have to wait until BZY is fully equilibrated which takes too long for lower doped BZY
and degradation effects of the mixed-conducting microelectrodes gain in importance. More
generally, it was reported repeatedly that measured conductivity data scatter much for BZY.
Even if the electrolyte is equilibrated, Reon values for different areas on an individual substrate
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Figure 4.42: Microelectrode diameter dependence of R′s for BSCF on BZY6 without (open
symbols) and with applied 200 mV cathodic DC bias at 600 °C, 0.86 mbar pO2

and 20 mbar
pH2O.

can still differ owing to different grain sizes and distributions of the grain boundary properties.
All in all, this method works for some individual measurements but owing to the scattering
of the fit and the fact that it does not always work the dependency parameters could not be
determined more accurately.

(ii) Blocking the electronic conductivity is the next possibility. Here, trials with potassium
hydroxide (melting point 400 °C) sandwiched between two BZY substrates (the top with mi-
croelectrodes on top, the bottom to avoid KOH contact with the silver counter-electrode) were
performed. While this in principle worked for some single measurements, it was not possible
to keep the sample and, consequently, the measurements stable as the KOH melt started to
creep on the microelectrodes.

(iii) Another way to block or at least diminish the effect of Reon is measuring with applied
cathodic DC bias which decreases the concentration of holes in the area close to the working
electrode (cf. figure 4.41 and chapter 4.5.3) increasing Reon to either the mixed or even Rs
dominating regime. This works quite well for the diameter dependence exemplary shown in
figure 4.42. Without bias the measurements are Reon dominated and the diameter dependence
of −1 expected for the spreading resistance is measured. Applying a cathodic DC bias of
200 mV shifts the measurements to the mixed regime increasing the diameter dependence to
−1.7 which is rather close to the value of −2 expected for the bulk path. Too high bias values
cannot be applied to ensure that the reduction mechanism does not change and to avoid
irreversible changes of the electrode surface by cation migration. [112] Unfortunately, for the
T , pO2

and pH2O dependent measurements this method cannot be applied as the quantitative
influence of the DC bias changes with these parameters and is different for Rs and Reon. I.e.
the quantitative behavior of both Rs and Reon on DC bias needs to be known which makes
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Figure 4.43: Comparison of three different methods to diminish the influence of Reon BZY
on the impedance spectra of BSCF microelectrodes (pO2

≈ 1 mbar, pH2O ≈ 20 mbar and
T = 500 ◦C, respectively 550 °C for BZY1).

the analysis more complex and uncertain.

(iv) Last but not least, the last approach is to increase Reon by decreasing the Y dopant
concentration. In figure 4.37 the increase of the LF semicircle with the decrease of the Y
content was already shown to shift the system towards the Rs dominated regime. It is also
obvious that comparably low Y concentrations are necessary to succeed with this strategy.
In table 4.4 the ratio between R′s and approximated values for Reon are compared. Even at
BZY1 and moderate conditions (550 °C and 1 mbar pO2

) Reon is less than two orders of mag-
nitude larger; for higher T and pO2

even less. Though this is not the ultimate solution, this
approach works best, the samples are stable and the measurements are reproducible. The
only disadvantage is that Rion can dominate the total impedance, i.e. the LF semicircle is
then hardly visible. Hence, for each experiment suitable measurement conditions have to be
found. This is the reason why the spectra on BZY1 in figure 4.37 was measured at 550 °C
instead of 500 °C used in the other examples. This limits the utilizability as with lower Y
concentrations the Rs contribution is not well resolved anymore.

A comparison of method (ii) to (iv) is shown in figure 4.43. Coincidentally, the KOH layer in
this single measurement and the bias had the same quantitative effect on R′s. It is visible that
Reon still influences the impedance as the LF semicircle using BZY1 as substrate is two times
large at 50 K higher temperature. Even here, a disturbance by Reon cannot be fully excluded.
Altogether, measuring the dependency parameters on BZY1 works best and is the strategy of
choice, except for the diameter dependence, where measuring with applied cathodic DC bias
also succeeded. The mechanistic conclusions which can now be drawn are summarized in the
next chapter.
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4.6 Oxygen reduction mechanism
In this section the results of the dependencies for BSFZ and BSCF on BZY1 on microelectrode
diameter, oxygen and water partial pressure (here on BZY6) are discussed. The oxygen
reduction surface resistance Rs (actually R′s – cf. previous chapter) and Cδ are analyzed.
In the equivalent circuit used for the fit a more general constant phase element Q instead
of a capacitor was used as the semicircles are non-ideal. This is typically related to slightly
inhomogeneous resistive or capacitive contributions. The capacitance is calculated through
eq. 4.22 where z indicates the degree of depression of the semicircle. [94]

C = (R1−zQ)1/z (4.22)

4.6.1 Diameter dependence
In figure 4.44 the dependencies on the microelectrode diameter are shown. From the estimated
proton-conductivity of BSFZ in chapter 4.4.1 the bulk path is highly expected. The surface
resistances for BSFZ and BSCF scale inversely with the square of the diameter, i.e. the area
of the microelectrode, indicating that the whole electrode (area or volume) is involved in the
ORR, i.e. the bulk path is confirmed, even for BSCF with a probably lower proton concentra-
tion (cf. room temperature values in table 4.2). The chemical capacitance Cδ being related
to the volume of the electrode scales with the area of the microelectrode as well (for constant
film thickness, the volume scales with the square of the diameter). The data points for BSCF
on BZY1 at dME =100 µm deviated systematically from the linear behavior of the other data
points for all four samples of this batch (four specimens were produced simultaneously in
the PLD and photolithography process). Therefore, these data are not included in the linear
regression. Although Reon is probably still affecting the impedance (even on BZY1 Reon is
estimated to be less than one to two orders of magnitude larger than Rs, cf. table 4.4) the
diameter dependence of R′s fits the expected value of 2.

In fact, there is another effect which influences the diameter dependences, namely the local
temperature decrease of the microelectrode through the PtIr tip which influences the ideal
behavior. Smaller electrodes are more strongly cooled than larger ones, i.e. Rs values are not
only increasing with decreasing microelectrode diameter (with slope 2) they are additionally
increased by the lower local temperature. Consequently, too high diameter dependencies are
observed, e.g. my colleagues Anja Wedig and Sebastian Stämmler investigating the ORR
using YSZ electrolytes obtained exponents of about 2.4. [113;114] For BZY1, the influence of
the thermal effect increasing and Reon decreasing the diameter dependence are compensating
by chance. The presence of the bulk path was additionally confirmed by investigating the
influence of cathodic bias on the dependency parameters as discussed in figure 4.42. The last
remark here is that Cδ′ scatters less, also indicating that it is less or not influenced by Reon
(thus, the ′ is actually not necessary).

4.6.2 Partial pressure dependencies of R′s
The exponents of the partial pressure dependencies ofRs are important parameters to conclude
on the rate determining step in the oxygen reduction mechanism as they provide information
about involved species. However, expected values for m and n in Rs ∝ pmO2

pnH2O cannot a priori
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be given as not only the reaction order with respect to the oxygen/water plays a role. Also
the reaction order of the point defects being themselves pO2

and pH2O dependent influence the
measured partial pressure dependencies. I.e. the combination of reaction order and partial
pressure dependence of the defects results in overall exponents of pO2

and pH2O dependence
m and n. To provide expectable signs and value ranges for the exponents and to understand
the influences of the point defects (Do they decrease or increase the “ideal” exponents?) two
possible rate determining steps are assumed, given in table 4.5 and 4.6. These hypothetical
mechanisms do not cover all cases, rather they are representative in terms of reaction orders
and partial pressure dependencies. Therefore, in the first example in table 4.5 a rds involving
atomic oxygen species (2 O−ad) and in the second one in table 4.6 involving molecular water
species (H2Oads) are selected as candidates whose reaction orders are examined.

The first assumed rds in table 4.5 is the incorporation of a reduced oxide anion adsorbed
at the cathode surface into the surface of the cathode material. This is related to the rds
for mixed-conducting perovskite thin-films on YSZ, although there the incorporation of an
adsorbed superoxide (O–

2,ads) takes place. The situation here is more simplified as the molec-
ular oxygen from the gas phase is considered as already dissociated at the surface. These
multiple reactions being not rate determining can be summarized in one preceding (pre)
quasi-equilibrium.

The concentration of empty adsorption sites at the surface (limit of low coverage) and
regular oxygen sites (O×O) are constant and are included in the prefactors. The rates of the
forward −→< 1 and backward←−< 1 reaction are given in table 4.5. The point defects at the surface
are assumed to equilibrate fast with the bulk defects. In contrast, [O−ad] being not contained in
a bulk defect equilibrium is substituted from the preceding quasi-equilibrium. In the following,
only the forward reaction rate will be considered as it is more intuitive for the argumentation.
However, because of microscopic reversibility the final results, i.e. the overall effective reaction
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Figure 4.44: Microelectrode diameter dependence of R′s (a) and Cδ′ (b) on BZY1. T =
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Table 4.5: Hypothetical mechanism with adsorbed atomic oxygen incorporated into an oxy-
gen vacancy at the surface being the rate determining step (rds, 1 indicates that this is the
first example). The preceding (pre) steps are summarized in one quasi-equilibrium.

preceding equilibrium and equilibrium constant and
rate determining step reaction rates

pre O2(gas) −−⇀↽−− 2 O−ad + 2 h• Kpre = [O−ad]2[h•]2p−1
O2

rds O–
ad + V••O −−→ O×O+ h•

−→
< 1 = −→k 1[O−ad][V••O ]
←−
< 1 =←−k 1[h•]

rate and partial pressure dependencies are with respect to Rs ∝ (kq)−1 ∝ <0 (cf. eq. 2.47)
independent of this choice. The equilibrium exchange rate <0 is then calculated to

<0 = −→< 1 = −→k 1K
1/2
pre [V••O ][h•]−1p

1/2
O2
∝ p

1/2+a
O2

p0+b
H2O (4.23)

The reaction orders in the forward rate are 0.5 for oxygen, zero for water, −1 for h• and
+1 for V••O . The latter two itself are pO2

and pH2O dependent yielding the overall exponents
1/2 + a and 0 + b of the partial pressure dependencies of <0. a and b are the exponents of
the effective oxygen and water partial pressure dependencies of the involved point defects, in
this case V••O and h•.n As surface defects are involved, these exponents may differ from the
exponents of the bulk defects, but fast equilibration between surface and bulk defects can be
assumed and only tendencies (signs of a and b) are to be discussed here. For a more detailed
overview of possible oxygen incorporation steps in mixed V••O /h• conducting perovskites see
Merkle and Maier. [75]

Next, the same procedure is performed for another rds having water species involved to
derive their and the protons reaction orders and effective partial pressure dependencies.

Surface adsorbed molecular water species are substituted by the succeeding equilibrium.
Regular lattice oxygen and surface adsorption sites are constant. Now for intuitive reasons
the forward and backward rate are used yielding analogous to the first example

<0 = −→< 2 =←−< 2 = −→k 2[OH•O]2 =←−k 2K
−1
suc[V••O ]pH2O ∝ p0+a

O2
p1+b

H2O (4.24)

The reaction order for the water and V••O in the backward reaction are 1 and zero for oxygen,
h• and OH•O. In the forward rate the reaction order for OH•O is 2 and zero for all other species,
thus, the overall effective reaction orders of forward and backward rate are positive or zero
for all species.

The overall results derived from both examples for reaction orders and expectable effective
partial pressures of the defects are summarized in table 4.7. In general, the reaction orders for

nMathematically this effective exponents originate from the product of reaction order and partial pressure
dependence of the respetive defect. This can generally expressed as follows: <0 ∝ [k]o where o is the reaction
order of defect species k. [k] ∝ pp

O2
pq

H2O where p and q are the exponents of the gas partial pressure depen-
dencies of defect k. Thus, <0 ∝ (pp

O2
pq

H2O)o = pop
O2

poq
H2O and the products op = a and oq = b are the exponents

of the effective partial pressure dependencies of k.
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4.6 Oxygen reduction mechanism

Table 4.6: Hypothetical mechanism with ex-corporation of protonic defects at the surface to
yield surface adsorbed water being the rate determining step (rds, 2 indicates that this is
the second example). The succeeding (suc) step is given as quasi-equilibrium.

rate determining step and reaction rates and
preceding/succeeding equilibrium equilibrium constant

rds 2OH•O −−→ H2Oads + V••O + O×O

−→
< 2 = −→k 2[OH•O]2

←−
< 2 =←−k 2[H2Oads][V••O ][O×O]

suc H2Oads −−⇀↽−− H2Ogas Ksuc = pH2O[H2Oads]−1

O2, H2O, V••O and OH•O are positive or zero, and for h• negative or zero. More specifically, for
molecular oxygen and water species involved in the rds the reaction orders are +1, for atomic
ones they are +0.5 and if not involved they are zero. The exponents of the effective oxygen
and water partial pressure dependencies result from the product of the bulk exponentso (cf.
figure 4.15, values given in the table) and the respective reaction order. For pO2

they are
negative or zero for all defects, i.e. if being involved in the rds they all decrease the exponent
of the oxygen partial pressure dependence – in other words a in eqs. 4.23 and 4.24 is negative
or zero. In contrast, the exponents of the effective water partial pressure dependencies for
the defects differ in sign, b is negative for V••O and positive for OH•O and h•. Consequently,
even if the reaction order is zero for O2 and/or H2O, Rs can be pO2

and/or pH2O dependent
through the effective partial pressure dependencies of point defects being involved in the rds.
This aspect is not considered in the mechanisms proposed in the literature, and can lead to
grossly wrong conclusions.

Table 4.7: Exponents of the partial pressure dependencies of the bulk defects derived from
the thermodynamic model, overall reaction orders derived from the kinetic considerations
in this chapter and resulting effective partial pressure dependency exponents of the three
charge carriers with respect to <0 ∝ R−1

s .

bulk exponents overall effective exponents
pO2

pH2O reaction order paO2
pbH2O

V••O −0.5 to 0 −1 to 0 ≥ 0 ≤ 0 ≤ 0
OH•O −0.25 to 0 0 to 0.5 ≥ 0 ≤ 0 ≥ 0

h• 0 to 0.25 −0.5 to 0 ≤ 0 ≤ 0 ≥ 0

The partial pressure dependencies of area normalized R′s (closed symbols) and R′ion (open
symbols) for BSFZ and BSCF are shown in figure 4.45a for pO2

and b for pH2O. The pO2
de-

pendencies of R′s slightly differ, i.e. for BSCF it is little below and for BSFZ little above −0.5.

oEven if the surface defects equilibrate fast with the bulk defects, the numerical values of the exponents
may differ, but the sign will be the same. However, this has no influence on the discussion as exact values are
not given, anyway.
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Figure 4.45: Oxygen (on BZY1) (a) and water (on BZY6) (b) partial pressure dependence
of R′s. T = 600 ◦C for BSFZ and 550 ◦C for BSCF, pH2O = 20 mbar, dME = 100 µm for
BSFZ and 80 µm for BSCF and film thickness ≈ 100 nm.

Based on the previous kinetic considerations, this might suggest that for BSCF (dependency
< −0.5) molecular and for BSFZ (dependency > −0.5) atomic oxygen species are involved
in the rds. However, some influence of Reon can still not be ruled out. The presence of Reon
is visible as a small pO2

dependence of −0.1 for R′ion (Rion is pO2
independent, Reon ∝ p

−1/4
O2

).
R′ion is on the same order of magnitude as R′s for low pO2

and one order of magnitude above
for high pO2

values. Hence, Reon is roughly one to two orders of magnitude larger than R′s
(teon ≥ 0.1), thus, still influencing Rs ≥ R′s. In general, BSFZ as Cobalt-free cathode material
is less catalytically active, i.e. it is supposed to have a higher Rs under the same condi-
tions than BSCF (cf. BSCF vs. BSF on YSZ [70]). R′ion is about half an order of magnitude
smaller for the BSFZ than for the BSCF sample. Consequently, the influence of Reon on the
impedance is more severe for BSFZ (R′s is stronger Reon dominated) than for BSCF (R′s less
Reon dominated). I.e. the measured pO2

dependence is more strongly decreased for BSFZ
towards −1/4 of Reon leading to values above −0.5 although the dependence of Rs itself is
higher. Note that the values in figure 4.45a are accidentally identical as they are measured at
different temperatures and Reon can vary. Furthermore, it has been shown through the first
example being rds that the effective oxygen partial pressure dependence of the point defects
would decrease the pO2

dependence exponent to values much above −0.25. Consequently, it
is highly plausible that for both BSFZ and BSCF the undisturbed pO2

dependencies of Rs are
below −0.5 and that molecular oxygen is involved in the rds for both cathode materials.

The pH2O dependencies of R′s, figure 4.45b, are both strongly positive. They are on the one
hand in agreement with results for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (kδ decreases from dry to humid
atmosphere [115]), but on the other hand in contrast to results for thin-film LSC electrodes on
YSZ (Rs decreases from dry to humid atmosphere [108]) and porous BSCF electrodes on BCY
(cf. table 2.1 [25]). Unfortunately, the pH2O dependence of Reon is positive as well (eq. 2.3).
Although the pH2O dependency was measured using a BZY6 substrate with stronger influence
of Reon, the positive dependency was qualitatively confirmed for BSFZ on BZY1 (exponent
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4.6 Oxygen reduction mechanism

≈ 0.7 but the measured pH2O was very small). Furthermore, analogously to the pO2
depen-

dence measurements (figure 4.45a) where BZY1 was used R′ion is in the same range or, at least,
one order of magnitude smaller than R′s. Thus, using BZY6 Reon disturbs the measurements
slightly stronger than using BZY1, but the positive measured slope is real (meaning also
caused by Rs) and gives important information about the rds. R′ion itself is more or less pH2O

independent, i.e. the negative slope expected for Rion (increasing [OH•O] ∝ σOH•O ∝ R−1
ion with

increasing pH2O) and the positive slope expected for Reon (decreasing [h•] ∝ σh• ∝ R−1
eon with

increasing pH2O) compensate each other. It has been shown at both examples in the kinetic
considerations above that if the reaction order of one species (oxygen or water) is non-zero the
reaction order of the other species (water or oxygen) is zero (a rds where an oxygen species is
involved in the forward and a water species in the backward reaction is very unlikely). As the
reaction order for oxygen was found to be non-zero the reaction order for water must be zero,
the positive slope of R′s vs. pH2O arises from the effective water partial pressure dependence
of the point defects. Otherwise, if the reaction order for water is non-zero as well, a negative
slope would then highly be expected. V••O is the most plausible defect which has a negative
effective water partial pressure dependence. Thus, it can further be concluded that oxygen
vacancies must be involved in the rds which is in agreement with the pO2

dependence.

Finally, the partial pressure dependencies of Rs suggest that obviously it is mandatory to
incorporate molecular oxygen into an oxygen vacancy at the electrode surface to dissociate
it. This is the same result as for mixed-conducting perovskites on YSZ. The influence of
the water on the reduction kinetics is somehow conflicting as on the one hand protons are
necessary to exhibit a high enough proton-conductivity to enable the bulk path, but on the
other hand the surface exchange rate k is decreased with increasing pH2O owing to its negative
influence on [V••O ]. This is in contrast to results for LSC on YSZ where kq is accelerated by
the presence of H2O, suggesting that the oxygen reduction mechanism or at the least the rds
is different on proton-conducting electrolytes.

4.6.3 Partial pressure dependencies of Cδ′

The partial pressure dependencies of area normalized Cδ′ are given in figure 4.46a (pO2
) and

b (pH2O). Interestingly, the pO2
dependencies as well as the absolute values are the same for

BSCF and BSFZ. Additionally, the pO2
dependence is much higher than for BSCF on YSZ

(0.04± 0.02, in agreement with 0.05± 0.01 at 700 °C measured by Lei Wang [73]), the absolute
values are equal or larger (related to the lower temperature and the known increase of Cδ with
decreasing T [73] – cf. figure 4.39). For the three charge carrier system not only the chemical
capacitance for oxygen Cδ

O as for the two charge carrier system on YSZ (here, protons are not
present) but also the chemical capacitance for hydrogen Cδ

H has to be considered. Referring
to eq. 2.15 their area normalized expressions are

Cδ
O = 22F 2L

∂cO

∂µO

Cδ
H = 12F 2L

∂cH

∂µH

(4.25)

To calculate numerical values for Cδ the response of the chemical potentials on a small applied
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Figure 4.46: Oxygen (on BZY1) (a) and water (on BZY6) (b) partial pressure dependence
of Cδ′. T = 600 ◦C for BSFZ and 550 ◦C for BSCF, pH2O = 20 mbar, dME = 100 µm for
BSFZ and 80 µm for BSCF and film thickness ≈ 100 nm. The triangles are measured
chemical capacitances for BSCF on YSZ at T = 750 ◦C, pH2O < 0.7 mbar (nominally dry)
and dME = 80 µm.

AC (or DC) voltage η needs to be understood. This is sketched in figure 4.47a for the cathodic
part (with respect to the working electrode, the extended counter electrode is reversible) of
the AC signal (the sign of Fη is switched for the anodic case). [110] The partial changes in µO
(red) and µH (light blue) are

∂µO = −∂µ̃V••O + 2∂µ̃h•

∂µH = ∂µ̃OH•O − ∂µ̃h•
(4.26)

∂µ̃V••O (gray) and ∂µ̃OH•O (black) are zero (constant between CE and WE) as their relaxation
with the electrolyte on a small disturbance through η is fast. µ̃h• (magenta) develops a
gradient across the electrolyte (which is in the ideal case insulating for electronic charge
carriers), hence,

∂µO = 2∂µ̃h• = 2Fη
∂µH = −∂µ̃h• = −Fη = −0.5∂µO

(4.27)

Therefore, the chemical potential of water, ∂µH2O = ∂µO + 2∂µH = 0 (dark blue), is constant
over the total sample and ∂µH in eq. 4.25 is −0.5∂µO. The concentration change of oxygen is
∂cO = −∂cV••O and ∂cH = ∂cOH•O for hydrogen. The change of the chemical potential of oxygen
in the mixed-conducting electrode can be expressed as the change of an effective oxygen partial
pressure ∂µO ≈ RT∂ ln pO2

(activity coefficient unity). Inserting these relations and eq. 4.27
into 4.25 finally gives

Cδ
O ≈ −

4F 2L

RT

∂cV••O
∂ ln pO2

Cδ
H ≈ −

2F 2L

RT

∂cOH•O
∂ ln pO2

(4.28)
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Figure 4.47: a) Response of the electrochemical potentials for all relevant species in mixed-
conducting electrodes to a small change in the electrical potential through an applied
voltage (AC or DC, here shown for cathodic DC). The counter-electrode is reversible owing
to its large surface area compared to the working electrode. [110] b) pO2

dependence of the
chemical capacitance calculated through eq. 4.29 (L = 100 nm, T = 600 K) and c) the
respective pH2O dependence for experimentally reasonable Kp values and ranges.

The partial derivatives for a system with three mobile charge carriers have been numeri-
cally calculated (thermodynamic introduction chapter 2.1 – cf. figure 2.3). Both chemical
capacitances are connected in parallel, hence, they add up to a total, measured capacitance

Cδ ≈ 2F 2L

RTVm

(
−

2∂cV••O
∂ ln pO2

−
∂cOH•O
∂ ln pO2

)
= 2F 2L

RTVm

(
∂ch•

∂ ln pO2

)
(4.29)

Owing to the electroneutrality condition the first term in brackets equals to ∂ch•/∂ ln pO2
(magenta surface plot in figure 2.3). The molar volume Vm has to be introduced as the partial
derivatives were calculated for molar fractions.

The calculated values for Cδ (T = 600 K) are plotted in figure 4.47b for a experimentally
reasonable KhydratpH2O = 10−5 (cf. figure 4.9) and c for Koxp

1/2
O2

= 0.1 (cf. figure 4.13). For
the range of Koxp

1/2
O2

= 10−3 to 1 relevant for the measured conditions for BSFZ (and similar
for BSCF) the calculated Cδ increases with increasing pO2

which is in agreement with the
measured data. For the range of KhydratpH2O 10−6 to 10−4 the calculated Cδ is, however, pH2O
independent which disagrees with the strong negative pH2O dependence found in figure 4.46b.
At least, for high KhydratpH2O values above 1 the calculated Cδ starts to decrease. Obviously,
the defects and/or the activity of oxygen in the electrode do not behave ideally which might
shift the negative slope of ∂Cδ/∂pH2O to lower KhydratpH2O values. Thus, the calculated
behavior of Cδ does not totally disagree with the measured data as the slope is, at least, zero
or negative, but definitely not positive.
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4.6.4 Temperature dependence and comparison of the catalytic
activities

The temperature dependence, i.e. the activation energy for Rs, scatters most along the dif-
ferent samples and BZY substrates as seen in figure 4.39a in section 4.5.2. Nonetheless, with
values around 1.5 eV the activation energy is comparable to data on YSZ and does, hence,
not contradict the previously made conclusions. However, the mechanistic information of this
parameter is poor as the enthalpies of all processes, i.e. reaction rate constant k of the rds and
equilibrium constants K of the preceding and succeeding equilibria (cf. examples in eq. 4.23
and 4.24), contribute to the measured activation energy which can, in principle, obtain any
reasonable value.

Owing to Reon decreasing the absolute impedance but scattering between individual BZY
substrates, a comparison of the absolute surface reaction resistances is difficult. In addition,
the surface properties alone vary typically more than bulk properties. In general, the resis-
tance is higher for BSFZ than for BSCF on BZY under similar conditions in agreement with
cobalt containing and free (La,Ba,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3−δ on YSZ. [39] Rs values for BSCF on BZY
and on YSZ (BSFZ on YSZ not available) additionally requires extrapolation from different
measurement ranges to be comparable. Within all errors and uncertainties (≈ one order of
magnitude) their is no significant difference, i.e. a conclusion whether the oxygen reduction
reaction is faster in H+-SOFCs than in O2−-SOFCs cannot be made at the moment.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis is concerned with mixed-conducting perovskites as electrode material in solid oxide
fuel cells using proton-conducting electrolytes (H+-SOFC). In particular, it is the thermody-
namic and transport behavior, and the oxygen exchange reaction mechanism at the electrode
surface that are inspected. All of these properties are highly determined by the physics and
electrochemistry of the mobile charge carriers (point defects of zero dimension). Under fuel
cell conditions where the oxygen exchange electrode (cathode) is exposed to oxidizing, humid
(water formation at the cathode) atmosphere, three charge carriers are of interest: The ionic
defects oxygen vacancies V••O and interstitial protons associated to a regular lattice oxygen
OH•O, and the electronic defect holes h•. These defects provide the mixed-conducting char-
acteristics which is necessary to enhance the catalytically active zone beyond the typically
limited triple-phase-boundary (electrode, electrolyte and gas phase in direct contact) to the
whole electrode surface. With respect to H+-SOFCs, electrode materials with mixed pro-
ton/hole conductivity are highly desired so that the proton from the electrolyte can migrate
through the electrode to its surface where then the water formation takes place.

In the thermodynamic and transport behavior treatment the three mobile charge carriers
are not independent of each other as they are coupled via local electroneutrality. This is, of
course, also the case in a system with “only” two mobile charge carriers. However, in the
latter the coupling is unambiguous as the defect concentration of one species can directly be
calculated from the other through this electroneutrality condition. In contrast, having three
charge carriers only the sum of the concentration of two carriers can be calculated through
the third one, i.e. the correlation between the three defects is a priori ambiguous. Thus,
the mathematical description and the physical interpretation are more complex. Usually nu-
merical analysis is necessary to solve the equations. For the diffusion treatment it was found
that four (instead of one for a situation with two mobile charge carriers) chemical diffusion
coefficients are needed to fully describe the flux of the three defects.

Thermodynamics – The first important goal was to quantify the proton concentration which
is one of the criteria for a material to be suited as electrode in a H+-SOFC. The complexity
arises from the fact that protons can be incorporated by water uptake (a water molecule
splits up into proton and hydroxide ion where latter occupies an oxygen vacancy and the
proton is attached to a regular oxygen site, forming two protonic defects) and hydrogen
uptake (incorporation of water by simultaneous release of oxygen, i.e. a combined hydration-
deoxygenation). From the big zoo of possible electrode materials with perovskite structure
four different candidates were selected. To compare in a first step their capability in taking up
protons the maximum proton concentration was measured ex-situ for samples hydrated down
to room temperature and was found to increase from ≈ 0.1 to 20 mol% in the series LSCF
(La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ), BSCN (Ba0.6Sr0.4Co0.9Nb0.1O3−δ), BSCF (Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ)
and BSFZ (Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8Zn0.2O3−δ). Therefore, the latter one being a promising candidate
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for mixed protonic/electronic conductors was selected for detailed investigations. The pro-
ton concentration under fuel cell conditions (350 − 600 ◦C, pO2

= 10 mbar and 1 bar and
pH2O = 20 mbar) was determined ex-situ with Karl-Fischer titration of hydrated and quenched
pellets, and in-situ by analyzing the thermogravimetric relaxation upon step-wise changes in
pH2O and pD2O. For the this analysis, the fundamental understanding of the thermodynamic
and diffusive behavior of a defect system with three mobile charge carriers is mandatory. The
mass change upon ∆pH2O in the in-situ experiments cannot simply be assigned to water or
hydrogen as any combination is thermodynamically possible. It was found for BSFZ that
the mode of proton incorporation changes from predominantly acid-base thermodynamics at
10 mbar (mass increase mainly by water uptake) to almost exclusively redox thermodynamics
(mass increase by hydrogen uptake) at 1 bar pO2

. The proton concentration in 20 mbar pH2O
ranges from 0.32 to 1.5 mol% between 600 and 350 °C, and was, in addition, found to be less
pO2

dependent which is in agreement with the thermodynamic defect chemistry model and
literature data for BSCF. [27]

Diffusion kinetics – For the water uptake in a medium with two ionic and one electronic
mobile defect two limiting cases are identified in the literature. [30–33] In a material without
electronic charge carriers water migrates via coupled, ambipolar diffusion of V••O and OH•O
yielding a single chemical diffusivity of water. Redox thermodynamics where only hydrogen is
taken up leads to ambipolar diffusion of protons and holes yielding a single chemical diffusivity,
as well. Mixed-conducting perovskites having a sufficiently high mobility and concentration
of electronic charge carriers exhibit a so called two-fold relaxation upon water uptake, i.e. for
the short time behavior hydrogen (ambipolar diffusion of protons and holes, typically being
fast) is taken up reducing the sample (decrease of hole concentration), followed by oxygen
(ambipolar diffusion of oxygen vacancies and holes, typically slower) for longer times reoxi-
dizing the sample. These three regimes and their dependence on various parameters such as
hole concentration, mobilities of the three defects and degree of protonation were theoretically
analyzed in the present thesis by numerical simulations based on the derived flux equations.
The main purpose was to check under which conditions the two-fold relaxation is observable
in a mass relaxation experiment where both contributions (hydrogen and oxygen uptake) lead
to a mass increase.

The two limiting situations in terms of thermodynamics – protonation via water or hydro-
gen uptake – are found in BSFZ for different pO2

, and strongly affect the relaxation kinetics.
For 1 bar pO2

hydrogen is taken up upon ∆pH2O resulting in fast mass transient and small
mass changes. For 10 mbar pO2

water is predominantly incorporated yielding slower mass re-
laxations and larger mass changes. The difference between water uptake at low and hydrogen
uptake at high pO2

was confirmed by SIMS analysis of D2O tracer exchanged samples (more
or less same relative deuterium concentration) and conductivity relaxation experiments upon
∆pH2O for thin-film samples on MgO which shows a non-monotonic two-fold relaxation for
10 mbar and a monotonic single-fold relaxation for 1 bar pO2

.

Proton conductivity – From the mass relaxation transients diffusion coefficients could be
extracted. The measured thermogravimetric transients in 10 mbar pO2

(acid-base thermo-
dynamics) could not reliably be fitted by the two-fold relaxation model expected from the
simulations as the contribution of the fast hydrogen migration to the overall weight gain was
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too small. Instead, they were fitted with one effective diffusivity. However, the numerical
simulations showed that these values are a lower bound for the proton diffusivity. Therefore,
they are used for a conservative estimation as to whether or not the proton conductivity in
BSFZ is sufficiently high to enable the whole electrode surface to be catalytically active. In
contrast, the fitted diffusivity of the mass relaxation in 1 bar pO2

is assigned to the chem-
ical diffusion of hydrogen and can be fitted well. Simulations showed that for low degrees
of hydrogenation as found in BSFZ the chemical diffusivity of hydrogen is within the errors
equal to the defect diffusivity of protons. Thus, its fit results were directly used to calculate
the proton conductivity. All fitted chemical diffusivities lie in a reasonable range compared
to defect diffusivities for V••O and OH•O taken from literature of comparable materials. The
proton conductivities calculated from proton concentrations obtained in the thermodynamic
analysis and effective diffusivities obtained from the transients range from ≈ 9×10−5 in the
most conservative to 2×10−3 Scm−1 in the realistic estimation. Comparing these values with
the proton-conductivity of BZY15 which is known to be one of the best high temperature
proton conductors, they are up to one and a half orders of magnitude smaller. However, even
the most pessimistic estimation is orders of magnitude above a required minimum of about
3×10−8 Scm−1 (found as border between surface and bulk path for (La,Sr)MnO3±δ on YSZ [12])
to enable the whole electrode surface to be catalytically active.

Electronic leakage in the electrolyte – The proton-conducting electrolyte chosen as sub-
strate for the BSFZ and BSCF electrodes was Y-doped BaZrO3. In the literature it is known
that holes in proton-conducting electrolytes with perovskite structure appearing in oxidiz-
ing atmosphere at elevated temperature lead to a non-negligible electronic conductivity in
the electrolyte. In the present thesis it is demonstrated that the electronic resistance in the
electrolyte leads to an electronic leakage which severely affects the impedance spectra, in
particular the low frequency contribution which is related to the oxygen reduction kinetics.
The electronic leakage not only decreases the absolute measured impedance values (making
it in fact impossible to compare different materials and conditions), it changes the exponents
of the dependencies on the microelectrode diameter, oxygen and water partial pressure which
provide important information about the oxygen reduction mechanism. This disturbance, not
considered by any investigations in the literature, possibly leads to severe misinterpretation
with respect to the oxygen reduction reaction. For now, the best and most reproducible
strategy to diminish this influence is to decrease the Y-dopant concentration to 1% , i.e. to
sufficiently increase the electronic leakage resistance. It has to be emphasized that in a real
fuel cell this electronic conductivity in the electrolyte is suppressed at the anodic side (re-
ducing atmosphere with very low pO2

decreasing the hole concentration) and, thus, does not
impair the fuel cell operation.

Oxygen reduction mechanism – The whole electrode surface being catalytically active was
confirmed by impedance spectroscopy on dense, thin-film microelectrodes. The low frequency
contribution to the total impedance, assigned to the surface reaction resistance, is inversely
proportional to the oxygen reduction rate of the rate determining step (slowest elementary
reaction). The surface reaction resistance inversely scales with the microelectrode area, in-
dicating that the rate determining step occurs at the whole electrode surface. This result
was found for BSFZ and BSCF – proving that both electrode materials are sufficiently con-
ductive for protons. The exponent of the pO2

dependence of the surface reaction resistance
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being smaller than −0.5 but larger than −1 indicates that molecular oxygen (reaction order
of unity) is involved in the rate determining step. In addition, a point defect contributing
a positive effective pO2

dependence to the surface reaction resistance must participate in the
rate determining step increasing the exponent from −1 to less negative values. The exponent
of the water partial pressure dependence of the surface reaction resistance was found to be
positive. As the reaction order of oxygen was found to be non-zero the reaction order of water
is supposed to be zero and the measured pH2O dependence must originate from the positive
effective pH2O contribution of a participating defect. The oxygen vacancy is the only defect
with a positive effective pH2O contribution to the surface reaction resistance. Thus, it was
identified as the only possible defect participating in the rate determining step. To summa-
rize, molecular oxygen and an oxygen vacancy are involved in the rate determining step. It
is obviously mandatory for the oxygen dissociation to have oxygen vacancies involved at the
surface, although the incorporation of oxygen is, in principle, not necessary for the formation
of water at the cathode. For further detailed mechanistic investigations the influence of the
electronic leakage in the electrolyte needs to be reproducibly suppressed.

To finally summarize the key results of this work: It was shown that mixed-conducting
cathode materials with perovskite structure take up perceptible amounts of protons to enable
the whole electrode surface to be catalytically active for the water formation, at least for
thin-film electrodes with small diffusion length. It is to the best of my knowledge the first
work which quantified both the proton concentration and a plausible estimate of the proton
conductivity over a wide range of oxygen partial pressure and temperature relevant for fuel
cell operation. For BSFZ the proton incorporation mechanism upon water partial pressure
increase was found to change from predominantly acid-base water to predominantly redox
hydrogen uptake within only two orders of magnitude in pO2

. The kinetics of the stoichiometric
relaxation is understood with the help of numerical simulations for simultaneous diffusion of
protons, oxygen vacancies and holes. The electronic conductivity in the electrolyte used
for the impedance measurements causes a non-negligible electronic leakage disturbing the
analysis. After having sufficiently eliminated this disturbance, the whole electrode surface was
confirmed to be catalytically active. Furthermore, it was found that molecular oxygen species
and oxygen vacancies are participating in the rate determining step of the oxygen reduction
mechanism. These results now serve a starting point for a knowledge-based improvement of
the cathode performance in proton-conducting solid oxide fuel cells.
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A MATLAB scripts

A.1 Defect concentrations from p
1/2
O2 Kox and pH2OKhydrat

MATLAB file A.1: get TDData.m
function [H, v , h , H2 , v2 , h2 , dHdlnpH2O , dvdlnpH2O , dhdlnpH2O , dHdlnpO2 , dvdlnpO2 ,

dhdlnpO2 ] = get TDData (pKhy , pKox , p ,A, v0 )

%The f i r s t va l u e s o f pKhy and pKox dec ide in which corner the i t e r a t i o n s t a r t s ;
v0 (1 ,2 ,3) are the s t a r t i n g gues se s f o r the vac . in t h i s corner ;

u n f o r t u n a t e l y q u a l i t i y o f the r e s u l t s h i g h l y depends on the s t a r t i n g corner ;
you have to t r y ; recommondation i s to s t a r t pKhy = h i g h e s t and pKox =

lowes t va lue
%p (1) and p (2) are both p a r t i a l p r e s su re s to c a l c u l a t e dc/dlnp , same dlnp used

f o r H2O and O2
%A = accep tor dopand concen t ra t ion ;

opt ions = opt imset ( ’ Display ’ , ’ o f f ’ , ’ TolFun ’ ,1E−16, ’ MaxFunEvals ’ ,1000 , ’ MaxIter ’
,4000 , ’TolX ’ ,1E−16, ’ Algorithm ’ , ’ l evenberg−marquardt ’ , ’ ScaleProblem ’ , ’
Jacobian ’ ) ;

f = 0 . 9 ; %f a c t o r f o r ”wrong s t a r t i n g va lue on purpose ”

p2Khy = (p (2 ) /p (1 ) ) . ∗pKhy ;
p2Kox = sqrt (p (2 ) /p (1 ) ) . ∗ pKox ;
n = length (pKhy) ;
m = length (pKox) ;
[H, v , h , H2 , v2 , h2 , dHdlnpH2O , dvdlnpH2O , dhdlnpH2O , dHdlnpO2 , dvdlnpO2 , dhdlnpO2 ] =

dea l ( zeros (n ,m) ) ;

for i = 1 : n
for j = 1 :m

i f ( i == 1 && j == 1)
v ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , v0 (1 ) , opt i ons ) ;
v2 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ p2Khy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , v0 (2 ) , opt i ons ) ;
v3 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,p2Kox( j ) ,A] ) , v0 (3 ) , opt i ons ) ;

e l s e i f ( i == 1 && j > 1)
v ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v ( i , j−1) , opt ions

) ;
v2 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ p2Khy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v2 ( i , j−1) ,

opt i ons ) ;
v3 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,p2Kox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v3 ( i , j−1) ,

opt i ons ) ;
e l s e i f ( i > 1 && j == 1)

v ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v ( i −1, j ) , opt i ons
) ;

v2 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ p2Khy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v2 ( i −1, j ) ,
opt i ons ) ;
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A MATLAB scripts

v3 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,p2Kox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v3 ( i −1, j ) ,
opt i ons ) ;

else
v ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v ( i −1, j−1) ,

opt i ons ) ;
v2 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ p2Khy( i ) ,pKox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v2 ( i −1, j−1) ,

opt i ons ) ;
v3 ( i , j ) = f s o l v e (@( x ) ge t v (x , [ pKhy( i ) ,p2Kox( j ) ,A] ) , f ∗v3 ( i −1, j−1) ,

opt i ons ) ;
end

H( i , j ) = (−1∗v ( i , j ) ∗pKhy( i )+sqrt ( v ( i , j ) ˆ2∗pKhy( i ) ˆ2−4∗pKhy( i ) ∗( v ( i , j )
ˆ2−3∗v ( i , j ) ) ) ) /2 ;

H2( i , j ) = (−1∗v2 ( i , j ) ∗p2Khy( i )+sqrt ( v2 ( i , j ) ˆ2∗p2Khy( i ) ˆ2−4∗p2Khy( i ) ∗( v2
( i , j ) ˆ2−3∗v2 ( i , j ) ) ) ) /2 ;

H3( i , j ) = (−1∗v3 ( i , j ) ∗pKhy( i )+sqrt ( v3 ( i , j ) ˆ2∗pKhy( i ) ˆ2−4∗pKhy( i ) ∗( v3 ( i ,
j ) ˆ2−3∗v3 ( i , j ) ) ) ) /2 ;

h( i , j ) = sqrt (pKox( j ) ∗v ( i , j ) /(3−v ( i , j )−H( i , j ) ) ) ;
h2 ( i , j ) = sqrt (pKox( j ) ∗v2 ( i , j ) /(3−v2 ( i , j )−H2( i , j ) ) ) ;
h3 ( i , j ) = sqrt (p2Kox( j ) ∗v3 ( i , j ) /(3−v3 ( i , j )−H3( i , j ) ) ) ;

dHdlnpH2O( i , j ) = (H( i , j )−H2( i , j ) ) /( log (p (1 ) )−log (p (2 ) ) ) ;
dvdlnpH2O ( i , j ) = ( v ( i , j )−v2 ( i , j ) ) /( log (p (1 ) )−log (p (2 ) ) ) ;
dhdlnpH2O( i , j ) = (h( i , j )−h2 ( i , j ) ) /( log (p (1 ) )−log (p (2 ) ) ) ;

dHdlnpO2( i , j ) = (H( i , j )−H3( i , j ) ) /( log (p (1 ) )−log (p (2 ) ) ) ;
dvdlnpO2 ( i , j ) = ( v ( i , j )−v3 ( i , j ) ) /( log (p (1 ) )−log (p (2 ) ) ) ;
dhdlnpO2 ( i , j ) = (h( i , j )−h3 ( i , j ) ) /( log (p (1 ) )−log (p (2 ) ) ) ;

end
end
end

MATLAB file A.2: get v.m
function F = get v (x , k )

pKhy = k (1) ;
pKox = k (2) ;
A = k (3) ;
H = (−1∗x∗pKhy+sqrt ( xˆ2∗pKhyˆ2−4∗pKhy∗( xˆ2−3∗x ) ) ) /2 ;
F = ((3−x−H) ∗(A−2∗x−H) ˆ2/x )−pKox ;

end
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A.2 Defect concentrations from ∆m upon ∆pH2O for BSFZ

A.2 Defect concentrations from ∆m upon ∆pH2O for
BSFZ

MATLAB file A.3: TGA fixKox.m
function F = TGA fixKox (x , k )

MHD = 1 ; %ATTENTION: Set MHD e i t h e r to 1 (H) or 2 (D)
pO2 = k (1) /1000 ;
pH2O1 = k (2) /1000 ;
pH2O2 = k (3) /1000 ; %a l l p in mbar
Kox = k (4) ;
nBSFZ = k (5) ; %mmol
dm = k (6) ; %mg
c1 = x (1) ;
c2 = x (2) ;
d1 = x (3) ;
d2 = x (4) ;
Khy = x (5) ;

F = [ ( c1 ˆ2) /(pH2O1∗d1∗(3−d1−c1 ) )−Khy ; %eq . 1
( c2 ˆ2) /(pH2O2∗d2∗(3−d2−c2 ) )−Khy ; %eq . 2
((3−d1−c1 ) ∗(1.2−2∗d1−c1 ) ˆ2) /( sqrt (pO2) ∗d1 )−Kox ; %eq . 3
((3−d2−c2 ) ∗(1.2−2∗d2−c2 ) ˆ2) /( sqrt (pO2) ∗d2 )−Kox ; %eq . 4
(nBSFZ∗ ( ( c2−c1 ) ∗MHD+(d1−d2 ) ∗16) )−dm ] ; %eq . 5

end

MATLAB file A.4: TGA redox.m
function F = TGA redox (x , k )

MHD = 1 ; %ATTENTION: Set MHD e i t h e r to 1 (H) or 2 (D)
pH2O1 = k (1) /1000 ;
pH2O2 = k (2) /1000 ;
d = k (3) ;
nBSFZ = k (4) ; %mmol
dm = k (5) ; %mg
c1 = x (1) ;
c2 = x (2) ;
Khy = x (3) ;

F = [ ( c1 ˆ2) /(pH2O1∗d∗(3−d−c1 ) )−Khy ;
( c2 ˆ2) /(pH2O2∗d∗(3−d−c2 ) )−Khy ;
(nBSFZ∗( c2−c1 ) ∗MHD)−dm ] ;

end
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B Input data for diffusion simulations

Table B.1: Acid-base thermodynamics, high degree of hydration, increasing hole concen-
tration: X = 0.5 / ∆[h•] = 0 / DV••O = 10−6 cm2s−1 / DOH•O = 10−5 cm2s−1 /
Dh• = 10−4 cm2s−1

[V••O ] ∆[V••O ] [OH•O] ∆[OH•O] [h•]
0.25 −0.025 0.5 0.05 0.0001

0.2498 −0.02498 0.4995 0.04995 0.001
0.2475 −0.02475 0.495 0.0495 0.01
0.225 −0.0225 0.45 0.045 0.1

0.2056 −0.02056 0.4111 0.04111 0.1778
0.171 −0.0171 0.3419 0.03419 0.3162

0.1094 −0.01094 0.2189 0.02189 0.5623
0.025 −0.0025 0.05 0.005 0.9

0.0025 −0.00025 0.005 0.0005 0.99

Table B.2: Acid-base thermodynamics, low degree of hydration, increasing hole concen-
tration: X = 0.1 / ∆[h•] = 0 / DV••O = 10−6 cm2s−1 / DOH•O = 10−5 cm2s−1 /
Dh• = 10−4 cm2s−1

[V••O ] ∆[V••O ] [OH•O] ∆[OH•O] [h•]
0.4499 −0.004999 0.09999 0.009999 0.0001
0.4495 −0.004995 0.0999 0.00999 0.001
0.4455 −0.00495 0.099 0.0099 0.01
0.405 −0.0045 0.09 0.009 0.1
0.37 −0.004111 0.08222 0.008222 0.1778

0.3077 −0.003419 0.06838 0.006838 0.3162
0.197 −0.002189 0.04377 0.004377 0.5623
0.045 −0.0005 0.01 0.001 0.9

0.0045 −0.00005 0.001 0.0001 0.99
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B Input data for diffusion simulations

Table B.3: Acid-base thermodynamics, low degree of hydration, decreasing oxygen vacancy
diffusivity: X = 0.1 / ∆[h•] = 0 / DOH•O = 10−5 cm2s−1 / Dh• = 10−4 cm2s−1

DV••O /cm2s−1 [V••O ] ∆[V••O ] [OH•O] ∆[OH•O] [h•]

10−6 0.3103 −0.003448 0.06896 0.006896 0.3103
10−7 0.3103 −0.003448 0.06896 0.006896 0.3103
10−8 0.3103 −0.003448 0.06896 0.006896 0.3103

Table B.4: Low degree of hydration, increasing redox thermodynamics: X ≈ 0.07 / DV••O =
10−6 cm2s−1 / DOH•O = 10−5 cm2s−1 / Dh• = 10−4 cm2s−1

[V••O ] ∆[V••O ] [OH•O] ∆[OH•O] [h•] ∆[h•]
0.3103 −0.002759 0.06896 0.006896 0.3103 −0.001379
0.3103 −0.002069 0.06896 0.006896 0.3103 −0.002759
0.3103 −0.001379 0.06896 0.006896 0.3103 −0.004138

Table B.5: Low degree of hydration for representative, fixed pH2OKhydrat with increasing
p

1/2
O2
Kox: pH2OKhydrat = 10−2 / DV••O = 10−6 cm2s−1 / DOH•O = 10−5 cm2s−1 / Dh• =

10−4 cm2s−1

p
1/2
O2
Kox [V••O ] ∆[V••O ] [OH•O] ∆[OH•O] [h•] ∆[h•]

10−6 4.500×10−1 −2.520×10−3 9.962×10−2 5.040×10−3 4.285×10−4 −9.815×10−7

10−5 4.495×10−1 −2.518×10−3 9.958×10−2 5.038×10−3 1.354×10−3 −3.103×10−6

10−4 4.481×10−1 −2.511×10−3 9.945×10−2 5.032×10−3 4.275×10−3 −9.801×10−6

10−3 4.438×10−1 −2.490×10−3 9.906×10−2 5.012×10−3 1.344×10−2 −3.088×10−5

10−2 4.302×10−1 −2.426×10−3 9.783×10−2 4.948×10−3 4.172×10−2 −9.655×10−5

10−1 3.907×10−1 −2.230×10−3 9.404×10−2 4.754×10−3 1.246×10−1 −2.938×10−4

100 2.918×10−1 −1.693×10−3 8.303×10−2 4.196×10−3 3.334×10−1 −8.099×10−4

101 1.306×10−1 −6.925×10−4 5.748×10−2 2.925×10−3 6.814×10−1 −1.540×10−3

102 2.517×10−2 −7.612×10−5 2.585×10−2 1.351×10−3 9.238×10−1 −1.199×10−3

103 2.901×10−3 −3.196×10−6 8.834×10−3 4.720×10−4 9.854×10−1 −4.656×10−4
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C Conductivity measurements vertical
& parallel to diffusion direction

In this chapter it is mathematical shown that for small concentration changes the solution
of Fick’s second law of one-dimensional diffusion through a plane sheet can be used for fit-
ting conductivity relaxation data measured in parallel to the diffusion direction. Measuring
vertical against the diffusion direction the average conductivity σt at time t is simply the
algebraic mean of the partial conductivities which are than expressed by the Nernst-Einstein
relation 2.19:

σt = 1
l

l∫
0

σx,tdx = k

l

l∫
0

(c0 + ∆cx,t) dx (C.1)

with k = (F 2D)/(RT ) and cx,t = c0 + ∆cx,t where c0 is the initial concentration and ∆cx,t the
time and space dependent change of the concentration (owing to the pH2O jump e.g.). This
equation is simply rewritten to

σt = kc0 + k

l

l∫
0

∆cx,tdx (C.2)

Measuring parallel with the diffusion direction the inverse time dependent, average conduc-
tivity is the algebraic mean of the inverse partial conductivities:

1
σt

= 1
l

l∫
0

1
σx,t

dx = 1
lk

l∫
0

(
1

c0 + ∆cx,t

)
dx (C.3)

Using the third binomial series a2 − b2 = (a + b)(a − b) the fraction in brackets is extended
by (c0 −∆cx,t) and reads

1
σt

= 1
lk

l∫
0

(
c0 −∆cx,t
c2

0 −∆c2
x,t

)
dx (C.4)

For small ∆cx,t its square in the denominator is negligible compared to c2
0 (e.g. for a final ∆c

of 10% the created error decreases to 1%) resulting in

1
σt
≈ 1
lk

l∫
0

(
c0 −∆cx,t

c2
0

)
dx = 1

kc0
− 1
klc2

0

l∫
0

∆cx,tdx (C.5)

The difference of the fractions is summarized by using a common denominator and the whole
equation is inverted giving the final

σt ≈
klc2

0

lc0 −
∫ l

0 ∆cx,tdx
(C.6)
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C Conductivity measurements vertical & parallel to diffusion direction

Again, the fraction is extended using the third binomial series:

σt ≈
klc2

0

(
lc0 +

∫ l
0 ∆cx,tdx

)
l2c2

0 −
(∫ l

0 ∆cx,tdx
)2 (C.7)

As an approximation the square of the integrated ∆cx,t is neglected compared to l2c2
0 and the

final equation reads

σt ≈ kc0 + k

l

l∫
0

∆cx,tdx (C.8)

This is the same equation as for the case of measuring vertical against the diffusion.
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